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ABSTRACT

Hindered-settling columns are versatile gravity concentration devices that have
many possible applications. It is desirable for plant operators to have a mathematical
model, which integrates all necessary parameters of the column, and predicts complex
effects of inter-dependent variables. The model can assist in finding optimum design and
operating conditions. For this purpose, several phenomenological models of hinderedsettling columns have been developed and investigated. The models are based on the
convection-diffusion equation as applied to hindered-settling conditions. Each model
includes two parts: a modified form of the Concha and Almendra’s hindered-settling
equation to predict the settling velocities of particles within the whole range of Reynolds
number, and a finite difference solution scheme to perform volume balance of solids
between partitioned areas of the column as a function of time.
Simulations were carried out to evaluate column performance as a function of
design and operating variables, including column height, teeter water rate, bed height,
solids feed rate, solids feed location, fluid temperature, feed size distribution, and particle
density. The product size distributions were also studied. The results are presented in
terms of fractional recovery (partition) curves. Variations in the fractional recovery
curves due to changes in design and operating conditions are quantified using the cut size,
the sharpness index, and apparent bypass, which are characteristic parameters that
describe the location and shape of a fractional recovery curve. For selected tests, the
simulation results are compared with experimental results obtained from a laboratory
hindered-settling column.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Gravity concentration is used to separate materials based on differences in
physical properties, particularly density, size, and shape by the force of gravity or
centrifugal force and one or more other forces induced by viscosity and buoyancy. The
separation takes place due to the differential settling velocities of individual particles.
This method has been used by numerous industries, including industrial minerals
(e.g., processing of beach sands), food (e.g., removal of flat impurities from the globular
grains of starch in the potato and corn starch process), metals (concentration of precious
metals such as gold and platinum), power generation (e.g., coal beneficiation), and water
treatment (e.g., removal of particulates from water). Gravity concentration is gaining in
popularity because its relative simplicity and low cost make the process a very attractive
means of separation (Burt and Mills, 1985).
Even though the method is labeled as “gravity concentration,” the effects of size
and shape of materials are always inherent, in addition to density (specific gravity) due to
the nature of the process (Aplan, 1985). In most cases, the additional effects induced by
size and shape are disadvantageous. For example, a sulfide ore such as galena contains a
high-density component, lead sulfide and a low-density component, silica. Ideally, all of
the lead sulfide would be separated from the silica to produce 100% lead sulfide.
However, during gravity concentration, coarser silica particles, which settle at the same
rate as finer lead sulfide particles, will be misplaced to the high-density stream, or the
fine lead sulfide will be misplaced to the low-density stream. The result in either case is
a reduction in separation efficiency.
One method of enhancing the effect of density while reducing that of particle size
is to separate under hindered-settling conditions. Hindered settling occurs when the
settling rate of a particle in a liquid suspension is affected by the presence of particles
nearby (Allen and Baudet, 1977). The transition from free settling to hindered settling
occurs as the concentration of solids in the suspension increases. This reduces the
distance between particles sufficiently such that the drag force created by the settling
particles will affect the movement of nearby particles (Mirza and Richardson, 1979;
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Oliver, 1960). However, if the concentration of solids in the suspension is too high,
entrapment and misplacement of particles will dominate (Davies, 1968), thereby
increasing en-masse settling, which is independent of particle size and density.
Mineral processing devices such as the hindered-settling column and the wateronly cyclone take advantage of the hindered-settling phenomenon for separating
particles. A hindered-settling column such as the Hydrosizer operates by having the
water flow counter to the flow of the solids. The solids enter the device near the top of
the column and come into contact with the upward flowing water. Coarser and denser
particles settle to the bottom and build up in a bed, while the finer and lighter particles
overflow out the top (Richards et al., 1940; Taggart, 1945).
Currently, hindered-settling columns are widely used in sand and gravel
operations for size classification. However, because it is a highly cost effective method
that combines relatively low capital, installation, and running cost with simple, fully
automated operation, its use is growing (Hyde et al., 1988). For example, the use of a
hindered-settling column is considered for coal beneficiation (Cho and Kim, 2002; Reed
et al., 1995; Mankosa et al., 1995). It also has been tested in closed-circuit grinding of
sulfur minerals by replacing the hydrocyclone, which traditionally has been used as the
classifier (Young 1999). The use of a hindered-settling column rather than a
hydrocyclone resulted in a significant improvement of separation efficiency, which
contributed to subsequent savings in energy, steel, and water consumption. The
Hydrosizer® also gained a niche in environmental applications as part of a soil washing
system (EPA, 1992) to liberate soil from low-density organic compounds where PCB
contaminants are commonly found to be absorbed.

1.1 Basics of the Hindered-Settling Column Operation
Figure 1.1 shows the schematic of the hindered-settling column used in this study.
The design was based on that of a Linatex Hydrosizer®. The solid material is fed through
the top opening of the column along with feed water. The function of feed water is to
prevent the solid material from building up in the feed tube, thereby ensuring a constant
flow of feed solids into the column. Because of the presence of the upward flow of water
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the laboratory Hydrosizer.
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in the column, the feed water is simply directed to the overflow stream where light and
finer particles are also collected. Because the feed water never enters the lower part of
the column, it has no effect on the separation of solids. In typical industrial operations,
the feed material enters the column as a slurry, incorporating the feed solids and feed
water into a combined single stream.
The upward current of water is created by introducing water through a distributor
(teeter plate) directly above the conical section. The upward velocity of water is a
function of the teeter water rate and the cross-sectional area of the column. The upward
flow of water counters the downward-settling velocities of solids. If the particles going
into the column have a settling velocity that is less than that of the upward water velocity,
these particles will be carried away to the overflow stream. Hence, the teeter water rate is
one of the important variables in controlling the “cut point” of separation.
The remaining solids in the column build a high-density, fluidized bed, until a
desired height or bed thickness is achieved. The bed height is measured using a
differential pressure sensor. Once the desired bed height is reached, an automatic PID
controller maintains the build up of the bed by either opening or closing the
pneumatically actuated pinch valve and discharging the excess amount of solid particles.
This material constitutes the amount of solids and liquid going into the underflow product
fraction.
The control system is essential in keeping the equilibrium balance inside the
column between incoming feed material and outgoing products, as well as maintaining a
proper fluidized bed density. Only particles having sufficient mass can pass through the
bed and report to the underflow stream. Thus, an autogenous medium is achieved by the
fluidized particle bed and is essential in facilitating a separation based on differences in
particle density. The successful separation of particles in the hindered-settling column is
critically dependent on the maintenance of a constant density in the teeter bed (Hyde et
al., 1988).
Once the steady state in the column is reached, the particle distribution can be
represented with three distinct zones (Young, 1999; Selim et al., 1983). Fine and lowdensity particles are carried along with the upward current of water to the overflow in the
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upper portion of the column. A transition zone, where most of the separation takes place,
consists of near size and/or near density particles. The lower portion of the column
mainly consists of high-density, coarse particles that form the underflow product stream.
More recently, Honaker and Mondal (2000) divided the column into six distinctly
different zones. In the feed zone, the feed slurry enters from a manifold at a height
equivalent to approximately 3/4 of the overall cell height. The lower intermediate zone
mainly contains heavy coarse particles, while the upper intermediate zone consists
primarily of heavy-fine, light-coarse, and fine particles. A conical section at the bottom
in the thickening zone provides the thickening of the underflow stream, which maximizes
the usage of the teeter water. At the overflow and underflow collection zones, the
product discharges are made.
Some of the important operating parameters are teeter water rate, solids feed rate,
and pressure sensor set point. As previously explained, the teeter water rate is directly
related to the upward velocity of the water current (teeter water velocity) that counters the
downward current of the particles. Proper solids feed rate is also important. Too little
solids in the column prevent the building of an adequate bed depth and thickness. In
contrast, too high of a solids feed rate can cause excessive compacting of the bed as well
as clogging of the feed inlet. The excessive compacting and compression of the bed
prevents the bed from retaining its fluidized property, causing misplacement of fine
particles among the compressed larger particles.
The pressure sensor set point determines the equilibrium pressure (i.e., bed
height) inside the column. Once the equilibrium “set point” is reached, a steady-state
condition is maintained by releasing high-density, coarse particles to the underflow
product stream through the control valve. Raising the set point increases the maximum
solids concentration in the column and in turn, controls the thickness and height of the
bed. The pressure sensor set point can be used to calculate the “set point concentration,”
which represents the overall volume concentration of the solids inside the column when
the desired bed height at the corresponding set point is reached.
The design parameters include the column height and solids feed location. The
height of the sedimentation bed can be increased by using a taller column. It is generally
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believed that a higher column would yield better separation results, because in theory,
particles, as they settle or rise depending on direction of the passage, would have higher
probabilities (longer retention time) to be properly separated according to their
size/density, while random bypasses are reduced. In fact, this was similarly demonstrated
in Young’s work (1999). The solids feed location is the distance measured from the base
of the column to the location of the feed inlet. It is possible for solids to enter from
different points along the column by adjusting the depth of the feed tube. Usually, the
solids feed location is on the top half portion of the column.

1.2 Mathematical Modeling of the Hindered-Settling Column
The separation mechanisms that are involved in the operation of a hinderedsettling column are complex and inter-dependent, and sometimes, finding an optimum
operating condition proves to be a great challenge for a plant operator. Hence, there is a
need to develop a mathematical model that can integrate all design and operating
parameters of a hindered-settling column and predict the separation for a given condition
with a reasonable accuracy.
Various mathematical models have been developed involving the hindered
settling of a suspension and the subsequent sedimentation of particles resulting from it
(Shih et al., 1987; Baily et al., 1987; Patwardhan and Tien, 1985; Zimmels, 1988; ElShall et al., 1993; Ergun 1952). However, these models have not been applied
specifically towards hindered-settling columns due in part to the complex interactions
surrounding the design and operating parameters unique to the unit. For example, a
change in the teeter water rate also changes the retention time of particles. Direct
approaches to modeling various types of hindered-settling devices were tried by fewer
researchers including Kojovic and Whiten (1993), Mackie et al. (1987), Smith (1991),
and Honaker and Mondal (2000).
Kojovic and Whiten (1993) developed a model of a cone classifier. The cone
classifier is a hybrid form of a hindered-settling classifier, combining the designs of both
the hydrocyclone and the hindered-settling column. The operating principle of a cone
classifier is similar to that of the hindered-settling column. However, the design of the
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main body of a cone classifier closely resembles that of the hydrocyclone in which a
large elongated conical section is connected to a shorter cylindrical section. The feed
material comes in from the top, and the separation takes place when the fines are carried
by wash water coming in from the bottom to the overflow at the top of the unit. In some
cases, a slow rotating mechanism is used to continuously agitate the bed to prevent
accumulation of solid particles inside the cone (Bhardwaj et al., 1987). Kojovic and
Whiten developed an empirical model with its structure based on dimensionless particle
settling in a cone classifier, relating operating and geometric parameters and separation
efficiency.
Mackie et al. (1987) worked with a hindered-settling classifier known as the
Stokes hydrosizer, sometimes referred to as classification tank. The operation of the
Stokes hydrosizer is well described in their paper. Particles settle out of a horizontal feed
stream and are collected in a series of chambers, which increase in size towards the
discharge end. Collected material in each chamber is discharged via a spigot. An
upward current is produced in each chamber at the base as teeter water. The teeter water
provides three functions, which include sharpening of the classification by reducing the
settling rates (which possibly increases the retention time), building up of a loose bed by
the particles in suspended motion, and scouring off fines adhering to the larger particles.
The model by Mackie et al. was a hybrid physical-empirical separation type model,
which was partly based on settling theory. The model also related design and operating
parameters with various performance characteristics.
Smith (1991) developed a mathematical model for elutriation of particles from a
fluidized bed, using differential settling velocities of binary mixtures proposed by Lockett
and Al-Habbooby (1973). The application of the model is limited to a binary mixture
only. Honaker and Mondal’s model (2000) is of particular interest, because their
hindered-settling model was primarily based on fundamental principles rather than
empirical relations that were derived from experimental data. In addition, no limitations
on the feed size distribution were imposed.
For modeling and experimental validation, Honaker and Mondal used a hinderedsettling classifier commercially known as the Floatex Density Separator. The Floatex
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Density Separator consists of an upper, parallel-walled teeter chamber and a lower
section that consists of one or more inverted pyramidal sections. These sections were
described as dewatering cones, which taper towards the coarse-products discharge valve
or valves (Littler 1986). An upward current of water is established over the entire area of
the teeter chamber through a series of horizontal evenly-spaced pipes that discharge a
predetermined flow. The Floatex Density Separator was extensively studied by several
groups in coal cleaning applications (Mankosa et al., 1995; Reed et al., 1995; Littler,
1986).
Honaker and Mondal’s “dynamic population balance model” uses Brauer and
coworkers’ hindered-settling equation (Brauer and Kriegel, 1966; Brauer, 1971; Brauer
and Mewes, 1972; Brauer and Theile, 1973) to predict the hindered-settling velocities of
particles. Brauer’s equation adjusts the free-settling velocities of particles in a
suspension by applying two correction factors to account for the hindered-settling effect
and in turn, computes hindered-settling velocities. The first parameter accounts for an
upward fluid flowing against the settling of a particle that is a function of the solids
concentration. The second factor accounts for the particles settling in a dense suspension,
resulting in variable flow profiles whereby flow profile interactions produce turbulence,
for which they termed “cluster turbulence.”
The settling velocities of particles are determined by integrating an equation for
the particle acceleration, which is a function of the physical properties belonging to the
particles and carrying fluid, over a given time interval. The expression for the particle
acceleration they used is given as
as =

− R c A ′ 1.5 ρ f 2
ρ
v + g (1 − f )
2
d ρs
ρs
ρµ f

(1.1)

in which ρf = the density of the carrying fluid; ρs = the density of the solids; µf = the fluid
viscosity; Rc = the critical yield stress; A′ = the cross-sectional area of the particle; d =
the particle diameter; g = the gravitational acceleration; and v = the initial particle settling
velocity. The velocities for the next time interval are computed using Equation 1.1 and
are adjusted for the hindered-settling condition using Brauer’s hindered-settling equation,
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and these values are again integrated over the same time interval to identify the distance
traveled by the particles.
Based on specific characteristics associated with the physical and operating
parameters, the domain of the hindered-bed classifier is divided into six distinct zones
(see Section 1.1). The resulting movement of the particles between the zones is tracked
by the population balance method, which uses simple addition and subtraction of mass
within each zone to calculate the resulting mass accumulation.
Honaker and Mondel’s model fits relatively well with their limited experimental
data, which were obtained through a coal beneficiation study. However, to improve upon
this model, more factors (i.e., diffusion) have to be considered. In mineral processing
devices such as the hindered-settling column and hydrocyclone, mixing is always present
due to the constant flow of the suspension itself and the turbulent flow at the feed inlet
(Schubert et al., 1986). In the case of the hindered-settling column, the region where the
feed solids enter the column is highly turbulent, because the feed material is introduced
through an opening significantly smaller than the cross-sectional area of the hinderedsettling column. The feed solids’ initial impact of entrance on the liquid suspension
contributes to a more turbulent condition in this region.

1.3 Batch-Settling Approach in Modeling the Hindered-Settling Column
By assuming a continuous solid-solid separation as a steady-state lumped
parameter, plug-flow process, it is possible to simulate gravity concentration process with
a batch-settling model. The batch retention time is viewed as an overall mean residence
time where all particles are in the separation device for the same amount of time (Hogg et
al., 1982). Using this approach and Concha and Almendra’s free-settling equation
(1979a), Klima (1987) was able to develop a free-settling model for a batch-settling
column that could be applied to various continuous processes.
Based on Klima’s free settling model, Lee (1989) developed the unsteady-state
batch hindered-settling model (USBSM), which incorporated a modified form of Concha
and Almendra’s hindered-settling equation (1979b) to account for the hindered-settling
effect and a finite-difference solution scheme to account for the mass balance. Using the
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unsteady-state batch hindered-settling model, Klima and Cho (1995) were able to
simulate a dense-medium cycloning process. They studied design and operating variable
interactions when processing fine coal under hindered-settling conditions. Hence, it
might be feasible to simulate hindered-settling column separations using Lee’s unsteadystate batch hindered-settling model.

1.4 Objectives of Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a mathematical model for the hinderedsettling column that can be used as an analytical tool to evaluate the separation under
different design and operating conditions. This study was divided into six areas.
The first part dealt with the description and modification of an existing unsteadystate batch hindered-settling model (USBSM) (Lee, 1989), which was adapted from the
batch free-settling model developed by Klima (1987). The USBSM was modified so that
the separation of particles in the hindered-settling column could be described by this
model. The second part involved a further modification of the USBSM to integrate the
solids feed location and the layering condition of the feed solids when the particles
initially enter the column. The modified form of the USBSM was termed “the unsteadystate batch hindered-settling layer model” (USBSL). The third part was the development
of the continuous hindered-settling model (CHSM) by introducing a continuous input and
output of materials to the USBSL. The fourth part was the development of the dynamic
hindered-settling model (DHSM) that could account for the motion of the underflow
control valve, which consisted of repeated opening and closing, as governed by the set
point concentration (bed height) of the column.
In the fifth part, for each model, FORTRAN programs: USBSM.FOR,
USBSL.FOR, CHSM.FOR and DHSM.FOR were written to solve each corresponding
model by using the finite difference solution scheme. In the sixth part, the actual
experimental results were compared with the simulation results, and effects of design and
operating parameters were evaluated.
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CHAPTER 2
HINDERED-SETTLING VELOCITY EQUATION
Particle separation in the hindered-settling column is performed in a relatively
thick slurry where the movement of a particle is restricted by the presence of other
particles. In this environment, hindered-settling conditions prevail, which leads to the
differential motion among particles of different size/density relative to the fluid, for
which the process is known as gravity concentration. Because hindered-settling column
separations are based on settling rates of particles, an equation that can predict the
velocities of falling particles in a liquid suspension is needed to account for different
sizes and densities of particles. In a free-settling environment, this is relatively simple to
determine, for example, using Stokes or Newton’s law, depending on the particle
Reynolds number. However, in a hindered-settling environment, there are complex
interactions between particles and fluid (i.e., momentum transfer effect), which prevent a
simple mathematical solution.
There have been many attempts to quantify hindered settling and compute the
settling velocities of particles accordingly. Most notable works include the studies by
Steinour (1944) and Richardson and Zaki (1954). Hindered settling in the creeping flow
range (Stokes law) was extensively studied by Steinour who also proposed the
replacement of fluid density and viscosity with “effective” density and viscosity. He
applied an empirical correction factor (function of solids concentration), calculated from
his own sedimentation experiments, to free-settling velocities to account for the hinderedsettling effect. His equation fits only well within the range of his own study
(Re < 0.0025). Richardson and Zaki extended this range to include settling particles
having Reynolds numbers between 0.2 and 489.
Concha and Almendra derived an equation for the free-settling velocity of an
individual spherical particle using boundary-layer theory (Concha and Almendra, 1979a).
Integrating their free-settling equation with two empirical functions that relate solids
volume concentration with hindered-settling correction factors for low (Re→0) and high
(Re→∞) Reynolds numbers, they were able to develop an expression for the hindered-
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settling velocities of a suspension of spherical particles (Concha and Almendra, 1979b)
for the whole range of Reynolds number. Although this equation worked well with
spherical particles settling in a suspension of uniform size/density particles, a major
limitation was found when applied to particle systems with different sizes and densities
(Lee, 1989).
Concha and Almendra’s hindered-settling equation is the most comprehensive
description for spherical particles settling in a suspension of particles (Lee, 1989). Its
application is valid for all flow regions (laminar, intermediate, and turbulent) covering
any value of Reynolds number. However, no comprehensive theory regarding hindered
settling of multi-density, multi-particle size distributions, which can account for all
relevant parameters is available (Zimmel, 1985).

2.1 Free-Settling Equations
A free-settling particle in a liquid medium is subjected to three external forces:
the gravity force due to gravitational field, the buoyant force due to the displacement of
the fluid by the particle, and the drag force due to the relative motion of the particle and
the fluid. If the force balance is performed on a settling particle as a function of the
settling time, it eventually reaches an equilibrium point in which the gravity force is
counter-balanced by the buoyant and drag forces. From this point on, the particle settles
at a constant maximum velocity. This velocity is referred to as “terminal settling
velocity.” The terminal settling velocity for a spherical particle obtained from a force
balance is
U∞ = (

4 (ρ s − ρ f )dg 1 / 2
)
3
ρf CD

(2.1)

where ρs = particle density; ρf = fluid density; d = average diameter of the particle; g =
gravitational acceleration; and CD = the drag coefficient. CD is a function of the
Reynolds number, which is defined as
Re =
where µf = fluid viscosity.

U ∞ dρ f
µf

(2.2)
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In a region where the Reynolds number is less than one, Stokes law (laminar
flow) applies. The expression for the terminal velocity can be further simplified to
d 2 (ρ s − ρ f )g
U∞ =
18µ f

(2.3)

The drag coefficient is calculated as
CD = 24/Re

(2.4)

Newton’s Law (turbulent flow) applies in the region where the Reynolds number is
greater than 1000. In this region, the drag coefficient is fairly constant at approximately
0.4. Hence from Equation 2.1, the expression for the terminal settling velocity is
simplified to
U∞ = (

3.33(ρ s − ρ f )dg 1 / 2
)
ρf

(2.5)

The Allen region exists in a transitional area between a Reynolds number of 1 and
1000, where neither Newton’s nor Stokes’ laws apply. In this range, a trial and error
method is usually performed to determine the settling velocity. Concha and Almendra’s
free-settling equation is another valuable tool, which can be used in this region as well as
Stokes and Newton’s regions, and is expressed as
d 3 (ρ s − ρ f )ρ f g 1 / 2 1 / 2
20.52µ f
U∞ =
{[1 + 0.0921(
) ] − 1}2
2
dρ f
0.75µ f

(2.6)

2.2 Concha and Almendra’s Free-Settling Equation
The derivation of Concha and Almendra’s free-settling equation is based on
boundary layer theory. The boundary layer is defined as the region of viscous flow near
the surface of the solid. The thickness of the layer, δ, extends from the surface of the
solid to the region where the velocity of the external flow reaches 99% of its value. It is
proportional to Re-1/2, and at the point of separation, is expressed as
δ
δ
= 10/ 2
r Re

(2.7)

where r = radius of the particle; δ0 = boundary layer parameter. The drag coefficient CD
of a spherical particle is defined as
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CD =

FD
1
ρ f U 2 πr 2
2

(2.8)

where FD = the drag force exerted by the fluid.
By using the pressure distribution and boundary-layer thickness over the surface
of a sphere, Concha and Almendra derived an expression for the drag force exerted by the
fluid given by
FD =

C0 2
δ
πr (1 + ) 2 ρ f U 2
2
r

(2.9)

where C0 = parameter obtained from a pressure distribution function using the values of
the separation point and adimensional base pressure. By combining Equations 2.7, 2.8,
and 2.9, they obtained
δ0 2
)
Re1 / 2

C D = C 0 (1 +

(2.10)

The values of C0 and δ0 were based on studies by others and were found to be C0 = 0.28
(Tomotika and Amai, 1938; Fage, 1937) and δ0 = 9.06 (Abraham, 1970). Substituting the
values gives
C D = 0.28(1 +

9.06 2
)
Re1 / 2

(2.11)

The force acting on a settling particle is equal to its weight. For a spherical
particle, this is expressed as
FD =

4 3
πr (ρ s − ρ f )g
3

(2.12)

Combining Equations 2.8 and 2.12, the drag coefficient is given by
CD = (

4 (ρ s − ρ f )dg
)
3 ρf U 2

(2.13)

The fluid-particle characteristic parameters P and Q are defined as
2

P=(

µf
3
)1 / 3
4 (ρ s − ρ f )ρ f g

(2.14)

Q=(

4 (ρ s − ρ f )µ f g 1 / 3
)
2
3
ρf

(2.15)
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Equating Equations 2.11 and 2.13 and substituting Equations 2.2, 2.14, and 2.15 gives
Concha and Almendra’s free settling equation as

20.52 
d 3/ 2 
U ∞ = QP
1 + 0.0921( ) 
d 
P


1/ 2


− 1


2

(2.16)

Equation 2.16 can be rearranged to show Equation 2.6.

2.3 Concha and Almendra’s Hindered-Settling Equation
Based on their free-settling equation, Concha and Almendra further modified this
equation to create a hindered-settling equation. Because the particles in a liquid
suspension are subjected to different fluid conditions depending on their Reynolds
numbers, asymptotic expressions of an equation integrating the hindered-settling
correction factors are applied to two instances where the Reynolds number approaches 0
and infinity.
The correction factors can be further broken down into one accounting for the
momentum transfer effect and the other for the “wall hindrance” effect (Barnea and
Mizrahi, 1973). The momentum transfer effect is caused by the presence of other
particles nearby that affects the mechanism of the transfer of momentum between each
particle and the fluid medium, which is nearly equivalent to the increase of the
“apparent” bulk viscosity. The wall hindrance effect is caused by the dissipation of
energy between the moving fluid and the “wall” of moving particles and also the
limitation of flow field around the particle. Both effects require the correction factors as
a function of solids concentration.
Concha and Almendra assumed that two functions, which were a function of
solids concentration, existed such that Equations 2.14 and 2.15 become
P(φ) = Pf p (φ)

(2.17)

Q(φ) = Qf q (φ)

(2.18)

Using Equations 2.16, 2.17, and 2.18, they defined the hindered-settling velocity U as
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1/ 2



20.52
d


3/ 2
U = QP
f p (φ)f q (φ)1 + 0.0921(
)  − 1
d
Pf p (φ)




2

(2.19)

They also derived relationships between the settling velocity U and the settling velocity
in an infinite liquid U∞ for low and high Reynolds numbers based on their experimental
data. Equations 2.20 and 2.21 represent for Stokes’ region and Newton’s region,
respectively.
(1 − 1.45φ)1.83
1 + 0.751 / 3

(2.20)

(1 − φ)
(1 − φ + 1.2φ 2 / 3 ) 3 / 4

(2.21)

U = U∞
U = U∞

The parameters fp(φ) and fq(φ) are derived by finding the asymptotic solutions of
Equations 2.16 and 2.19 for high and low Reynolds Numbers and solving them using
Equations 2.20 and 2.21. The parameters fp(φ) and fq(φ) are obtained as


(1 − φ)(1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )
f p (φ) = 
2/3 3/ 4
1.83 
 (1 − φ + 1.2φ ) (1 − 1.45φ) 


(1 − φ) 4 (1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )
f q (φ) = 
2/3 3
1.83 
 (1 − φ + 1.2φ ) (1 − 1.45φ) 

2/3

(2.22)

1/ 3

(2.23)

The expression for the hindered-settling velocity relative to the free-settling velocity is
then given as
U
Ur =
= f p (φ)f q (φ)
U∞

d
−3 / 2 1 / 2
{[1 + 0.0921( ) 3 / 2 f p
] − 1}2
P
d
{[1 + 0.0921( ) 3 / 2 ]1 / 2 − 1}2
P

(2.24)

Solving for U in Equation 2.24 by using Equation 2.16 and rearranging parameters fp(φ),
fq(φ), and P gives
U=
where

d 3 (ρ s − ρ f )ρ f g 1 / 2
20.52µ f
f1 (φ){[1 + 0.0921[
] f 2 (φ)]1 / 2 − 1}2
2
dρ p
0.75µ f

(2.25)
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f1 (φ) =

(1 − φ) 2 (1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )
(1 − φ + 1.2φ 2 / 3 ) 3 / 2 (1 − 1.45φ)1.83
and

f 2 (φ) =

(1 − φ + 1.2φ 2 / 3 ) 3 / 4 (1 − 1.45φ)1.83
(1 − φ)(1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )

Equation 2.25 is the general form of Concha and Almendra’s hindered-settling equation.

2.4 General Hindered-Settling Equation
As mentioned previously, when Concha and Almendra’s hindered-settling
equation is applied to a multi-size/multi-density particle system, a severe limitation
occurs. For example, if a solid-fluid suspension had a suspension density of 1.5 g/cm3,
particles with density greater than1.5 g/cm3 would sink, while the ones with less than 1.5
g/cm3 would rise. This is typical in coal cleaning applications where dense-medium
suspensions greater than 1.3 g/cm3 are created to float the low-density coal particles from
the high-density refuse particles. However, Concha and Almendra’s equation indicates
that both would sink as long as the particle density is greater than the fluid density.
Lee modified Concha and Almendra’s equation to remove this limitation. A key
assumption in Lee’s modification was that the fluid viscosity, µf, and fluid density, ρf,
were replaced by the effective pulp viscosity, µp, and the effective pulp density, ρp. This
approach has been recommended and tried by others (Richardson and Meikle, 1961;
Barnea and Mizrahi 1973). Barnea and Mizrahi labeled the substitution as the pseudohydrostatic effect in which the average effective hydrostatic pressure gradient of the
suspension is greater than that of the fluid alone, and consequently the effective buoyancy
force is greater.
The effective pulp density can simply be calculated as
M

M

k =1

k =1

ρ p = ρ f (1 − ∑ C k ) + ∑ ρ s k C k

(2.26)

where k = solids component having a unique size and density; M = the total number of
solids components; and Ck = the fractional volumetric concentration of solids component
k that has a unique combination of size xk and density ρk. Assuming the suspension
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behaves as a Newtonian fluid, Lee defined the effective pulp viscosity as a function of
fluid viscosity and the parameter fv, which is a function of the solids concentration. This
is expressed as
µp = µf fv

(2.27)

The fluid viscosity and fluid density terms in Equations 2.14 and 2.15 are replaced by the
effective pulp viscosity and the effective pulp density. Combined with Equation 2.27,
new parameters P(φ) and Q(φ) are defined as
2

P(φ) = P[

fv
]1 / 3
ρs − ρ p ρp
(
)( )
ρs − ρf ρf
(

ρs − ρ p

ρs − ρ p
Q(φ) = Q[
ρp
( )2
ρf

(2.28)

)f v
]1 / 3

(2.29)

Using the same approach as for Equations 2.17 and 2.18, fp(φ) and fq(φ) are derived from
Equations 2.28 and 2.29 and are shown as
2

fv
f p (φ) = [
]1 / 3
ρs − ρ p ρp
(
)( )
ρs − ρf ρf
(

ρs − ρ p

ρs − ρ p
f q (φ) = [
ρp
( )2
ρf

(2.30)

)f v
]1 / 3

(2.31)

By dividing Equations 2.19 with 2.16 and simplifying for Re → 0, Equation 2.32 is
derived for low Reynolds number as
U
−2
= f p (φ)f q (φ)
U∞

(2.32)

Since Lee assumed that the suspension behaved as a Newtonian fluid, Lee was
able to compute the value of parameter fv, using Equations 2.30 - 2.32, and Concha and
Almendra’s empirical function (Equation 2.20) for low Reynolds numbers. This is given
as
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fv =

(1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )(1 − φ)
(1 − 1.45φ)1.83

(2.33)

The basic form of Equation 2.19 remains the same for both Concha and Almendra’s and
Lee’s equations, but parameters P, Q, fp(φ), and fq(φ) have changed. Using new
parameters, Lee calculated the updated hindered-settling velocities and compared them
with the values calculated with Concha and Almendra’s parameters. Lee found that there
were rather noticeable deviations, especially at higher Reynolds numbers. Additional
corrections were introduced into the parameters to account for this deviation.
Lee’s additional correction procedure replicated Concha and Almendra’s effort in
the previous section in which asymptotic solutions were incorporated into the hinderedsettling equation at high and low Reynolds numbers. Similarly, the new parameters, K(φ)
and G(φ) are applied to Equations 2.20 and 2.21 at high and low Reynolds number
regions, respectively, so that
(1 − 1.45φ)1.83
K (φ)
1 + 0.751 / 3

(2.34)

(1 − φ)
G (φ)
(1 − φ + 1.2φ 2 / 3 ) 3 / 4

(2.35)

U = U∞
U = U∞

Using Equations 2.16, 2.19, 2.28-2.31, and 2.33-2.35, the following new equation for the
hindered-settling velocity is derived as
(ρ s − ρ)ρ p 1 / 2 1
d
ρ f f v G (φ) 2 {[1 + 0.0921( ) 3 / 2 [
]
]1 / 2 − 1}2
P
(ρ s − ρ f )ρ f
f v G (φ)
U
=
d
U∞
ρ p {[1 + 0.0921( ) 3 / 2 ]1 / 2 − 1}2
P

(2.36)

where
(1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )(1 − φ)
fv =
(1 − 1.45φ)1.83 K (φ)
Statistical analysis was performed for Equations 2.34 - 2.36 using a non-linear regression
package, which found the best fitting functions to be
K(φ) = 1+2.25 φ3.7
and

(2.37)
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G(φ) = 1-1.47 φ+2.67 φ2

(2.38)

Combining Equations 2.36 - 2.38 and simplifying the combined equation, the final form
of the hindered-settling equation is given as
d 3 ρs − ρp ρ p g 1/ 2
20.52µ f
U=
f 1 (φ){[1 + 0.0921[
] f 2 (φ)]1 / 2 − 1}2
2
dρ p
0.75µ f

(2.39)

where
f1 (φ) =

(1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )(1 − φ)(1 − 1.47φ + 2.67φ 2 ) 2
(1 − 1.45φ)1.83 (1 + 2.25φ 3.7 )

f 2 (φ) =

(1 + 2.25φ 3.7 )(1 − 1.45φ)1.83
(1 + 0.75φ1 / 3 )(1 − φ)(1 − 1.47φ + 2.67φ 2 )
N

ρ p = ρ f (1 − φ) + ∑ ρ s k C k
k =1

f1(φ) and f2(φ) are empirical functions that account for the effects of solids concentration
on the settling velocities of particles.
As seen from Concha and Almendra’s hindered-settling equation (Equation 2.25),
if the ∆ρ term (ρs-ρf) in Equation 2.25 becomes negative (as would be if the fluid density
were higher than the solids density), the equation becomes incalculable. Hence, their
equation can only account for particles settling in a positive direction, i.e., downward. In
Lee’s modified equation (Equation 2.39), the fluid density term is replaced by the
effective pulp density. Moreover, the ∆ρ term (ρs-ρp) is placed in the absolute value
function, which allows the calculation of the velocity when the effective suspension
density (or fluid density) is greater than that of a particle. Depending on the sign of the
∆ρ term, the settling velocities of particles are assigned either a positive or negative sign.
Figure 2.1 is a plot of hindered-settling velocities with respect to free-settling
velocities or hindered-settling ratio (Ur) as a function of Reynolds number for solids
concentration ranging from 0.01 to 0.585. The observed values obtained from Concha
and Almendra’s (1979b) experimental work are compared with predicted values using
Equation 2.39. There is a small deviation between the observed and predicted values.
However, the errors are generally within ±10%.
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Values predicted by Equation 2.39
Experimental values for
solids concentration
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.585

Hindered-Settling Ratio (Ur)

1.0

0.8
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0.4

0.2

0.0
0.0001 0.01
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1

10

100

1000

Reynolds Number
Figure 2.1 Predicted velocities using Equation 2.39 as a function of Reynolds number for
suspension concentrations ranging from 0.01 to 0.585. Source: Lee (1989);
Concha and Almendra (1979b)
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CHAPTER 3
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In this chapter, various mathematical models for simulating separations in a
hindered-settling column are proposed. Each model consisted of two parts: a hinderedsettling equation used to predict the settling velocities of particles (given in Chapter 2)
and a mass balance scheme to account for the actual movement of particles inside the
column. For the batch-free settling model proposed by Klima (1987), he was able to
obtain analytical solution of the model. However, this solution approach was not
applicable to hindered-settling models, because hindered-settling velocities were a
function of the solids concentration. The finite difference solution scheme, which
employed the volume balances, was found to be effective in solving the hindered-settling
models.

3.1 Unsteady-State Batch Hindered-Settling Model (USBSM)
The development of the USBSM was well described by Austin et al. (1992) and
Lee (1989). However, some changes were made based on different assumptions, which
are described in Section 3.3. Several simplifying assumptions are made when applying
this model:
1. There is particle movement only in the vertical (z) direction.
2. The mixing is uniform in all locations.
3. The wall effect is neglected.
4. Other than hydrodynamic interaction, no interactions among the dispersed
particles occur.
5. The particles do not collide with each other. The attainment of terminal
settling velocities following a collision may be considered nearly
instantaneous if relaxation times are small, which is true for many practical
sedimentation systems. This implies that the system becomes locally nonuniform for only the brief period of collision, which is negligible compared
with the time interval between collisions (Zimmel, 1985).
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6. There is no consolidation in the sediment. The settling process will stop
completely wherever the packed bed condition occurs.
7. A simple non-interactive settling equation applies to each particle size class.
This allows the use of a hindered-settling equation.
8. The particles are initially homogeneously dispersed at the start of the settling
at time t = 0.
Because of the first two assumptions, the model is simplified to one-dimensional mass
balance in z-direction.
If particles are in motion in a column due to convection and mixing action, their
movement within the device can be accounted by using the convection-diffusion
equation, which is given by
∂φ( x , ρ, z, t )
∂ 2 φ( x , ρ, z, t ) ∂[V( x , ρ, z, t )φ( x, ρ, z, t )]
=D
−
∂t
∂z
∂z 2

(3.1)

where φ(x,ρ,z,t) = volume fraction of particles of size x to x+dx and density ρ to ρ+dρ in
the element z to z+dz at time t; D = mixing coefficient; V(x,ρ,z,t) = velocities of particles
of size x to x+dx and density ρ to ρ+dρ in the element z to z+dz at time t, with respect to
the wall of container. The first term in the right side of Equation 3.1 represents the rate
of accumulation in the element z to z+dz, due to the mixing action, and the second term
represents the rate of accumulation due to the convection.
According to the volume balance, the space vacated by departing particles or
occupied by incoming particles must be accounted for by the liquid medium, because this
flow of particles occurs within the open liquid area, which implies that if volume v of
particles moves in the z direction, then volume v of liquid will have to match it by
moving in the –z direction. The rate of liquid entering the element is
U f (z, t )(1 − φ(z, t ))A
where 1-φ(z,t) = volume fraction occupied by the liquid in the element z to z+dz at time t;
Uf(z,t) = velocity of the liquid in the element z to z+dz at time t, with respect to the wall
of container; and A = cross sectional area of the element. The rate of the liquid leaving
the element is
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U f (z, t )[1 − φ(z, t )]A +

∂{U f (z, t )[1 − φ(z, t )]}
A dz
∂z

The net rate of accumulation of liquid in the element is
−

∂{U f (z, t )[1 − φ(z, t )]}
A dz
∂z

Hence, by equating the net change of volume of solids to liquid, the rate of accumulation
for the liquid in the same domain is given by
∂[φ(z, t )] ∂{U f (z, t )[1 − φ(z, t )]}
=
∂t
∂z

(3.2)

To solve Equations 3.1 and 3.2 under hindered-settling conditions, Lee (1989)
applied the finite-difference solution scheme. Equation 3.1 requires an equation to
predict the settling velocities of particles as a function of solids concentration in a
hindered-settling suspension. This equation was introduced in Chapter 2. Concha and
Almendra developed a hindered-settling equation for a suspension of spherical particles,
shown by Equation 2.25. This equation was modified to be a general hindered-settling
equation by Lee (1989) with the addition of two empirical factors to fit poly-disperse
systems, given as Equation 2.39.
The finite difference solution scheme is shown in Figure 3.1. The height of the
column, H, is divided by the total number of the elements, N, to give the length of the
element, ∆z. A particle system having a continuous size and density distribution is
divided into M discrete components, each having a unique combination of an average
particle diameter and an average density. These components are designated as k, for
which k = 1, 2, 3, 4, …., M. Using an arbitrary particle distribution function, f, this can
be expressed as
∞∞

nρ

0 0

j=1 i =1

nx

∫ ∫ f (x, ρ, z, t)dxdρ = ∑∑ f (x i , ρ j , z, t )

where nx = total number of discrete sizes; nρ = total number of discrete densities. The
total number of components M is then
M = nx nρ
The partial differential Equation 3.1 can be rewritten for each component k as
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Element N

∆z

Elment n+1

z
H

Element n
Element n-1

Element 1

Figure 3.1 Finite difference solution scheme.

n+1/2
n-1/2
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∂C k (z, t )
∂ 2 C k (z, t ) ∂ (Vk (z, t , φ)C k (z, t ))
=D
−
∂t
∂z
∂z 2

(3.3)

where Ck = the fractional volumetric concentration of each component k in a suspension.
For “nx” number of discrete sizes and “nρ” number of discrete densities, the following
relationship is given as
nρ

nx

φ(z, t ) = ∑∑ C( x i , ρ j , z, t )
j=1 i =1

where φ(z,t) = total volume fraction occupied by the solids in the element z to z+dz at
time t. Equations 3.2 and 3.3 are the governing equations for the batch-settling system.
The initial condition is defined as
C k (z,0) = C 0 k

0≤z≤H

(3.4)

which indicates that the particles are initially homogeneously dispersed at the start of the
settling at time t = 0. The boundary conditions are
C k (0, t ) = φ ∞

t>0

(3.5)

Vk (0, t ) = 0

t>0

(3.6)

Vk (H, t ) = 0

t>0

(3.7)

where k = 1,2,3, ….., M. The boundary condition from Equation 3.5 indicates that at the
bottom of the column, there is a packed bed condition. φ∞ is the maximum volume
fraction that can be occupied by solids, which depends on the packing properties and size
and density distribution of the particles. The boundary conditions from Equations 3.6
and 3.7 indicate that no solids move in and out of top and bottom of the column. Hence,
the velocities of solids are zero at these boundaries.
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 cannot be solved analytically, because the particle
velocities are a function of solids concentration. The finite-difference solution scheme
can be adopted to solve the governing partial differential Equations 3.2 and 3.3, along
with an equation that relates particle-settling velocities to solids concentration. The net
rate of mass into element n by mixing is
∂ 2φ
D 2
∂z

n

= D[−

∂φ
∂z

n +1 / 2

− (−

∂φ
∂z

n −1 / 2

)]

(3.8)
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Equation 3.8 is further simplified to
D[−

∂φ
∂z

n +1 / 2

− (−

∂φ
∂z

n −1 / 2

)] =

D
(φ n −1 − φ n + φ n +1 − φ n )
∆z

(3.9)

The net rate of mass into element n by convection is
∂ (Vφ)
∂z

n

= Vn +1 / 2 φ n +1 / 2 − Vn −1 / 2 φ n −1 / 2

(3.10)

Likewise, Equation 3.10 becomes
Vn +1 / 2 φ n +1 / 2 − Vn −1 / 2 φ n −1 / 2 = (

Vn + Vn +1 φ n + φ n +1
V + Vn −1 φ n + φ n −1
)(
)−( n
)(
)
2
2
2
2

(3.11)

Combining Equations 3.9 and 3.11 and incorporating them into the convection-diffusion
equation (Equation 3.1), the rate of accumulation of mass into element n from time t1 to
time t2 is
∆z(φ nt 2 − φ nt1 ) D t1
φ t1 + φ nt1+1
φ t1 + φ nt1−1
=
(φ n −1 − 2φ tn1 + φ nt1+1 ) + Vn +1 / 2 ( n
) − Vn −1 / 2 ( n
)
∆t
∆z
2
2

(3.12)

Thus,
φ nt 2 = φ nt1 +

φ nt1 + φ tn1+1
φ nt1 + φ nt1−1 
D∆t t1
∆t 
t1
t1
(
2
)
V
(
)
V
(
)
φ
−
φ
+
φ
+
−
 n +1 / 2
n −1
n
n +1
n −1 / 2
2
2
∆z 
∆z 2


(3.13)

Equation 3.13 is applied to each individual component k and becomes
D∆t
[(C k ) tn1−1 − 2(C k ) nt1 + (C k ) tn1+1 ]
2
∆z
∆t [(Vk ) n + (Vk ) n +1 ] [(C k ) nt1 + (C k ) nt1+1 ] [(Vk ) n + (Vk ) n −1 ] [(C k ) nt1 + (C k ) nt1−1 ]
+
[
−
∆z
2
2
2
2

(C k ) nt 2 = (C k ) nt1 +

(3.14)

Equation 3.14 calculates the new solids concentration of the component k at
element n after time ∆t has elapsed. However, this equation cannot be applied to the top
and bottom elements, element number N and element number 1, respectively, because of
the boundary conditions. These elements have to be treated separately. Lee assumed that
there was no mass out for the bottom element, and the incoming settling velocity
depended only on the solids volume concentration of element number 2. The net rate of
mass into element 1 by mixing is
D

∂ 2φ
∂z 2

1

= D(−

∂φ
∂z

1+1 / 2

)=

D
(−φ1 + φ 2 )
∆z

(3.15)
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The net rate of mass into element 1 by convection is
∂ (Vφ)
∂z

1

= V1+1 / 2 φ1+1 / 2 = V2 φ 2

(3.16)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element 1 from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z(φ1t 2 − φ1t1 ) D
=
(−φ1t1 + φ 2t1 ) + V2 φ 2
∆t
∆z

(3.17)

Equation 3.17 is applied to each solids component k as well. Thus, rearranging Equation
3.17 gives
(C k )1t 2 = (C k )1t1 +

D∆t
∆t
[−(C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1 ] +
(Vk ) 2 (C k ) t21
2
∆z
∆z

(3.18)

Lee assumed that the outgoing settling velocity from the top element depended on
solids volume concentrations of both element N and element N-1. The net rate of mass
into element N by mixing is
D

∂ 2φ
∂z 2

N

= D[−(−

∂φ
∂z

N −1 / 2

D
(φ N −1 − φ N )
∆z

(3.19)

VN + VN −1 φ N + φ N −1
)(
)
2
2

(3.20)

)] =

The net rate of mass into element N by convection is
∂ (Vφ)
∂z

N

= − VN −1 / 2 φ N −1 / 2 = − (

The rate of accumulation of mass into element N from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z(φ tN2 − φ tN1 ) D t1
V + VN −1 φ N + φ N −1
=
(φ N −1 − φ tN1 ) − ( N
)(
)
∆t
∆z
2
2

(3.21)

Thus,
D∆t
∆t (Vk ) N + (Vk ) N −1 (C k ) tN1 + (C k ) tN1 −1
t1
t1
(C k ) = (C k ) + 2 [(C k ) N −1 − (C k ) N ] −
[
][
]
∆z
2
2
∆z
(3.22)
t2
N

t1
N

The upward flow of water is determined by
M

U f = −∑ U k C k

(3.23)

k =1

where M = total number of solids component k, each having a unique combination of a
size and a density; Uk = the relative settling velocity of each solids component k with
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respect to water, which is determined by the general hindered-settling equation (Equation
2.39). The velocity of particles with respect to the container wall is
V = U + Uf

(3.24)

Applying Equation 3.24 to each solids component k, gives
Vk = Uk + Uf

(3.25)

3.2 Stability Analysis
In the presence of the diffusion term, the finite difference solution scheme for a
batch system is stable, since there are no discontinuities. However, the stability analysis
performed by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) showed that the spatial and temporal intervals
were each limited to a maximum value. Their analysis is shown below.
The partial differential equation (Equation 3.3) can be rewritten as
∂C k
∂ 2Ck
∂Vk
∂C k
=D
− [C k
+ Vk
]
2
∂t
∂z
∂z
∂z

(3.26)

If D is too small, a discontinuity at the interface arises because ∂Ck/∂z goes to infinity,
and the model becomes unstable. Since Ck(∂Vk/∂z) << ∞, this term can be neglected for
the purpose of the stability analysis. Hence, Equation 3.26 is reduced to
∂C k
∂ 2Ck
∂C k
=D
− Vk
2
∂t
∂z
∂z

(3.27)

Equation 3.27 was analyzed for the stability by Lee (1989). Defining
M=

D∆t
∆z 2

(3.28)

M is substituted into Equation 3.14, and rearranging gives
(C k ) nt 2 = (C k ) nt1 + M[(C k ) nt1−1 −

= M (1 −

∆zV
∆zV
(C k ) tn1−1 ] + M[(C k ) nt1+1 +
(C k ) nt1+1 ] − 2M(C k ) nt1
2D
2D

∆zV
∆zV
)(C k ) nt1−1 + M (1 +
)(C k ) nt1+1 + (1 − 2M )(C k ) tn1
2D
2D

(3.29)

If ε is defined as the absolute magnitude of an error in any (Ck)nt1, and d(Ck)nt2 is the
change in (Ck)nt2 caused by a change of d(Ck)nt1 for a constant M, the absolute magnitude
of d(Ck)nt1 is defined using Equation 3.29 as
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d (C k ) nt1 = M[ 1 −

∆zV
∆zV
)]ε + 1 − 2M ε
+ (1 +
2D
2D

(3.30)

For error ε to remain stable, from Equation 3.30, the following condition has to be
satisfied.
d (Ck ) nt1
ε

≤1

(3.31)

Using Equations 3.30 and 3.31, the following relationship is established.
M[ 1 −

∆zV
∆zV
)] + 1 − 2M ≤ 1
+ (1 +
2D
2D

(3.32)

For Equation 3.32 to remain true, the following conditions have to apply.
∆zV
≤1
2D

(3.33)

and
0 ≤ M ≤ 1/ 2

(3.34)

From Equation 3.33
∆z ≤

2D
Vmax

(3.35)

∆t ≤

∆z 2
2D

(3.36)

From Equations 3.28 and 3.34

Vmax is the maximum settling velocity that can occur in the system. Equations 3.35 and
3.36 are the limiting conditions for spatial and temporal intervals, respectively, for the
system to remain stable.

3.3 Application of the USBSM to the Hindered-Settling Column
If an approach, which is similar to the one used by Klima and Cho (1995) to
simulate a dense medium process, is utilized, the separation in the hindered-settling
column can be considered as a steady-state lumped parameter, plug-flow process. This
allows the hindered-settling column process to be represented by the USBSM. To apply
the USBSM to the hindered-settling column, some modifications of the model were
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necessary. The modifications were based on a version of the Hydrosizer®, but it was not
necessarily specific to the one used. The cylindrical section, from the overflow discharge
to the location of the pressure sensor right above the conical section, was considered the
model domain, and the column height H was the distance between the top and bottom of
the cylinder. Figure 3.2 illustrates how the USBSM were applied to the hindered-settling
column separation.
Set Point Concentration
The bed height is an important variable that must be considered. Even though the
variation of the bed height in actual operation of the hindered-settling column is possible
to observe, the USBSM cannot handle this parameter directly. Hence, this variable had
to be converted to another form that the USBSM could recognize. In the hinderedsettling column tested, the bed height was managed by the “set point” of controller,
which was directly linked to a pressure sensor and a control valve. The set point was
calibrated from the pressure gradient of height H of the suspension. Hence, the set point
was the desired pressure level inside the column and was directly related to the bed
height.
Since pressure P is defined as the mass per unit area, the total mass inside the
column with a cross-sectional area A is obtained by multiplying P by A. It can be
converted to the overall solids concentration inside the column by
PA = [(1 − φ′)ρ f + φ′ρ s ]HA

(3.37)

Solving for the set point concentration, φ′, gives
P
− ρf
φ′ = H
ρs − ρf

(3.38)

Equation 3.38 relates the pressure sensor set point with the set point concentration, which
in turn, allows the USBSM to recognize the bed height as the set point concentration.
Initially, all particles were considered to be uniformly distributed throughout the model
domain at the set point concentration. Hence, it indicates that at time 0, the separation
starts at a steady state with a specified bed height already present. Also, the constant bed
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Figure 3.2 Application of the USBSM in hindered-settling column separations.
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height in the column is maintained all throughout the settling process, since steady state
has been reached.
Teeter Water Rate
There is an additional upward flow of fluid generated by the presence of teeter
water in addition to the fluid flow generated by the void left by moving particles. The
presence of the teeter water alters the fluid velocity that is computed by the volume
balance equation (Equation 3.23), which in turn, alters the particle settling velocities.
Therefore, the effect of teeter water on settling velocities of particles must be accounted
for separately.
The teeter water velocity Utw is calculated from a known volumetric flow rate of
the teeter water, Qtw and the cross-sectional area of the column, A, as
Utw = Qtw/A

(3.39)

It was later found that the teeter water velocity calculated by Equation 3.39 had to be
adjusted proportionally with the water split (See Section 5.2). This required all the
models to use the teeter water velocity as an input parameter instead of the teeter water
rate. Since Uk is the velocity of a solids component relative to the fluid, any change in
the fluid velocity can simply be added to this value to adjust Vk. The additional fluid
velocity generated by the presence of the teeter water Utw is added to the settling
velocities of each solids component k, such that Equation 3.25 becomes
Vk = Uk + Uf + Utw

(3.40)

Cut Height
If particles are allowed to settle for some time t and then the column is cut at
some height z′, then the particles below this cut height z′ can be defined as the underflow
stream and the particles above this cut height as the overflow stream. The cut height and
the simulation time cannot be determined by the USBSM. Therefore, they are important
variables that must be determined either empirically or by another method. For devices
such as dense-medium baths, the cut height is bound by the geometry of the separating
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devices and does not vary with changes in volumetric flow rate through them (Klima,
1987). Since variation of the cut height for the hindered-settling column tested is not
known, the obvious choice would be using the volumetric split of the suspension obtained
from laboratory tests. However, this is disadvantageous, because the split is determined
after the fact. Fortunately, results in Chapter 5 showed that the cut height was in fact,
relatively constant for a given bed height (set point concentration). This information
enabled the cut height to be identified based on an empirical relationship.
Retention Time
The simulation time was determined by computing an average retention time of
particles. The retention time, also known as the residence time, is defined as the span of
time during which an object remains within the separation device and is subjected to the
separation mechanism of the device. If the feed rate of solids, conventionally given in
mass per unit time, is known, the mass feed rate can be converted to the volumetric solids
feed rate using the average particle density. The volumetric flow rate of the suspension
can be determined by combining the volumetric solids feed rate and the teeter water rate.
Because the feed water does not enter the lower portion of the column, its effect is
negligible. Hence, it does not need to be considered for the determination of the
volumetric flow rate of the suspension. Since the total volume inside a column is known,
the average retention time can be calculated by dividing the interior volume of the
hindered-settling column by the volumetric flow rate of the suspension.
Alternately, since the solids concentration at every element is given initially, the
volume in the column occupied by the solids can be calculated. This volume is divided
by the volumetric solids feed rate, and the average retention time of solids is obtained.
The former represents the average retention time of the suspension including both liquid
and solid phases, and latter the average retention time of solids only.
Ideally, all the solid particles and fluid would have the same retention time.
However, some have suggested that the liquid and solid phases have different retention
times in hydrocyclone-type separators (Cohen et al., 1966). Not only that, each
individual particle components with a different density and size would also have different
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retention times. Because it is not feasible to assign different values of retention time to
various components of a system, an average retention time is generally assumed.
Initially, it was thought that the use of average retention time based on both solids
and liquid would be more advantageous, because it accounted for both the solids feed rate
and the teeter water rate. However, there was no clear evidence that suggested which of
the two methods in obtaining the average retention time would be a better representation
of the process. Calculations for the average retention times based on solids plus water
and solids only indicated that the two values were close in magnitude. Therefore, the
difference in results would be minimal.
Step-by-Step Procedure for the Finite-Difference Solution Scheme
The step-by-step procedure for the finite-difference solution scheme for the
hindered-settling column is constructed as follows:
1. The cut height z′ is determined empirically, and the average retention time t is
calculated.
2. The height of the settling column H is divided into N elements. The length of
each element ∆z is determined by
∆z = H/N
The value of ∆z has to be small enough to meet the condition described by
Equation 3.35.
3. The time increment ∆t for each computational step is chosen. The value of ∆t
has to be small enough to meet the condition described by Equation 3.36. It is
important to use optimal ∆z and ∆t values. Smaller values of ∆z and ∆t ensure
a more accurate representation of the process, while increasing the
computational time excessively.
4. The teeter water velocity, Utw and fluid properties, ρf and µf are specified.
5. The size, the density, and the initial concentration of each solids component k,
dk, ρk, and C0k respectively, are specified for each element at time step 0.
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6. The relative hindered-settling velocity of each solids component k to the fluid
Uk at each element is calculated using Equation 2.39. The fluid velocity Uf is
calculated using Equation 3.23.
7. The hindered-settling velocity of each solids component k relative to the
container wall Vk at each element is calculated using Equation 3.40.
8. The solids volume concentration φ cannot exceed the maximum solids volume
concentration φ∞. φ∞ implies a packed-bed condition, and once this value is
reached at any element, the computation at that particular element is
terminated. Since the bulk of the particles settle downward, element 1 reaches
the packed-bed condition first, unless any special condition dictates otherwise.
φ∞ is empirically assumed to be 60% by volume.
9. The volume balance is performed in space from bottom to top for each
element using Equation 3.14. Equations 3.18 and 3.22 are used for element 1
and element N, respectively.
10. The new value of Ck is specified for each solids component at each element.
11. The simulation continues to next time step t+ ∆t, and steps (6) thru (10) are
repeated until a specified retention time is reached.
12. The overflow and underflow streams are obtained by summing Ck of all
elements above and below a specified cut height z′, respectively.
Program USBSM.FOR
The selection of particle sizes/densities and the number of elements and time steps
impacts the number of computations involved. For example, if a particle distribution
consisted of 20 discrete sizes and 10 discrete densities, and the settling column is divided
into 400 elements along with 100,000 intervals of the time steps, then each parameter will
be computed 20x10x400x100,000 or 8,000,000,000 times. Supposing that there are 200
variables that store all other necessary parameters such as fluid properties and particle
settling velocities, the total number of computations becomes 8,000,000,000x200 or
1,600,000,000,000. A FORTRAN program USBSM.FOR, which is independent of the
operating platform, hence, portable, was written for use on a personal computer.
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The program consists of three modules: input, execution, and output. The input
module includes user-defined input values, which contain design and operating variables
(i.e., Utw, ,H, and φ′), the particle and fluid characteristics (i.e., Ck, dk, and µf), and the
finite-difference solution scheme parameters (i.e., N, ∆z, and ∆t). These initial
parameters are specified in a separate file, INPT.DAT. The execution module has three
main tasks: calculating the settling velocities of solids components using the hinderedsettling equation, performing the volume balance between elements using the finitedifference solution scheme, and redefining the new values of Ck at each time step. The
output module computes the recovery values for each solids component k, checks for
errors, and lists the results in a self-generating file, OUTPT.DAT.
As shown previously, the program performs a tremendous amount of
computations, which sometimes lasts for days. Therefore, the computational time
remains an important factor in determining the parameter values of the simulations (i.e.,
the height of the column should not unnecessarily be divided into too many elements). In
addition, USBSM.FOR was later incorporated into USBSL.FOR to allow the flexibility
of one program to perform multi-tasks. USBSL.FOR is discussed in following section
and listed in Appendix A.

3.4 Unsteady-State Batch Hindered-Settling Layer Model (USBSL)
It was assumed in the USBSM that the initial concentration of each solids
component, Ck0 was uniform throughout the column at time t = 0. However, this
assumption may not adequately represent the initial condition in which solids enter the
unit at a single entry point. Hence, the initial condition may be better represented by a
layer of feed solids starting from the feed inlet located at the solids feed location at t = 0
and settling downwards as time progresses. Because it is possible for solids to enter at
any point along the column by adjusting the depth of the feed tube, the USBSL
incorporated the solids feed location, zf, which is defined as the height of solids feed inlet
location measured from the base of hindered-settling column where z = 0. The relative
solids feed location is then defined as
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z ′f = z f / H =

Solids Feed Location
Column Height

Figure 3.3a is an illustration of the initial feed solids layer. The thickness of the
layer can be defined with multi-elements. If the initial solids feed layer is defined to
include all elements, this is equivalent to the USBSM. Within the layer, the solids were
considered to be distributed homogeneously at the set point concentration in its initial
condition. For a purpose of simulating the hindered-settling column with the USBSL,
only one element at the corresponding solids feed location was included in its initial feed
solids layer to represent the infinitely narrow entry point. Figures 3.3b, 3.3c, and 3.3d
represent the initial layer consisting of a single element. Each special case required
different volume-balance equations.
Interface Treatment
Even with the presence of the mixing term, the initial layering condition created
shock fronts at interfaces between two elements of which only one contained solids. As
noted in Section 3.2, the instability arises at the interface, because ∂Ck/∂z goes towards
infinity for a shock front, creating discontinuities. Hence, the interfaces needed to be
treated separately.
It was noted that Lee’s (1989) initial version of the USBSM excluded the mixing
factor. Even though the USBSM required a uniform distribution of solids in its initial
condition, the lack of a diffusion term in his earlier version of the finite-difference
solution scheme resulted in interfaces, as all solids were eventually transported towards
the lower boundary, leaving the upper portion devoid of solids. These interfaces required
special treatment. Lee (1989) assumed that when the solids component k passed through
the interface, it would immediately attain the settling velocity, which depended on solids
concentration Ck of the element immediately above or below the interface, depending on
the direction of passage.
By employing Lee’s assumption, the methods utilized for deriving Equations 3.8
through 3.14 were used again to derive the following singular equations equipped to
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Figure 3.3 Layering of the feed solids in its initial condition for the USBSL.
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handle interfaces. When the interface is located on the lower boundary of the initial layer
as seen in Figure 3.3a and Vk≥0, the net rate of mass into interface element i by
convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
i = ( Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2 − ( Vk ) i (C k ) i
∂z

(3.41)

which leads to
(Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2 − (Vk ) i (C k ) i = [

(Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) i + (C k ) i +1
][
] − (Vk ) i (C k ) i
2
2

(3.42)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it 2 − (C k ) it1 ] D
=
[−2(C k ) it1 + (C k ) it1+1 ]
∆t
∆z
(Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it1+1
+[
][
] − (Vk ) i (C k ) it1
2
2

(3.43)

Simplifying and rearranging give
D∆t
[−2(C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1 ]
2
∆z
∆t (Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1
+
[(
)(
) − (Vk ) i (C k ) it1 ]
∆z
2
2

(C k ) it 2 = (C k ) it1 +

(3.44)

The net rate of mass into element i-1 by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z

i −1

= (Vk ) i (C k ) i

(3.45)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i-1 from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it−21 − (C k ) it1−1 ] D
=
(C k ) it1 + (Vk ) i (C k ) it1
∆t
∆z

(3.46)

Since no solids are present initially in element i-1, Ck at time t1 is zero, and this term is
not necessary in the following equation for Ck at time t2. This leads to
(C k ) it−21 =

D∆t
∆t
(C k ) it1 +
(Vk ) i (C k ) it1
2
∆z
∆z

(3.47)

Equations 3.44 and 3.47 are valid only if Vk ≥ 0. If Vk < 0, then the assumption is no
longer valid for this solids component k, since these particles do not flow through the
interface. In a case of Vk < 0, Equation 3.41 becomes
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∂[(Vk )(C k )]
i = ( Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2
∂z

(3.48)

which leads to
(Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2 = [

(Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) i + (C k ) i +1
][
]
2
2

(3.49)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it 2 − (C k ) it1 ] D
(V ) + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1
=
[−2(C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1 ] + [ k i
][
]
∆t
∆z
2
2

(3.50)

Simplifying and rearranging give
D∆t
∆t (Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1
t1
t1
(C ) = (C ) + 2 [−2(C k ) i + (C k ) i +1 ] +
[(
)(
)]
2
2
∆z
∆z
(3.51)
t2
k i

t1
k i

Because the solids component k does not enter element i-1 by convection, Equation 3.48
retains only the mixing term.
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z
(C k ) it−21 =

=0

(3.52)

D∆t
(C k ) it1
2
∆z

(3.53)

i −1

Equations 3.41 through 3.53 are valid when an interface is located on the lower
boundary of the initial layer. If an interface is located on the upper boundary of the initial
layer as seen in Figure 3.3a, different equations have to be derived for (Ck)i and (Ck)i+1.
However, for this application, these equations were not required. For example, from the
convection term of Equation 3.44, while the incoming rate of solids depends on the
velocities and concentrations of both the interface element and the one above, the
outgoing rate of solids depends only on the velocity and concentration of the interface
element. This indicates that if the settling velocity of the solids component k at the
interface element were much greater than the adjacent one above it, the outgoing rate of
particles would be excessively greater than the incoming rate of particles. This holds true
for a downward-moving interface where the solids concentration is more dilute than the
one above, and therefore, the settling velocities of particles are greater due to a reduced
hindered-settling effect.
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In the normal finite-difference solution sequence, the increase in flux (Vk x Ck)
due to the larger velocity in an element would be counteracted by the decrease in flux due
to the lower solids concentration of the same element, thereby keeping the overall change
in flux minimized. However, using the average concentration at the upper boundary and
the interface element concentration only at the lower boundary lessens the effect of solids
concentration difference. If the solids concentration at the interface element is very
dilute, the large negative net change in solids accumulation can create a negative value of
(Ck)i for an instant, at time t2, which cannot be explained logically and is physically not
possible in the first place. Indeed, this situation occurred during the USBSL simulations
utilizing Lee’s assumption for interface treatment. Thus, it was suggested that Lee’s
assumption of the interface treatment might not be valid for conditions that occurred in
the USBSL.
To overcome this problem, a new assumption was made. For this study, it was
assumed that at the elements adjacent to the interface element, element i–1 if the interface
is facing downward and element i+1 if the interface is facing upward, Ck and Vk were
zero, and the incoming velocity depended on solids concentrations of both the interface
and its adjacent elements. This new assumption artificially forced the finite-difference
solution scheme to be continuous even at interfaces. The problem with negative
concentration occurrence was also eliminated.
The following new equations were developed using the new assumption, when
Vk ≥ 0 and the interface was facing downward. The net rate of mass into interface
element i by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
i = ( Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2 − ( Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2
∂z

(3.54)

which leads to
(Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2 − (Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2 = [

(Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) i + (C k ) i +1 (Vk ) i (C k ) i
][
]−
2
2
2
2
(3.55)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i from time t1 to time t2 is
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∆z[(C k ) it 2 − (C k ) it1 ] D
=
[−2(C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1 ]
∆t
∆z
(V ) + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1
( V ) (C ) t1
+[ k i
][
]−[ k i k i ]
2
2
4

(3.56)

Simplifying and rearranging give
D∆t
[−2(C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1 ]
2
∆z
( V ) (C ) t1
∆t (Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it1+1
+
[(
)(
)− k i k i ]
∆z
2
2
4

(C k ) it 2 = (C k ) it1 +

(3.57)

The net rate of mass into element i-1 by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z

i −1

= (Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2 =

(Vk ) i (C k ) i
2
2

(3.58)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i-1 from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it−21 − (C k ) it−1 1 ] D
( V ) (C ) t1
=
(C k ) it1 + k i k i
∆t
∆z
4

(3.59)

Simplifying and rearranging give
t2
k i −1

(C )

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) i (C k ) it1
t1
=
(C k ) i +
∆z
4
∆z 2

(3.60)

When Vk < 0 and the interface was facing downward, the following equations were
derived. Equations 3.51 and 3.53 remain the same, because there is no flow through the
interface. In this instance, continuity is assured without any special treatment for the
interface element and the one below. The corresponding equations are
(C k ) it 2 = (C k ) it1 +

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) i + (Vk ) i +1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it+1 1
t1
t1
[
−
2
(
C
)
+
(
C
)
]
+
{[
][
]}
k i
k i +1
∆z
2
2
∆z 2
(3.61)
and
(C k ) it−21 =

D∆t
(C k ) it1
2
∆z

(3.62)

When Vk ≥ 0 and the interface was facing upward, different forms of the
equations were needed. The net rate of mass into element i by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
i = − ( Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2
∂z

(3.63)
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which leads to
− (Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2 = −[

(Vk ) i + (Vk ) i −1 (C k ) i + (C k ) i −1
][
]
2
2

(3.64)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z((C k ) it 2 − (C k ) it1 ) D
(V ) + (Vk ) i −1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it−1 1
=
[(C k ) it−1 1 − 2(C k ) it1 ] − [ k i
][
] (3.65)
∆t
∆z
2
2
Simplifying and rearranging give
(C k ) it 2 = (C k ) it1 +

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) i + (Vk ) i −1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it−1 1
t1
t1
[(
C
)
−
2
(
C
)
]
−
{[
][
]}
k i −1
k i
∆z
2
2
∆z 2
(3.66)

The net rate of mass into element i+1 by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z

i +1

=0

(3.67)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i+1 from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it+2 1 − (C k ) it1+1 ] D
=
(C k ) it1
∆t
∆z

(3.68)

Since (Ck)t2 = 0 at element i-1, this leads to
(C k ) it+2 1 =

D∆t
(C k ) it1
2
∆z

(3.69)

When Vk < 0 and the interface was facing upward, the following equations were
developed.
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
i = ( Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2 − ( Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2
∂z

(3.70)

which leads to
(Vk ) i (C k ) i
]
2
2
(3.71)
(Vk ) i + (Vk ) i −1 (C k ) i + (C k ) i −1
−[
][
]
2
2

(Vk ) i +1 / 2 (C k ) i +1 / 2 − (Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2 = [

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i from time t1 to time t2 is
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∆z[(C k ) it 2 − (C k ) it1 ] D
=
[(C k ) it−1 1 − 2(C k ) it1 ]
∆t
∆z
( V ) (C )
(V ) + (Vk ) i −1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it−1 1
+ k i k i −[ k i
][
]
4
2
2

(3.72)

Simplifying and rearranging give
D∆t
[(C k ) it−1 1 − 2(C k ) it1 ]
2
∆z
(V ) + (Vk ) i −1 (C k ) it1 + (C k ) it−1 1
∆t (V ) (C ) t1
+ { k i k i −[ k i
][
]}
∆z
4
2
2

(C k ) it 2 = (C k ) it1 +

(3.73)

The net rate of mass into element i+1 by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z

i −1

= − (Vk ) i −1 / 2 (C k ) i −1 / 2 = −

(Vk ) i (C k ) i
2
2

(3.74)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element i+1 from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it+2 1 − (C k ) it1+1 ] D
( V ) (C )
=
(C k ) it1 − k i k i
∆t
∆z
4

(3.75)

Simplifying and rearranging give
t2
k i +1

(C )

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) i (C k ) it1
t1
=
(C k ) i −
∆z
4
∆z 2

(3.76)

Top and Bottom Elements
To be consistent with the new assumption, the volume balance equations at the
top and bottom elements had to be modified. Lee assumed that the incoming settling
velocities at element 1 depended only on the solids volume concentration of element 2.
This assumption forced (Vk)1 = 0. Strictly viewed, this was not necessary, because the
boundary condition defined Vk = 0 at the bottom face of the element 1, that is, (Vk)1-1/2 =
0. Therefore, (Vk)1 was not required to be zero.
New equations consistent with the interface element equations were developed for
bottom element 1 and top element N. For element 1, the net rate of mass into element 1
by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z
which leads to

1

= (Vk )1+1 / 2 (C k )1+1 / 2

(3.77)
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(Vk )1+1 / 2 (C k )1+1 / 2 = [

(Vk )1 + (Vk ) 2 (C k )1 + (C k ) 2
][
]
2
2

(3.78)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element 1 from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k )1t 2 − (C k )1t1 ] D
(V ) + (Vk ) 2 (C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1
=
[−(C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1 ] + [ k 1
][
]
∆t
∆z
2
2

(3.79)

Simplifying and rearranging give
(C k )1t 2 = (C k )1t1 +

D∆t
∆t (Vk )1 + (Vk ) 2 (C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1
t1
t1
[
−
(
C
)
+
(
C
)
]
+
{[
][
]}
k 1
k 2
∆z
2
2
∆z 2

(3.80)

For element N, the net rate of mass into element N by convection is
∂[(Vk )(C k )]
∂z

N

− (Vk ) N −1 / 2 (C k ) N −1 / 2 = −[

= − (Vk ) N −1 / 2 (C k ) N −1 / 2

(Vk ) N −1 + (Vk ) N (C k ) N −1 + (C k ) N
][
]
2
2

(3.81)
(3.82)

The rate of accumulation of mass into element N from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) tN2 − (C k ) tN1 ] D
(V ) + (Vk ) N (C k ) tN1 −1 + (C k ) tN1
=
[(C k ) tN1 −1 − (C k ) tN1 ] − [ k N −1
][
]
∆t
∆z
2
2
(C k ) tN2 = (C k ) tN1 +

(3.83)

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) N −1 + (Vk ) N (C k ) tN1 −1 + (C k ) tN1
t1
t1
[(
C
)
−
(
C
)
]
−
{[
][
]}
k N −1
k 1
∆z
2
2
∆z 2
(3.84)

These equations are independent of the direction of the velocities.
There are exceptions to Equation 3.80 for the bottom element and Equation 3.84
for the top element. If element 1 equals element i-1 (i.e., the bottom element is adjacent
to the interface element), Equation 3.60 for Vk ≥ 0 and Equation 3.62 for Vk < 0 should
be used for element 1. Similarly, if element N equals element i+1, Equation 3.69 for
Vk ≥ 0 and Equation 3.66 for Vk < 0 should be used for element N.
Special Cases
A special case exists, when the initial layer of solids consists of just one element
(Figure 3.3b). In this case, the element would have two interfaces simultaneously both
on its lower and upper boundaries, and none of the previous equations derived would be
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applicable to this case. New equations were derived for this particular case. The rate of
accumulation of mass into element i from time t1 to time t2 is
∆z[(C k ) it 2 − (C k ) it1 ] D
(Vk ) i (C k ) it1
t1
=
[−2(C k ) i ] −
(
)
∆t
∆z
2
2

(3.85)

t
∆t (Vk ) i (C k ) i 1
D∆t
t1
(C ) = (C ) + 2 [−2(C k ) i ] − [
]
∆z
4
∆z

(3.86)

which leads to
t2
k i

t1
k i

There are sub-cases to this special case, which exist when the single element of
the initial layer corresponds either to the bottom (Figure 3.3c) or the top element (Figure
3.3d). This case is entirely plausible, especially for the initial stage of the hinderedsettling column simulation where a thin layer of solids is introduced from the top, which
can be described in the USBSL as the top element N being a single feed element of the
solids feed layer at time t = 0. New equations for the layer of a single feed element,
which included either the top or bottom element were constructed as follows. For
element 1, when Vk ≥ 0, then
∆z[(C k )1t i2 − (C k )1t1i ] D
=
[−(C k )1t1i ]
∆t
∆z

(3.87)

Simplifying and rearranging give
(C k )1ti2 = (C k )1t1i +

D∆t
[−(C k )1t1i ]
2
∆z

(3.88)

When Vk < 0, then
∆z[(C k )1ti2 − (C k )1t1i ] D
(V ) (C k )1t1i
=
[−(C k )1t1i ] + [ k 1i
]
∆t
∆z
2
2

(3.89)

Simplifying and rearranging give
(C k )1ti2 = (C k )1t1i +

D∆t
∆t (Vk )1i (C k )1t1i
t1
[
−
(
C
)
]
+
[
]
k 1i
∆z
4
∆z 2

(3.90)

For the element number N, when Vk ≥ 0, then
∆z[(C k ) tNi2 − (C k ) tNi1 ] D
(Vk ) Ni (C k ) tNi1
t1
=
[−(C k ) Ni ] − [
]
∆t
∆z
2
2
Simplifying and rearranging give

(3.91)
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(C k ) tNi2 = (C k ) tNi1 +

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) Ni (C k ) tNi1
t1
[
−
(
C
)
]
−
[
]
k Ni
∆z
4
∆z 2

(3.92)

When Vk < 0, then
∆z[(C k ) tNi2 − (C k ) tNi1 ] D
=
[−(C k ) tNi1 ]
∆t
∆z

(3.93)

Simplifying and rearranging give
(C k ) tNi2 = (C k ) tNi1 +

D∆t
[−(C k ) tNi1 ]
∆z 2

(3.94)

Program USBSL.FOR
A FORTRAN program USBSL.FOR was written to solve the unsteady-state batch
hindered-settling layer model (USBSL). The basic structure of USBSL.FOR was based
on USBSM.FOR. Since all previous equations involving interfaces had to be integrated
into the new program, a more complex algorithm was required to represent the USBSL.
Unfortunately, a massive increase in computational time that accompanied the more
complex algorithm also could not be avoided.
The location and thickness of the initial layer is manually defined by specifying
the lower and upper boundary elements of the layer in the input file. The program scans
the model domain from element 1 to element N and locates the interface element i or a
multiple number of interface elements at corresponding element numbers. The interface
location is analyzed and the proper interface equations are assigned to perform the
volume balance. As time progresses, locations of the interface elements advance
upwards or downwards. The new locations of the interface elements are tracked for each
subsequent time interval. If interface elements i are equal to element 1 on the lower
boundary and element N on the upper boundary (i.e., the thickness of the initial solids
feed layer is equal to the height of the column), the USBSL is simplified to the USBSM.

3.5 Continuous Hindered-Settling Model (CHSM)
A fundamentally different approach from the previous models was employed in
developing the continuous hindered-settling model (CHSM). The key premise in
building the CHSM was based on abandoning the batch system in favor of the continuous
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system. This eliminated the assumption, which was essential for the USBSM and the
USBSL, to view the hindered-settling column separation as a steady-state, lumped
parameter, plug-flow process.
Integration of Solids Inlet and Outlets
The transition to a continuous system required the integration of material input
and output. To maintain the proper solids level in the model, additional solids had to be
introduced from outside the system. If new solids continuously enter into the system, the
same quantity of solids will eventually have to leave the system to maintain the balance.
A feed solids inlet and two product outlets, one for the underflow stream and another for
the overflow stream, were incorporated into the continuous hindered-settling model,
based on actual physical dimensions of the hindered-settling column. Figure 3.4 shows
the CHSM adopted to simulate the hindered-settling column separations.
Imaginary elements UF (element number 0) and OF (element number N+1) were
added to the bottom and the top of the column, respectively, to account for the particles
that left the system. Once particles reach either of the imaginary elements, they stay
there for the duration of ∆t and disappear in the next time interval. The model simulation
can be evaluated at any instant of time t by determining the fraction of particles entering
element 0 versus element N+1.
At element F, feed solids were continuously added at each time interval. The
fraction of solids coming in is a function of ∆t and ∆z and is expressed by
φ in =

∆t  G 


∆z  ρ s A 

(3.95)

where G = solids feed rate; A = cross-sectional area of the column. The feed solids
concentration of each solids component (Ck)in is determined from φin and the given feed
particle distribution. Each (Ck)in was simply added to existing (Ck)F at each time step to
account for the new solids coming in. One constraint was placed so that

∑ [(C

) + (C k ) F ] ≤ 1

k in

The combined fraction of all solids components should be less than 1. If this value
becomes greater than 1, the process is physically impossible, and the model breaks down.
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Figure 3.4 Continuous hindered-settling model for the hindered-settling column.
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From Equation 3.95, ∆z and ∆t should be chosen so that φin becomes small enough to
remain under the constraining value of 1.0.
Volume Balance Equations for the CHSM
The volume balance equations in the CHSM were based on those that were
derived for the USBSL. The same equations that were applied at the various interface
conditions in the USBSL were applied to those in the CHSM except for the top and
bottom elements. The boundary conditions (Equations 3.5 - 3.7) no longer applied to the
top and bottom elements in the CHSM. Hence, the equations for elements 1 and N took
different forms. In addition, new equations were needed to account for the two imaginary
elements OF and UF.
If the same conditions were applied to elements OF and UF as in interface
elements, the following equations would be developed. When Vk ≥ 0, then
(C k ) tUF2 =

∆t (Vk )1 (C k )1t 1
D∆t
t1
(
C
)
+
[
]
k 1
∆z 2
∆z
4

D∆t
[−2(C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1 ]
2
∆z
( V ) (C ) t 1
∆t (V ) + (Vk ) 2 (C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1
+ {[ k 1
][
]− k 1 k 1 }
∆z
2
2
4

(3.96)

(C k )1t 2 = (C k )1t1 +

(3.97)

D∆t
(C k ) tN1
2
∆z

(3.98)

D∆t
[(C k ) tN1 −1 − 2(C k ) tN1 ]
2
∆z
∆t (Vk ) N −1 + (Vk ) N (C k ) tN1 −1 + (C k ) tN1
− {[
][
]}
∆z
2
2

(3.99)

D∆t
(C k )1t1
2
∆z

(3.100)

t2
(C k ) OF
=

(C k ) tN2 = (C k ) tN1 +

When Vk < 0, then
2
(C k ) tUF
=

(C k )1t 2 = (C k )1t1 +

D∆t
∆t (Vk )1 + (Vk ) 2 (C k )1t1 + (C k ) 2t1
t1
t1
−
+
[(
C
)
2
(
C
)
]
{[
][
]} (3.101)
k 2
k 1
∆z
2
2
∆z 2
t2
(C k ) OF
=

D∆t
∆t (Vk ) N (C k ) tN1
t1
(
C
)
−
[
]
k N
∆z
4
∆z 2

(3.102)
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D∆t
[(C k ) tN1 −1 − 2(C k ) tN1 ]
∆z 2
(V ) + (Vk ) N (C k ) tN1 −1 + (C k ) tN1
∆t (V ) (C ) t1
+ { k N k N − [ k N −1
][
]}
∆z
4
2
2

(C k ) tN2 = (C k )1t1 +

(3.103)

Program CHSM.FOR
The main limitations of the batch-settling models involved the determination of
the cut height and the retention time, because these variables were not known, but were
required as essential input parameters in USBSL.FOR. These two parameters were
eliminated from the FORTRAN program CHSM.FOR (Appendix B), which was written
to solve the CHSM. The main structure of CHSM.FOR was based on USBSL.FOR. The
changes were made to incorporate the feed, overflow, and underflow elements by adding
proper volume balance equations in its algorithm.
The location of the feed element is specified in the input data file as a
corresponding element number. At each time interval, the program identifies the feed
element and increases the solids concentration in it, based on a specified input value of
solids feed rate, and volume balances are performed in all elements. After a specified
value of simulation time is reached, the program identifies the overflow and underflow
elements and computes fractional recoveries based on solids concentrations in those
elements. The increased complexity of the program resulted in a further increase in
computational time.

3.6 Dynamic Hindered-Settling Model (DHSM)
The continuous hindered-settling model approach undeniably creates new
possibilities for treating gravity-type separators, since most of these devices are operated
on a continuous basis rather than in a batch mode. Though the CHSM was an overall
improvement over the USBSM or the USBSL, it failed to address an important operating
parameter of the hindered-settling column that was accounted for by both batch models.
As explained in Section 3.3, this parameter is referred to as the “set point” of the
pressure sensor and controller, which maintains the desired pressure level (bed height)
inside the settling column by opening and closing of an actuated valve and releasing
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solids to the underflow. It is important to maintain the desired solids concentration (set
point concentration) within the column, and in turn, a consistent formation of the
fluidized bed, which is crucial in sustaining the hindered-settling condition needed for
separation.
Integration of Set Point Concentration (Bed Height)
To incorporate the set point concentration into the CHSM, it is important to
understand the exact workings of the control valve. In the early stages of the separation
process, the control valve remains closed until a sufficient amount of large and/or dense
particles build a sedimentation bed, which is thick enough to reach the set point
concentration. From this point on, the actual overall solids concentration fluctuates
around the set point concentration, and the control valve adjusts the discharge opening
size accordingly, until the equilibrium condition is reached. This action continues during
the entire time span of the hindered-settling column operation, while the overflow
discharge opening is not regulated. It should be noted that in actuality, the set point of
the automatic PID controller is a range that has an upper and a lower limit. In practice,
this range could be seen as a single point.
It was feasible to consider two cases: open or closed control valve. When the
underflow control valve was simulated as being open, the model remained equivalent to
the CHSM. All the equations (Equations 3.96 - 3.103) that were derived for the CHSM
were applicable to the new model without any modification. When the underflow control
valve was simulated as being closed, the boundary condition given in Equation 3.6 had to
be reapplied to element 1. In this instance, the new scheme resembled the USBSL at the
lower boundary. Equation 3.80, taken from the USBSL, was used for element 1, except
when element 1 was also element i-1. In that case, either Equations 3.60 or 3.62 was
used, depending on the direction of the solids passage. For any other cases involving
element 1 and its adjacent element 2, the procedure taken for the USBSL can be used (see
Section 3.4).
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Characteristics of the DHSM
Although the dynamic hindered-settling model (DHSM) is a continuous model as
a whole, the term “dynamic” is used to describe this model because there is a constant
variation in product discharges to the underflow as a function of time. The dynamic
hindered-settling model scheme is graphically represented in Figure 3.5.
The DHSM is a complete model that integrates all the critical design and
operating parameters of the hindered-settling column and describes the separation process
exactly as it happens. All parameters are clearly definable in practice, eliminating
imprecise and ambiguous parameters such as cut height. The design and operating
parameters in the DHSM are equivalent to the ones that are used in actual plant
operations except for the teeter water velocity. The teeter water velocity is directly
controlled by varying the teeter water rate.
Program DHSM.FOR
A FORTRAN program DHSM.FOR (Appendix C) was written to solve the
DHSM and was based on both USBSL.FOR and CHSM.FOR. Though the main
structure of DHSM.FOR remained much the same as CHSM.FOR, modifications were
made to allow for the new parameter, set point concentration. Initially, the underflow
control valve is closed. This condition is represented by applying the algorithm from
USBSL.FOR for element 1. At every time interval, the program computes the overall
solids concentration inside the settling column and compares it with the user input value
of the set point concentration.
If the overall solids concentration is less than the set point concentration, the
boundary condition is applied to element 1, and the algorithm from USBSL.FOR is used
for the volume balance of element 1, which simulates the closed underflow control valve.
Similarly, if the solids concentration is greater than the set point concentration, the
boundary condition is removed from element 1, and the imaginary element UF is added
below element 1. The algorithm from CHSM.FOR is used for the volume balance of
element 1 and element UF, which simulates the open underflow control valve. The
whole process is repeated for every time interval to ensure that the overall solids
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concentration inside the column remains within a close proximity of the set point
concentration, until the desired simulation time is reached, at which point the overflow
and underflow streams start accumulating for 10,000 steps of ∆t. Since ∆t is small, the
closing and opening of the underflow valve are alternated very rapidly during the
execution of the program, resembling a continuous process as a whole.
Unlike the previous models (USBSM, USBSL, and CHSM), the products for the
DHSM could not be obtained for the duration of the time interval ∆t. This was due to the
absence of the product at underflow stream when the control valve was closed. To
overcome this problem, the product streams at both the overflow and underflow outlets
were collected continuously for a time interval long enough to obtain representative
samples at both ends. In DHSM.FOR, this is accomplished by adding each
corresponding (Ck)OF and (Ck)UF in elements OF and UF, respectively, for 10,000
intervals of ∆t, which is large enough to eliminate any significant variance.
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Figure 3.5 Dynamic hindered-settling model.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION METHOD
It is important to have a uniform method to evaluate effects of design and
operating variables in hindered-settling column separations and to compare all models
and experimental data objectively. In mineral processing, it is common to employ
partition curves utilizing fractional recovery values to represent the separation in a
continuous process.

4.1 Fractional Recovery and Size Selectivity
Simulations using the mathematical models and the results of the actual
experiments were evaluated in terms of fractional recoveries. The mass and volume of
the initial feed are always conserved at all time for batch systems, since no material is
entering or leaving the system. However, for the continuous or dynamic model, there is a
variation in total mass and volume inside the column as a function of time due to a
constant flow of particles in and out of the system. To ensure a mass balance around the
hindered-settling column, the feed is reconstituted by
f ij Q F = o ij Q O + u ij Q U

(4.1)

where fij, oij, and uij are fractions of solid particles with size i and density j in the feed,
overflow, and underflow, respectively. QF, QO, and QU are the volumetric flow rates of
the solids in the feed, overflow, and underflow streams, respectively.
If underflow solids are considered to be the ‘product,’ the fractional recovery in
the hindered-settling column underflow for particles with size i and density j is calculated
by
R ij =

u ij Q U
f ij Q F

(4.2)

The fractions of particles having size i in the underflow and feed are calculated by
Equations 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, and are given as
nρ

u i = ∑ u ij
j=1

(4.3)
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nρ

f i = ∑ f ij

(4.4)

j=1

where nρ is the total number of density fractions for particles with a given size. The size
selectivity of particles with size i is calculated by
uiQU
fiQF

Si =

(4.5)

For a particle system that consists of only a single density species, the size selectivity is
equal to Equation 4.2.

4.2 Determination of Product Streams for Each Model
For the USBSM and the USBSL, QO and QU at time t are determined according to
a specified value of cut height z′. The sum of all particles in a column below this cut
height would be QU, and the one above would be QO, which are represented as
QU =

∫

z′

(4.6)

∆t

∫
=

QO

φ(z, t )Adz

0

H
z′

φ(z, t )Adz

(4.7)

∆t

where φ = solids concentration at height z and time t; A = cross-sectional area of the
column; and dz = thickness of element. Since particle size, particle density, and column
height are each divided into discrete intervals, QU and QO are calculated by
n′

QU =

nx

∑∑∑ C(x , ρ , z
k =1 j=1 i =1

i

j

k

, t )∆zA
(4.8)

∆t
N

QO =

nρ

nρ

nx

∑ ∑∑ C( x , ρ , z

k = n ′ +1 j=1 i =1

i

j

k

, t )∆zA

∆t

(4.9)

where C = solids concentration of individual solids component having size x and density
ρ at height z and time t; n′ = the element number corresponding to cut height z′; N = the
total number of elements; nx = the total number of size fractions; and nρ = the total
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number of density fractions. oij, and uij are determined similarly by calculating a
weighted average as
n′

∑ C( x , ρ , z

u ij =

i

k =1

j

k

(4.10)

z′

N

∑ C( x , ρ , z
i

k = n ′+1

o ij =

, t )∆z

j

k

, t )∆z
(4.11)

H − z′

To simplify the calculations, the cut height z′ is replaced by the relative cut height, which
is defined as
z′ / H =

cut height
column height

For the CHSM and the DHSM, QU and QO would be the total particles present in
imaginary elements UF (element number 0) and OF (element number N+1), respectively,
at time t, at which time the separation takes place. Hence, QU and QO are given by
nρ

QU =

i

j=1 i =1

j

k

, t )∆zA

∆t
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k = N +1

(4.13)

, t )∆zA

∆t

uij and oij are also given as
u ij = C( x i , ρ j , z k , t ) k =0

(4.14)

o ij = C( x i , ρ j , z k , t ) k = N +1

(4.15)

For the DHSM, QU and QO are calculated over the duration of time T. Hence, an
additional term to account for the time accumulation has to be added to Equations 4.12
and 4.13 such that
n∆t n ρ

QU =

nx

∑∑∑ C(x , ρ , z
l =1 j=1 i =1

i

T

j

k

, t l )∆zA
k =0

(4.16)
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where n∆t is the total number of time steps ∆t over product accumulation time T.
Equations 4.14 and 4.15 are modified accordingly as well for the DHSM and are given as
n∆ t

u ij =
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i

l =1

j

k

T
n∆t
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, t l )∆t
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i

j
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k
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(4.18)

k = N +1

(4.19)

, t l )∆t

4.3 Partition Curve
When the calculated fractional recovery values are presented in the form of the
partition curve, it is easier to evaluate and quantify the separation. The partition curve
represents the probability for which the feed material of a given particle size, for a
particular particle density, would report to the product stream (Austin et al., 1984). For a
classification process, the fraction of feed size xi reporting to the underflow is plotted
against top size xi on a log scale. This plot is also called a size selectivity curve. Hence,
the fraction reporting to the underflow is designated as si and is equal to fractional
recovery Rij for density j.
Figure 4.1 illustrates several selectivity curves. Ideal classification is shown as a
straight vertical line, which represents the cut size of the particles. Any particles greater
than the cut size would report 100% to the underflow, and those finer that the cut size
would report 100% to the overflow. In actual mineral processing operations, ideal
separation is never achieved, and often, there are ‘apparent bypassing’ of fine particles,
which is shown as the ‘a-bypass’ in Figure 4.1. The a-bypassing represents a fraction of
the fines that reports to the coarse stream, apparently independent of the classifying
action. This classifier inefficiency occurs because, as particles become finer, they are
more prone to follow the carrying medium to the coarse stream. It is often observed that
the a-bypass approximates the same proportional split of the carrying medium (Wills,
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1988). In contrast, the b-bypass represents coarser particles reporting to the fines stream.
This phenomenon is not normal and indicates poor design or an operating malfunction.
If the bypassing portion of feed were excluded, the remaining fraction of the feed
(1-a-b) would be subjected to the classification action of the device. Considering only
this fraction, the size selectivity si could be corrected such that for a given size interval xi,
ci is the fraction that reports to the underflow and is given as
ci =

si − a
1− a − b

(4.20)

The plot of ci versus xi on a log scale is defined as the corrected partition curve.
There are two moduli that characterize the corrected partition curve. The location
modulus (d50) is the size of particles where 50% of this size reports to the underflow and
the other 50% to the overflow and is often used as the cut size of the device. The
distribution modulus is called the sharpness index (S.I.) and is defined as
S.I. =

d 25
d 75

(4.21)

where d25 and d75 are the sizes at which 25% and 75% of the particles, respectively,
report to the underflow. The sharpness index defines the shape of curve and is used to
characterize the separation efficiency. For example, a sharpness index of 1 would be a
perfect separation, and 0 would be no separation (i.e., the overflow and underflow
streams consist of identical size distributions). A partition curve with 0 sharpness index
would be a horizontal line, indicating that the feed was simply split.
When the partition values are fitted to a mathematical function, it facilitates the
comparison of the curves using the relevant performance parameters. It has been found
that a mathematical function such as the log-logistic function often fits the partition data
rather well (Meloy, 1983). This function is given by
ci =

1
x
1 + ( i ) −λ
d 50

where λ = −

d
2.1972
; κ = S.I. = 25
ln κ
d 75

(4.22)
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Figure 4.1 Illustration of partition (size selectivity) curves.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS OF MODEL SIMULATIONS

In this chapter, model simulations were carried out to evaluate column
performance as a function of design and operating variables, including teeter water rate,
bed height, solids feed rate, column height, etc. For selected tests, the simulation results
were compared with experimental results obtained from testing of a laboratory hinderedsettling column. The simulation results of the USBSM, the USBSL, the CHSM, and the
DHSM are discussed in corresponding order.

5.1 Particle and Fluid Properties
Each model requires that material and dynamic properties of the solids and
carrying fluid, which include particle size/density distributions, fluid density, fluid
viscosity, gravitational acceleration, and mixing coefficient, are defined as variable input
parameters for all simulations. For the purpose of comparing simulation results with
experimental results, all necessary input values for the models were obtained or
computed from experimental work performed by Young (1999; Young and Klima, 2000),
who used the same laboratory hindered-settling column circuit and the experimental
procedure described in Appendix D. Three additional experiments were performed by
Young.
The solids used for this study were limestone and soil particles, which had
densities of 2.73 and 2.65 g/cm3, respectively. Their size distributions are listed in Table
5.1. Since the carrying fluid was water, a density of 1 g/cm3 was used. The fluid
viscosity is 0.01 g/cm/sec (poise), which is equivalent to the viscosity of water at room
temperature (20°C). Because the density and viscosity of water vary as temperature
changes, the effects of both were investigated within a practical operating range of
temperature (10-40°C). The gravitational acceleration was 980 g/cm2.
The determination of the mixing coefficient was not as straightforward because it
is difficult to measure. Biddulph (1986; 1979) introduced an equation to calculate the
mixing coefficient of elutriators, which is given as
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D = vf d t 
+
+
0
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Re f
 Re f


(5.1)

where vf = mean fluid velocity (m/sec); dt = elutriator diameter (m); and Ref = fluid tube
Reynolds number. Using Equation 5.1 after replacing the elutriator diameter with the
hindered-settling column diameter, the mixing coefficient was calculated to be
approximately 1 cm2/sec for equivalent test conditions used in this study. However,
because the hindered-settling column involves much greater solids loading and as a
result, more turbulent movement within the column, the mixing coefficient was expected
to be considerably greater than that calculated for an equivalent elutriator.
Table 5.1 Size distributions of the test solids.
% Less Than Size
Sieve Size, µm
Limestone
Soil
1200
100.00
100.00
841
82.19
99.66
707
74.04
99.43
595
66.29
98.91
500
56.99
97.23
420
51.41
94.88
354
44.63
86.16
297
39.36
72.42
250
35.07
58.13
210
30.29
41.84
177
27.42
33.37
149
24.03
24.92
125
21.38
19.8
105
18.54
14.94
88
16.87
12.79
74
15.19
10.41
63
13.88
8.92
53
12.48
7.42
44
11.57
6.57
37
10.71
5.85
25
9.59
5.06
A good reference for the mixing coefficient involving mineral processing devices
can be found in the work by Schubert and Neesse (1986), who suggested that the
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separation process itself could determine the mixing factor. Ranges of the mixing
coefficient are given for several types of gravity concentrators, including a spiral
concentrator, rake classifier, hydrocyclone, and sluice. The hydrocyclone process has a
mixing coefficient ranging from 1-20 cm2/sec. This range should be significantly lower
for the hindered-settling column because in general, the hydrocylcone process involves a
much higher fluid velocity and particle acceleration and in turn, more turbulence. Based
on this and the values obtained from Equation 5.1, it is reasonable to assume that the
mixing coefficient for the hindered-settling column process would range between 1-10
cm2/sec. For model simulations, it would be reasonable to select mid-values of this
range. Hence, all mixing coefficient values used in this study were in a range of 4-6
cm2/sec.
Within the mixing coefficient range of 4-6 cm2/sec, the effect of mixing is given
for the USBSM (Figure 5.1a), the USBSL (Figure 5.1b), the CHSM (Figure 5.1c), and
the DHSM (Figure 5.1d). The design and operating variables were: column height = 76.2
cm; set point concentration = 23.12%; teeter water rate = 44.2 mL/sec (teeter water
velocity = 0.547 cm/sec); solids feed rate = 1200 g/min; retention time (USBSM &
USBSL) = 79 seconds; run time (CHSM & DHSM) = 600 seconds; relative cut height
(USBSM & USBSL) = 0.33; and relative solids feed location (USBSL, CHSM, &
DHSM) = 0.667. Limestone (2.73 g/cm3) was used as the feed solids. As indicated in
parenthesis, some variables were applicable only to certain models, which were discussed
in Chapter 3 and will be discussed further in following sections. These variables were
chosen as the baseline conditions and held constant unless stated otherwise.
As seen in Figure 5.1, the effect of mixing coefficient within a range of 4-6
2

cm /sec was negligible for all models. While separation efficiencies (S.I.) decreased
marginally (indicated by flattening of the fractional recovery curves) as the mixing
coefficient increased, the overall shape of the curves remained intact. Hence, the use of
the mixing coefficient within this range did not affect the overall results greatly.
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Figure 5.1 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with mixing coefficient.
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The mixing coefficient was a very important factor in determining the
computational time of simulation. If the mixing coefficient were to decrease from 4 to 1,
it would reduce the limiting sizes of both ∆z and ∆t to 1/4 of their values, as dictated
by Equations 3.35 and 3.36. In this instance, the total number of ∆z and ∆t increments
would be each increased by 4 times, causing overall computational time to increase 16
fold. The effect of a change in mixing coefficient was greatly magnified in
computational time.

5.2 Simulations of the Unsteady-State Batch Hindered-Settling Model
All input values required for simulation of the USBSM for hindered-settling
column separations, with exceptions for cut height and retention time, could readily be
obtained from column geometry and operating conditions. These include column height,
size/density distribution of feed solids, set point concentration, and teeter water rate. The
retention time was obtained by calculating an average retention time using the solids feed
rate and the teeter water flow rate, as discussed in Chapter 3. In this way, the effect of
solids feed rate on separation was indirectly accounted for in the USBSM simulations.
However, the cut height presented more of a problem because there was no consistent
method to obtain the cut height before the experiment or the simulation was performed.
The volumetric split of slurry to the underflow stream, obtained from experimental data,
was used for the cut height, initially.
The teeter water flow rate was used to calculate the additional upward flowing
velocity of water (teeter water velocity) that needed to be added to the upward flow of
water (i.e., created by the displacement of water by settling particles). Since the crosssectional area of the hindered-settling column was known, the average teeter water
velocity was calculated by dividing the teeter water flow rate by the cross-sectional area
of the column. Initially, it was assumed that most of the teeter water would travel upward
and subsequently discharge through the overflow opening. However, this assumption
was not valid, because the observation of product streams during the experiments
suggested that, even though a greater part of the water reported to the overflow product, a
considerable amount of water was also found in the underflow product. Hence, the teeter
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water velocity obtained by Equation 3.39 was adjusted proportionally in accordance with
the water split.
Since the USBSM could not account for the variation of the solids feed location,
it was not considered in these simulations. The USBSM defined the initial solids
concentration to be a uniform value of the specified set point concentration for all
elements at time zero. A mixing coefficient value of 4 cm2/sec was used for all USBSM
simulations in this section.

Determination of Cut Height
The fractional recovery curves shown in Figure 5.2 compare the experimental
results with the results obtained from simulations of the USBSM for various teeter water
rates. Volumetric slurry splits obtained from the corresponding experiments were used as
the relative cut heights. As seen in Figure 5.2, the simulated curves deviated significantly
from the experimental curves. To account for this deviation, the only input value for the
simulations that could be modified was the relative cut height, because all other design
and operating variables were clearly defined.
Figure 5.3 shows variation of the fractional recovery curves with relative cut
height for the teeter water rate given in Figure 5.2c. From Figure 5.3, the proper value of
the relative cut height was between 0.3 and 0.4 for this particular condition. As shown in
Figure 5.4c, the relative cut height was determined to be 0.33, which provided the “best”
fit to the experimental data. The teeter water rates described in Figures 5.2a, 5.2b, and
5.2d were also simulated using a relative cut height of 0.33 and are shown in Figures
5.4a, 5.4b, and 5.4d, respectively. These results also showed that good fits based on cut
size were obtained with a relative cut height of 0.33. This finding suggested that the cut
height could be constant. In addition, the effect of mixing coefficient on shape of the
curve was investigated in Figure 5.5 for the corresponding conditions given in
Figure 5.4c. As the mixing coefficient decreased, the curve fit improved. However, even
with a very low mixing coefficient value of 1 cm2/sec, the shape of the simulated curve
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Figure 5.2 Fractional recovery curves comparing the experimental and simulation values
for various teeter water rates (USBSM).
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Figure 5.3 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with relative cut height (USBSM).
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was still significantly flatter, compared to the experimental curve. The a-bypass started
to appear, when the mixing coefficient value was greater than 4 cm2/sec.
Further simulations of various design and operating conditions showed that, in
general, the relative cut height remained constant, while increasing moderately between
0.33 and 0.46 when the set point concentration was increased. This was shown in Figure
5.6, which compared the experimental results with the simulated results for various set
point concentrations and their corresponding relative cut heights. Hence, the relative cut
height was a function of set point concentration, but did not vary greatly. A total of 25
experimental results were plotted on Figure 5.7, which shows the relative cut height as a
function of set point concentration. Because each point represents more than one data
point, not all 25 data points are visible. Given this plot, the relative cut height could be
estimated within reasonable accuracy, which solved the problem of having to determine
the relative cut height by using other more cumbersome methods such as trial and error
(i.e., Figure 5.3).

Effect of Column Height
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 compare the experimental results with the simulation results
for various column heights. From Figure 5.8, it was shown that the separations predicted
by the USBSM were in agreement with the experimental results based on cut size.
However, the simulated curves were much flatter than the experimental curves. This
represented the prediction of much poorer separation efficiencies than what was obtained
experimentally.
Fitting these curves into the log-logistic function (Table 5.2) provided the
sharpness index, which was used to quantify how much the predicted values of separation
efficiency deviated from the experimental values. The sharpness index ranged from
0.797 to 0.833 for the experimental results, while it ranged from 0.547 to 0.605 for the
simulation results. In addition, the simulation results indicated the presence of an abypass (2-4%), which was not present in the experimental results. Figure 5.9 showed that
as the column height increased, the cut size (d50) decreased slightly, while the separation
efficiency (sharpness index) generally increased as the column height increased. This
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Table 5.2 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.9.
Data
Column Height, cm
Parameter
Source
45.72
76.20
137.16
d50,
Exp.
245
227
198
Sim.
251
230
221
µm
Exp.
0.816
0.797
0.833
S.I.
Sim.
0.547
0.572
0.605
a-bypass,
Exp.
0.15
0.14
0.12
%
Sim.
2.41
3.08
4.17
was due to the longer retention time allowed for the longer column, which in turn,
increased the probabilities that each particle would be subjected to the proper separation
mechanism.

Effect of Teeter Water Rate
The effect of teeter water rate is shown in Figure 5.10. The teeter water rates of
31.5, 37.9, 44.2, and 50.5 mL/sec corresponded to the teeter water velocities of 0.319,
0.427, 0.547, and 0.647 cm/sec, respectively. As expected, the cut size increased
consistently as the teeter water rate increased. A greater flow of water entering the
column increased the velocity of upward flowing water, thereby allowing larger particles
to be carried upward to the overflow stream. The characteristic parameters are given in
Table 5.3. The sharpness index also seemed to increase slightly (especially for the
simulated results) as the teeter water rate increased. This increase was probably due to
the stronger current being able to wash away more fine particles, thereby resulting in a
sharper separation. This was especially true between teeter water rates of 31.5 and 37.9
Table 5.3 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.10.
Data
Teeter Water Rate, mL/sec
Parameter
Source
31.5
37.9
44.2
50.5
d50,
Exp.
157
186
212
228
Sim.
160
182
208
227
µm
Exp.
0.803
0.829
0.841
0.841
S.I.
Sim.
0.664
0.708
0.742
0.762
a-bypass,
Exp.
3.08
0.99
0.00
0.05
%
Sim.
4.03
0.11
0.00
0.00
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Figure 5.10 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with teeter water rate (USBSM).
[retention time and cut height were as in Figure 5.4]
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mL/sec, where the greatest change in the sharpness index as well as the bypass occurred.
The bypass for the teeter water rate of 31.5 mL/sec was nicely predicted by the USBSM.

Effect of Set Point Concentration (Bed Height)
The set point concentration is directly related to the bed height. Since the
building of a denser and heavier bed requires more solids within the bed, the higher set
point concentration within the settling column would result in building of a denser
fluidized bed. Figure 5.11 shows the effect of set point concentration. The characteristic
parameters are given in Table 5.4.
Since the fluidized bed became denser with higher set point concentrations, it
took larger and heavier particles to pass through the bed. Hence, as the set point
concentration increased, the cut size increased. Although the USBSM predicted a
significant amount of the bypass to the underflow stream as the set point concentration
increased, the experimental curves failed to show this result. This is likely due to the
initial condition of the USBSM in which all solids are dispersed throughout so fines are
trapped in the lower portion. Furthermore, the sharpness index values of the simulated
results were always lower than the values obtained from the experimental results. This
deviation was also consistently shown in all previous USBSM results. Thus, the USBSM
predicts much flatter curves, which is a shortcoming of the USBSM.
Table 5.4 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.11
Data
Set Point Concentration, %
Parameter
Source
23.12
28.90
34.68
d50,
Exp.
157
171
188
Sim.
176
187
202
µm
Exp.
0.804
0.831
0.791
S.I.
Sim.
0.552
0.561
0.546
a-bypass,
Exp.
3.08
1.06
2.95
%
Sim.
4.82
6.55
10.91
Effect of Retention Time
Figure 5.12 shows the effect of retention time for particles of different sizes. At
time 0, all particles were at the initial solids concentration, which was defined by the
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Figure 5.11 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with set point concentration
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specified set point concentration (for this test, it was 23.12%). For each particle size, the
fractional recovery values gradually changed during the first 80 seconds and remained
constant thereafter. The constant portion of the curves beyond a retention time of 80
seconds indicates that the particles had discharged from the column, and subsequently
they were not subjected to any more separation. The average retention time calculated
for this particular condition was 79 seconds. This indicates that the calculated average
retention time might in fact, be quite close to the actual retention time.
More interestingly, it was observed that the steady state was first reached by the
coarser particles, followed by the fine particles, then finally by the intermediate size
particles. Since heavy particles settled fastest, they would discharge first and therefore
had the shortest retention time. The intermediate size particles were suspended in the
column and make up the sedimentation bed, which forced these particles to remain in the
column for the longest retention time. The retention time for fine particles would be
somewhere between those for coarse and intermediate size particles. This was clearly
demonstrated in Figure 5.12. The approximate values of retention time for mean particle
diameters of 1020, 651, 460, 326, 230, 194, 163, 115, and 81 µm were found to be 8, 15,
18, 30, 100, 100, 100, 60, and 40 seconds (where each curve reached a steady state),
respectively. Hence, the USBSM can be used to estimate the variable retention time of
multi-size particles.

Product Size Distributions
Evaluating changes in the product size distributions is another way of
characterizing separations in the hindered-settling column. This method would be
particularly more useful in instances when the goal of column operation is to obtain
overflow and/or underflow products with desired size distributions, as sometimes found
in plant operations.
Figures 5.13 (for limestone) and 5.14 (for soil) show the simulated product size
distributions for both the overflow and underflow streams, along with the experimental
results. As expected, the underflow products were much coarser than the overflow
products. The simulation results were in reasonable agreement with the experimental
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Figure 5.13 Product size distributions predicted by the USBSM. [limestone]
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Figure 5.14 Product size distributions predicted by the USBSM. [soil]
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results, especially for the underflow size distributions, which were nearly identical with
the experimental values. The simulated overflow size distributions diverged somewhat
from the distributions obtained experimentally, but overall, the USBSM predicted the
product size distributions fairly well.

5.3 Simulations of the Unsteady-State Batch Hindered-Settling Layer Model
As described in Chapter 3, the USBSM did not account for the layering of the
initial feed solids and the varying of the solids feed location. To account for these
factors, a design variable absent in the USBSM, the solids feed location, was integrated
into the USBSL. The initial solids concentration at time 0, equivalent to a specified value
of the set point concentration, was defined only for element F at the corresponding
relative solids feed location, while the initial solids concentrations for the remaining
elements were defined as zero. For all simulations of the USBSL, a mixing coefficient of
4 cm2/sec was used.
Figure 5.15 compares the experimental results with the simulation results for
various teeter water rates. As seen, the cut sizes predicted by the USBSL were
consistently finer than the ones obtained from the experimental results. For example, the
cut size of the simulated curve from Figure 5.15c was 115 µm, while the cut size for the
corresponding experimental curve was 212 µm (Table 5.5). The discrepancy was due to
the layering of the feed solids initially defined in the feed element. As time progressed,
the layer of the feed solids spread out to adjacent elements from the feed element until the
solids were contained in all elements. This effectively lowered the set point
concentration by depleting the feed element. As previously seen in Figure 5.11, lowering
the set point concentration had an effect in reducing the cut size. Hence, the cut sizes
predicted by the USBSL were systematically finer than the ones predicted by the
USBSM.
Even though the layering of the feed solids at the feed element described the
initial entrance of the particles into the settling column, it soon deviated from the actual
occurrence as the simulation time increased. This occurred because the feed element
where the feed solids originated was depleted at each time step, reducing the solids
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Figure 5.15 Fractional recovery curves comparing the experimental and simulation
values for various teeter water rates (USBSL).
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concentration, while no new solids were introduced to maintain the proper bed height.
This is analogous to a drop of ink spreading over an entire bottle of water, which is not a
good representation of a continuous sedimentation process.
Table 5.5 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves for design and operating
conditions in Figure 5.15c.
Model Type
Parameters
Experimental
USBSL
USBSM
212
115
214
d50, µm
S.I.
0.841
0.763
0.622
a-bypass, %
0.00
1.98
0.36
5.4 Simulations of the Continuous Hindered-Settling Model
To account for depleting the feed element in the USBSL, an operating variable,
i.e., solids feed rate, was incorporated into the CHSM. Although the solids feed rate was
indirectly accounted for in the USBSL in the form of retention time, the new approach
incorporated the feed solids rate directly into the model and eliminated the problem of
depleting the feed element. Also, the retention time was replaced by the “run” time.
Unlike the retention time, the run time did not need to be computed or estimated.
Experimentally, the run time is simply the measured time of the hindered-settling column
operation before samples from the product outlets are collected. For example, if the
hindered-settling column is allowed to operate for 20 minutes, and samples are collected
at that time, the run time used for the CHSM simulation would be 20 minutes.
A mixing coefficient of 6 cm2/sec was used for all CHSM simulations. As
previously seen in Figure 5.1, a change in the mixing coefficient value in a range of 4-6
cm2/sec did not have any significant effect, while it reduced the computational time
greatly. Figure 5.16 compares the CHSM simulation results with the experimental results
for various teeter water rates. Again, the cut sizes predicted by the CHSM were
consistently much finer than ones obtained from the experimental curves, just as in the
USBSL. While the CHSM improved the USBSL by introducing new solids through the
feed element, it failed to account for the set point concentration. In this regard, the
CHSM was a step backward from the previous batch models. The overall solids
concentration inside the column at the time of product discharge, simulated by using the
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Figure 5.16 Fractional recovery curves comparing the experimental and simulation
values for various teeter water rates (CHSM).
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CHSM for the test condition applied to Figure 5.16c, was calculated to be 4.89%. This
value was in fact, equivalent to the set point concentration, which should have been
23.12% for this particular test. Hence, the cut sizes predicted by the CHSM were finer
than the ones obtained from the experimental results.
The lack of accountability for the set point concentration in the model
demonstrated that the CHSM was not suitable for simulation of the hindered-settling
column in which the underflow stream was regulated by a control valve. Closing and
opening of the control valve maintained the desired value of solids concentration inside
the column. In the CHSM simulations, the underflow was left unregulated. In fact, the
CHSM simulation resembled the process within elutriators rather than hindered-settling
column. This leaves the possibility of using the CHSM in alternate applications.

5.5 Simulation of the Dynamic Hindered-Settling Model
Even though simulations of the USBSM showed reasonable approximation of the
hindered-settling column separation, the USBSM was not an ideal method mainly
because the cut height was very difficult to define. Evolving from the USBSM to the
USBSL, and then to the CHSM eliminated the need for cut height and retention time,
while incorporating other necessary design and operating variables. However, the new
models also introduced new factors, which caused even greater deviations from the
experimental results than those predicted by the USBSM.
The DHSM finally incorporated all design and operating variables in simulating
separations in the hindered-settling column. The DHSM used the same input variables as
those incorporated into the CHSM, plus the set point concentration. A mixing coefficient
of 6 cm2/sec was used for all simulations of the DHSM when limestone was used as the
test solids, while a value of 5 cm2/sec was used when soil was used as the test solids. The
difference in selection of the mixing coefficient is due to the different size distributions.
It was thought that the finer size distribution of limestone would be subjected to a slightly
greater mixing action. The run time for all soil tests was 1200 seconds.
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Evaluation of Performance of the DHSM
Figure 5.17 compares the performance of all previous models and the DHSM with
the experimental results. The corresponding characteristic parameters are given in Table
5.6. It was observed that the DHSM results provided the best representation of the
experimental data. As seen from Table 5.6, the characteristic parameters derived from
the fractional recovery curve of the DHSM, including the cut size, the sharpness index,
and the a-bypass, were very similar to those obtained from the experimental curve.
Although the USBSM results showed a good prediction of the cut size, its curve was
much flatter, shown by a much lower sharpness index value of 0.586, compared to 0.841
for the experimental results.
Table 5.6 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.17.
Model Type
Parameters
Exp.
USBSM
USBSL
CHSM
DHSM
212
221
116
129
215
d50, µm
S. I.
0.841
0.586
0.722
0.764
0.886
a-bypass, %
0
1.18
3.92
1.31
0.26
To further study how well the DHSM would predict separations in the hinderedsettling column, three experiments with random operating conditions were performed
using soil particles, and the experimental results were compared with the simulation
results, as shown in Figure 5.18. Since the design and operating conditions of these tests
were randomly chosen, the cut size and sharpness index would vary without any
noticeable pattern. This gave a good indication of how the DHSM would perform under
a wide range of conditions. The corresponding characteristic parameters are given in
Table 5.7. The cut sizes and the sharpness indices predicted by the DHSM were close to
the experimental values. All three tests showed good agreement with the simulated
results. Thus, the DHSM handled combinations of changes in many operating variables
effectively.
There were discrepancies between the predicted bypasses and the experimentally
obtained bypasses, especially for test (a). The discrepancies were more distinct as the
particles became finer. The a-bypasses obtained from the experimental results were
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Table 5.7 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.18.
Parameter
Data Source
Test (a)
Test (b)
Test (c)
d50,
Exp.
132
118
98
µm
Sim.
124
136
102
Exp.
0.893
0.795
0.842
S.I.
Sim.
0.854
0.787
0.797
Exp.
10.40
2.25
3.71
a-bypass,
%
Sim.
0.26
1.08
0.72
greater than the predicted bypasses. Slight b-bypasses (bypass to the overflow stream)
were also detected for the experimental results. The b-bypass was likely caused by the
presence of light organic impurities among the soil particles. Likewise, the a-bypass was
in all probability caused by the presence of agglomeration of dry soil particles, which was
observed by Young (1999) during his operation of the column. It would not be possible
for the DHSM to simulate such conditions. Hence, these bypasses were largely absent in
the simulation results.
More simulations were performed and compared with Young’s (1999)
experimental results. Figures 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21 compare the simulation results with
the experimental results for various column heights (limestone), for various column
heights (soil), and for various teeter water rates (limestone), respectively. All simulation
results showed good agreement with the experimental results. The characteristic
parameters of these curves are given in following sections where effects of design and
operating variables are discussed.

Effect of Column Height
Figure 5.22 shows the effect of column height on the fractional recovery curves.
The corresponding characteristic parameters are given in Table 5.8. The cut size and the
a-bypass decreased slightly as the column height increased. The sharpness index
generally increased slightly as the column height increased. The reason for these
variations was previously discussed in Section 5.2 under Effect of Column Height. The
variations were consistent for both experimental and simulation results.
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Figure 5.19 Fractional recovery curves comparing the experimental and simulation
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Figure 5.20 Fractional recovery curves comparing the experimental and simulation
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[limestone; design and operating conditions were as in Figure 5.19]
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Table 5.8 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.22.
Column Height, cm
Data
Parameter
Source
45.72
76.20
137.16
d50,
Exp.
245
227
198
µm
Sim.
248
226
215
Exp.
0.816
0.797
0.835
S.I.
Sim.
0.821
0.875
0.903
Exp.
0.15
0.14
0.12
a-bypass,
%
Sim.
1.57
0.27
0.04
Similar variations of the fractional recovery curves were also seen in the soil separation
(Figure 5.23). The corresponding characteristic parameters are given in Table 5.9. Again
as seen previously in Figure 5.18, the agglomeration of fine soil particles led to high abypasses.
Table 5.9 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.23.
Column Height, cm
Data
Parameter
Source
45.72
76.20
137.16
d50,
Exp.
128
137
132
Sim.
148
131
126
µm
Exp.
0.865
0.890
0.893
S.I.
Sim.
0.764
0.816
0.858
a-bypass,
Exp.
11.75
12.24
10.66
%
Sim.
5.01
1.61
0.26
Effect of Teeter Water Rate
Figure 5.24 shows the effect of teeter water rate on the fractional recovery curves.
The corresponding characteristic parameters are given in Table 5.10. A higher teeter
water rate resulted in a larger cut size and a slightly greater sharpness index for both the
experimental and simulation results. The reason for this behavior was previously
discussed in Section 5.2 under Effect of Teeter Water Rate. The simulation results were
in very good agreement with the experimental results. All characteristic parameters
determined from the simulation results were very close to the experimental results.
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Figure 5.23 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with column height (DHSM).
[soil; design and operating conditions were as in Figure 5.20]
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Table 5.10 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figure 5.24.
Teeter Water Rate, mL/sec
Data
Parameter
Source
31.5
37.9
44.2
50.5
d50,
Exp.
157
186
212
228
Sim.
173
193
215
231
µm
Exp.
0.803
0.829
0.841
0.841
S.I.
Sim.
0.837
0.863
0.886
0.893
a-bypass,
Exp.
3.08
0.99
0.00
0.05
%
Sim.
0.72
0.34
0.26
0.09
Effect of Set Point Concentration
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the effect of set point concentration on the fractional
recovery curves for teeter water rates of 31.5 and 37.9 mL/sec, respectively, and the
corresponding characteristic parameters are given in Table 5.11. As expected, the cut
size increased as the set point concentration increased for both the experimental and
simulation results. The reason for this behavior was previously discussed in Section 5.2
under Effect of Set Point Concentration. No consistent pattern was found in the variation
of the sharpness index for the experimental results, although the simulation results
suggested that the sharpness index increased slightly as the set point concentration
increased.
Table 5.11 Characterization of the fractional recovery curves in Figures 5.25 and 26.
Set Point Conc. for Teeter Water Rates of
Data
Parameter
31.5 mL/sec
37.9mL/sec
Source
23.12% 28.90% 34.68% 23.12% 28.90%
d50,
Exp.
157
171
188
186
227
Sim.
173
208
238
193
226
µm
Exp.
0.804
0.831
0.791
0.829
0.797
S.I.
Sim.
0.837
0.854
0.855
0.863
0.875
a-bypass,
Exp.
3.08
1.06
2.95
0.99
0.14
%
Sim.
0.72
0.48
0.38
0.34
0.27
Effect of Run Time
It was expected that the change in run time would affect the fractional recoveries
gradually before equilibrium was reached, as seen previously from the USBSM
simulations. However, the run time did not have any effect on the DHSM simulations.
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Figure 5.25 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with set point concentration
(DHSM). [limestone; teeter water rate = 31.5 mL/sec]
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Figure 5.26 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with set point concentration
(DHSM). [limestone; teeter water rate = 37.9 mL/sec]
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Fractional recoveries remained constant for each particle size regardless of the run time.
This was attributed to the fact that the DHSM did not allow for material to be discharged
to the underflow product until a sufficient bed height was reached, as governed by the set
point concentration. Until this set point was reached, the underflow remained closed, and
no simultaneous products from both the underflow and overflow streams were available
to obtain the fractional recoveries. Therefore, at the point the initial discharge to the
underflow was made, the steady state had been reached or at least, was very close to
being reached. This would nearly eliminate the effect of run time.
If steady state was not achieved as soon as the underflow began discharging, there
would be further changes in the fractional recovery values. However, to obtain consistent
products, both overflow and underflow streams had to be accumulated for a sufficiently
long enough time to eliminate significant variance. For example, if temporal parameter
∆t were 0.02 seconds, the DHSM would accumulate 10,000 steps of ∆t before the
fractional recoveries were computed. This method is analogous to an experimental
procedure of collecting product samples for 200 seconds. If there were any gradual
changes in fractional recovery curves after the first discharge was made, the effect would
be dampened by time length. Any minor changes would be hidden in this time span.
This situation was not encountered in the USBSM, the USBSL, and the CHSM, which
allowed the fractional recoveries to be calculated for any instant of time.
For the baseline condition, it took 148 seconds before the first discharge was
made from the underflow outlet according to the DHSM simulation. For all other
conditions, it was found that the first discharge from the underflow required 140 to 1,000
seconds depending on test variables. It was determined that a run time greater than 600
seconds for all limestone simulations and one greater than 1200 seconds for all soil
simulations were adequate for the DHSM simulations. The initial discharge time can be
used as a guide in determining the time required to build an adequate sedimentation bed,
as governed by the set point concentration, for actual operation of the hindered-settling
column.
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Effect of Solids Feed Rate
Figure 5.27 shows the effect of solids feed rate on the fractional recovery curves.
Within the range of solids feed rate tested (390-410 g/min), there were no changes in the
fractional recovery values. Since this tested range was rather small, further simulations
were performed within a greater range (390-2800 g/min). Results from the simulations
are shown in Figure 5.28. There were no significant changes until the rate reached 600
g/min at which point the fractional recovery curve began to flatten and shift to a coarser
size, decreasing the separation efficiency greatly. The sharpness index decreased from
0.854 to 0.559, while the cut size increased from 124 to 221 µm. Additional simulations,
performed using limestone as the solids are shown in Figure 5.28. In this instance, the
curves began to flatten and shift when the rate reached a much higher value of 2400
g/min. The sharpness index decreased from 0.893 to 0.423, while the cut size increased
from 212 to 387 µm. Hence, it indicates that there is a range of feed rates for a given set
of design and operating variables.
From an industry standpoint, a higher solids feed rate is beneficial because it
provides higher product output for a given time. In this case, the solids feed rate could be
increased to a certain point without sacrificing separation efficiency. However, Figures
5.28 and 5.29 demonstrated that increasing the solids feed rate beyond this point would
cause poor separations to occur. It is interesting to note that using a solids feed rate
greater than 2800 g/min for the conditions used in Figure 5.28 (6500 g/min for conditions
used in Figure 5.29) led to unstable DHSM simulations, rendering the computations
impossible.

Effect of Relative Solids Feed Location
The simulated fractional recovery curves for different relative solids feed location
are given in Figure 5.30. At either extreme, there was a high probability that particles
would be misplaced to the incorrect product stream. For example, at the top of the
column (0.99), a large percentage of coarse particles were misplaced to the overflow
stream (b-bypass = 12.14%), leading to a much coarser cut size (d50 = 436 µm) and a
poorer separation (S.I. = 0.696). On the other hand, feeding solids near the bottom of the
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Figure 5.27 Variation of the fractional recovery curves with solids feed rate (DHSM).
[soil; column ht. = 137.16 cm, teeter water rate = 14.72 mL/sec; set point
conc. = 20.18%; relative solids feed location = 0.815]
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Figure 5.28 Variation of the simulated fractional recovery curves with solids feed rate
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column (0.01) increased the probability that fine particles would be carried to the
underflow stream (a-bypass = 15.38%) along with a finer cut size (d50 = 185 µm), while a
good separation (S.I. = 0.857) was still achieved.
As seen, the cut size increased from185 to 436 µm as the relative solids feed
location increased from 0.01 to 0.99. In general, a relative solids feed location of 0.5
produced the sharpest separation (S.I. = 0.875) with little or no bypasses to either end.
The cut size at this height was 208 µm. The results were somewhat insensitive to
changes in the middle ranges.

Effect of Fluid Viscosity and Density
Because the temperature changes from season to season and place to place, its
variation could affect the separation significantly. In particular, the values of fluid
viscosity and density are closely tied to the temperature fluctuation. For example, at a
temperature of 40°C, the viscosity and density of water are 0.006532 poise and 0.99222
g/cm3, respectively. At 10°C, these values are 0.013070 poise and 0.99970 g/cm3.
Although the change in density is more or less negligible, the change in viscosity is very
significant, more than doubling its magnitude in the process.
To study the effect of temperature change on the separation due to viscosity and
density variations, simulations were performed within a practical operating temperature
range of 10 - 40°C. The values of viscosity and density of water at various temperature
intervals were obtained from CRC Handbook of Chemistry & Physics (2000). The
variation of the simulated fractional recovery curves with temperature is given in Figure
5.31. The cut size increased from 177 to 243 µm as the temperature decreased from 40 to
10°C, while the sharpness index remained relatively constant. At a higher temperature,
the viscosity of water decreased. This phenomenon allowed particles to achieve greater
settling velocities. Hence, finer solids would be able to settle downward against the
upward flow of water and join the underflow product stream. More fines in the
underflow decreased the cut size.
The increase in settling velocities (or the decrease in rising velocities) would be
equally applied to all particle sizes, as seen in Equation 2.39 in which settling velocity is
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Figure 5.31 Variation of the simulated fractional recovery curves with water temperature
(DHSM).
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directly related to particle diameter as well as viscosity. Hence, the separation efficiency
was not affected. A smaller density value of water at a higher temperature would only
compliment the effect of viscosity, although the effect would be negligible as compared
to the one created by the viscosity change, because the change in the density of water was
quite small within 10 - 40°C temperature range. Based on this finding, it is important for
operators to be aware of the temperature effect and to adjust for it accordingly by
changing operating parameters such as the teeter water rate and the set point of the
controller.

Effect of Feed Size Distribution
The Schuhmann plot is often a preferred method in mineral processing for
defining the size distribution of a particle system (Wills, 1988). The Schuhmann function
is given as
x
y = 100( ) α
k

(5.2)

where y = cumulative percentage passing size x; k = size modulus (the theoretical
intercept of the straight-line portion of curve); x = particle size; α = distribution modulus
(slope of straight line portion of the curve). Plotting the Schuhmann function on a loglog scale produces a straight line, which enhances the interpolation of data.
The size distribution data for the limestone was fitted well by a Schuhmann plot
as shown in Figure 5.32a. From this plot, k and α were determined to be 1200 µm and
0.66, respectively. New size distributions with distribution moduli of 0.3 and 0.9 were
calculated using Equation 5.2 by holding the size modulus k constant at 1200 µm. The
calculated size distributions are also shown in Figure 5.32a.
To study the effect of feed size distributions on the separation, simulations were
performed using feed material with the size distributions given in Figure 5.32a. Variation
of the fractional recovery curves with the feed size distribution is shown in Figure 5.32b.
When the distribution modulus increased from 0.3 to 0.9, the fractional recovery curves
did not change. This is beneficial in industrial practice, because the column is able to
handle large fluctuations in the feed size distribution without impacting its performance.
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Figure 5.32 Effect of feed size distribution on DHSM simulations.
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It also shows that the fractional recovery curves are independent of the feed composition,
as is generally assumed.

Product Size Distributions
Figures 5.33 (for limestone) and 5.34 (for soil) show the simulated and
experimental product size distributions for both the overflow and underflow streams.
The predicted values matched the experimental values closely. In particular, the
predicted results from Figures 5.33a and 5.34a were nearly identical to the experimental
results for both the underflow and overflow products. The DHSM in fact, generated
noticeably improved predictions over the USBSM. The USBSM results in Figures 5.13
and 5.14 were for corresponding test conditions used for Figures 5.33 and 5.34.

Density Separation
Cleaning of a hypothetical “coal” was simulated using the DHSM. The density
distribution of coal, which was loosely based on an actual coal (Klima and Cho, 1995), is
given in Table 5.12. The size distribution of each density component was assumed to be
equal to the size distribution determined for the limestone in Table 5.1.
Table 5.12 The density distribution of the coal used in the simulations.
Relative Density

1.25

1.35

1.45

1.55

1.70

2.00

2.65

Wt %

40.00

15.00

10.00

10.00

5.00

8.00

12.00

As with the size selectivity curve, the partition curve for density separation is also
characterized by a location modulus and a distribution modulus. The location modulus,
dp(x), is defined as the density of separation where particles have a 50% probability of
reporting to the overflow or underflow stream for particle size x. The distribution
modulus, referred to as probable error Ep(x), is defined as
Ep( x ) =

[ρ 25 ( x ) − ρ 75 ( x )]
2

where ρ25(x) and ρ75(x) are densities where particles have 25% and 75% probability of
reporting to the overflow stream for particle size x, respectively. Ep(x) is used to
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Figure 5.33 Product size distributions predicted by the DHSM. [limestone]
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Figure 5.34 Product size distributions predicted by the DHSM. [soil]
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characterize the separation efficiency of the curve. An Ep(x) value of 0 represents a
perfect separation. The greater the Ep(x) value is, the poorer the separation. As with the
size selectivity data, the partition data can also be fitted to a mathematical function to
determine dp(x) and Ep(x). In this case, the logistic function was used and is given as
K (ρ; x ) =

1
1 + exp[(1.0986 / Ep( x ))(ρ − dp( x ))]

where K(ρ;x) = the fraction of particles that reports to the overflow stream for density ρ
and size x.
The simulated partition curves for various coal separations are given in Figure
5.35. The corresponding characteristic parameters are given in Table 5.13. The design
and operating conditions were based on the baseline conditions, except for the set point
concentration, which was replaced by simply the “set point.” A set point of 20, which
was used for these simulations, was equivalent to a pressure gradient of 83.058 cm of
water and characterized the bed height inside the column. The run time was also reduced
to 400 seconds to avoid a profound increase in computational time, due to a greater
number of solids components. As particle size decreased from 1020 to 326 µm, both
dp(x) and Ep(x) increased from 1.34 to 2.32 and from 0.016 to 0.148, respectively. This
indicates that coarser particles were easier to process as would be expected. However, a
low value of the density of separation could result in a loss of clean coal.
Table 5.13 Characterization of the partition curves in Figure 5.35.
Parameters
dp(x)
Ep(x)

1020
1.34
0.016

Mean Particle Size, µm
651
460
1.50
1.78
0.040
0.079

326
2.32
0.148

For the particle size of 651 µm shown in Table 5.13, the effects of teeter water
rate (Figure 5.36a) and bed height (Figure 5.36b) were further investigated. It was
assumed that the teeter water rates of 37.9, 44.2, and 50.5 mL/sec would induce the teeter
water velocities of 0.427, 0.547, and 0.647 cm/sec, which were obtained for the
corresponding teeter water rates given in Figure 5.10. The bed height was varied by
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using set points of 15, 20, and 25. These set points were equivalent to pressures created
by 87.63, 91.44, and 95.25 cm of water, respectively.
As the teeter water rate increased from 37.9 to 50.5 mL/sec, dp(x) increased from
1.46 to 1.56 (see Figure 5.36a). Ep(x) decreased slightly from 0.044 to 0.036. Increasing
the teeter water rate not only increased the density of separation, but it also improved the
separation efficiency slightly. Also, as the bed height increased from a set point of 15 to
25, dp(x) increased from 1.37 to 1.61 (see Figure 5.36b). However, Ep(x) also increased
from 0.036 to 0.043. In this case, increasing the density of separation had a negative
effect on separation efficiency. Hence, if “fine-tuning” of the separation was required, it
would be advantageous to adjust the teeter water rate rather than the set point. On the
other hand, a major change could be accomplished by adjusting the set point and in turn,
bed height. Also, bed height changes would be preferable because of reduced water
requirements.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Because the hindered-settling column is a highly cost-effective method that
combines relatively low capital, installation, and operating costs with simple, fully
automated operation, its use is growing in many areas. Various approaches were used in
this study to develop viable mathematical models that can assist in evaluating the
performance of a hindered-settling column by reducing the need for often-difficult and
time-consuming experimental work.
The models that were used in this study were based on the convection-diffusion
equation, which expresses the movement of particles in a fluid by accounting for the
settling (convection) and the mixing (diffusion) action of particles. The unsteady-state
batch hindered-settling model (USBSM) (Lee, 1989) employed a finite-difference
solution scheme to solve the convection-diffusion equation, and incorporated a modified
form of Concha and Almendra’s (1979b) hindered-settling equation to predict the
hindered-settling velocities of particles.
The first approach in modeling of the hindered-settling column was an application
of the USBSM, which required modifications of the model to account for the design and
operating variables unique to the hindered-settling column. To evaluate performance of
the model, the fractional recovery curve was employed, and the resulting curves were
fitted to the log-logistic function to facilitate easy comparison between curves with
characteristic parameters of d50 (size modulus), the sharpness index (distribution
modulus), and apparent bypass. The simulation results were also compared with
experimental results obtained by Young (1999) using a laboratory hindered-settling
column.
Simulations of the hindered-settling column separation using the USBSM showed
that
1. The model can account for design and operating variables, including column
height, teeter water rate, set point concentration (bed height), and retention
time.
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2. The cut size, d50, and the sharpness index, S.I., increase slightly as the column
height increases, while the bypass to the underflow stream (a-bypass)
decreases.
3. The increase in teeter water rate increases the cut size and to a lesser extent,
the sharpness index.
4. The cut height remains relatively constant unless the set point concentration
changes. By using an empirical relationship between the cut height and the
set point concentration, the cut height can be estimated to a reasonable
accuracy.
5. The retention time for solids varies with particle size. Coarse particles have
the shortest retention time because their settling velocities are the greatest;
intermediate size particles have the longest retention time, because they are
incorporated into the fluidized bed; and the retention time for fine particles
lies between that of the coarse and intermediate size particles.
6. The calculated average retention time is close to the retention time indicated
by the simulations.
7. The model cannot account for the solids feed location, and the solids feed rate
is only indirectly accounted for by the average retention time. The model also
cannot handle discontinuities caused by a layer of solids, which is encountered
in its initial operation.
8. The simulation results are reasonably close to the experimental results in
terms of the cut size, although there are significant deviations in the sharpness
index. The sharpness indices for the simulated results are always significantly
lower than the values obtained from the experimental results.
Because of the USBSM’s limitations in dealing with the solids feed location and
the layer of solids, a new approach was used in developing the unsteady-state batch
hindered-settling layer model (USBSL), which incorporated modified volume-balance
equations to account for the solids feed location as well as the layering of solids at the
initial condition. However, in doing so, different problems were created. In its initial
condition, the feed solids were introduced as a thin layer at the solids feed location, and
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as particles settle, the feed layer was depleted, which had an effect equivalent to lowering
the set point concentration, and in turn the cut size. Hence, the USBSL simulations
showed that the simulated cut sizes were always finer than the equivalent experimental
results.
The next approach abandoned the use of a batch system. Instead, the continuous
hindered-settling model (CHSM) was developed. The CHSM incorporated feed inlet and
product outlets and eliminated the need for determination of cut height and retention
time. Since the solids were continuously provided via a feed element, the problem of
depleting the solids feed was resolved. However, the CHSM solution scheme did not
allow for control of the set point concentration or bed height. The simulated results
showed that the bed height, given as the set point concentration, was simulated lower
than the necessary value. This resulted in lower cut sizes for all CHSM simulations as
compared to the experimental results. It was speculated that the CHSM would simulate
elutriator-type separators well.
The final approach accounted for the control of the set point concentration. The
dynamic hindered-settling model (DHSM) was developed by incorporating the action of
product control valve that regulated the discharge of the underflow stream from the
column. Modified volume-balance equations allowed the underflow stream to be
discharged from the column only when the proper set point concentration was
maintained. The DHSM is a complete model that integrates all critical design and
operating parameters of the hindered-settling column. Simulations of the hinderedsettling column separations using the DHSM showed that
1. Effects of column height, teeter water rate, and set point concentration are
equivalent to those found by the USBSM simulations.
2. The steady state is reached or nearly reached as soon as the initial discharge to
the underflow is made. This dictates the required run time.
3. Solids feed rate has no effect until a certain rate is reached at which point the
cut size increases and the sharpness index decreases significantly.
4. Increasing the solids feed location increases the cut size.
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5. Feed solids should not be introduced near the ends of the column where poor
separations occur. Solids feed near the bottom of the column results in a high
bypass to the underflow, while solids feed near the top results in a high bypass
to the overflow and a low sharpness index. The relative solids feed location
of approximately 0.5 provides the best sharpness index. However, the results
are not critical in middle ranges.
6. The cut size decreases as the water temperature increases. This is facilitated
by decreases in viscosity and density of water at higher temperatures, which
allow greater settling velocities of particles.
7. The feed size distribution does not have a significant effect on the fractional
recovery curves. From an industry standpoint, this is beneficial because the
column is able to handle large fluctuations in the feed size distribution without
impacting column performance.
8. The DHSM can predict the cut size, the sharpness index, and the product size
distributions of the hindered-settling column separation effectively.
A recommendation for future work includes refining of the hindered-settling
equation used in this study. The general hindered-settling equation incorporates three
correction factors: the pseudo-hydrostatic effect, the momentum transfer effect, and the
“wall-hindrance” effect. Even though this equation works reasonably well, it does not
account for the effect of particle size distribution on pulp viscosity. By incorporating this
factor, the deviation of ±10% on settling velocities could be further improved.
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APPENDIX A
LISTING OF PROGRAM USBSL.FOR
***************************************************************************
* THIS PPROGRAM TAKES INITIAL INPUT VALUES OF SOLIDS CONCENTRATION IN THE FEED LAYER
* IN A COLUMN AND CALULATES PARTICLE SETTLING VELOCITIES ACCORDING TO A GENERAL
* HENDERED-SETTLING EQUATION DERIVED FROM A CONCHA AND ALMENDRA'S HINDERED-SETTLING
* EQUATION. BY USING A FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION SCHEME, WHICH DIVIDES THE HEIGHT
* OF COLUMN INTO A FINITE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS, SOLID CONCENTRATIONS OF EACH COMPONENT,
* CONSISTING OF DIFFERENT DENSITY AND SIZE, ARE PREDICTED AT EACH TIME STEP
* FOR EACH ELEMENT. ACCORINDG TO A SPECIFIED CUT HEIGHT, SOLIDS SPLIT,
* WATER SPLIT, OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW COMPONENT DISTRIBUTIONS, FRACTIONAL RECOVERIES
* ARE CALCULATED AND SENT TO AN OUTPUT FILE. DIFFUSION EFFECT IS INCLUDED, WHICH
* REQUIRES A STABILITY CHECK. TOTAL SOLIDS CONCENTRATION AT AN ELEMENT CANNOT NOT
* EXCEED 60 PERCENT BY VOLUME.
****************************************************************************
*
**********INPUT PARAMETERS**************************************************
* LINE TYPE 1
* NK, NE, NBL, NTL
* NK = NUMBER OF SPECIES
* NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
* NBL = NUMBER OF BOTTOM ELEMENT FOR INITIAL LAYER
* NTL = NUMBER OF TOP ELEMENT FOR INITIAL LAYER
* LINE TYPE 2
* SCV, DENF, FV, DIF, G
* SCV = INITIAL LAYER SOLIDS CONCENTRATION BY VOLUME
* FV = FLUID VISCOSITY (POISE)
* DIF = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (CM2/SEC)
* G = GRAVITY ACCELERATION (CM/SEC2)
* LINE TYPE 3
* DELT, DELZ, TMLT, NCHT
* DELT = DELTA T (TIME STEP IN SEC)
* DELZ = DELTA Z (ELEMENT LENGTH IN CM)
* TMLT = TIME LIMIT OF FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS (SEC)
* NCHT = NUMBER OF CUT HEIGHT ELEMENT
* UW = UPWARD FLOW VELOCITY OF TEETER WATER FROM INLET
* LINE TYPE 4
* DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
* DENK(I) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF SPECIES I
* NSD(I) = NUMBER OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES I
* WTF(I) = WEIGHT FRACTION OF SPCIES I IN SOLIDS FEED
* REPEAT LINE TYPE 4 UNTIL ALL SPCIES ARE SPECIFIED (NK TIMES)
* LINE TYPE 5+NK
* SPEC(J), DIAM(J), SIZD(J)
* NSPEC(J) = SPECIES INDICATOR FOR COMPONENT J
* DIAM(J) = DIAMETER OF PARTICLE FOR COMPONENT J (CM)
* SIZD(J) = SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENT J FOR EACH SPECIES
* REPEAT LINE TYPE 5+NK UNTIL ALL COMPONENTS ARE SPECIFIED
****************************************************************************
*
*
PROGRAM USBSL.FOR
****************************************************************************
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DENK(100000),NSD(100000),WTF(100000),NSPEC(100000)
- ,DIAM(100000),SIZD(100000),VLF(100000),DENC(100000),VLFC(100000)
- ,CONC(100000,500),CONE(100000),DNCONC(100000),DENP(100000)
- ,U(100000,500),UF(100000),V(100000,500),CUF(100000),COF(100000)
- ,STOR(100000,500),REC(100000), DCOF(100000),DCUF(100000)
*
****************************************************************************
* READ INPUT DATA FROM A FILE 'INPT.DAT'
*
* NK = NUMBER OF SPECIES
* NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
* NBL = NUMBER OF BOTTOM ELEMENT FOR INITIAL LAYER
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* NTL = NUMBER OF TOP ELEMENT FOR INITIAL LAYER
* (NBL=1 & NTL=NE FOR THE USBSM. NBL>1 & NTL<NE FOR LAYERING THE FEED)
* SCV = SOLIDS CONCENTRTION BY VOLLUME
* DENF = RELATIVE DENSITY OF FLUID
* FV = FLUID VISCOSITY (POISE)
* DIF = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (CM2/SEC)
* G = GRAVITY ACCELARATION (CM/SEC2)
* DELZ = DELTA Z (ELEMENT LENGTH IN CM)
* DELT = DELTA T (TIME STEP IN SEC)
* TMLT = TIME LIMIT OF FINITE DIFFENCE CALCULATIONS (SEC)
* NCHT = NUMBER OF CUT HEIGHT ELEMENT (INCLUDED IN UNDERFLOW PRODUCT)
* DENK(I) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF SPECIES I
* NSD(I) = NUMBER OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES I
* WTF(I) = WEIGHT FRACTION OF SPECIES I
* NTC = NUMBER OF TOTAL COMPONENTS
****************************************************************************
*
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='INPT.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
READ (10,*) NK, NE, NBL, NTL
READ (10,*) SCV, DENF, FV, DIF, G
READ (10,*) DELT, DELZ, TMLT, NCHT, UW
NTC=0
DO 10 I=1, NK
READ (10,*) DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
NTC=NTC+NSD(I)
10
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* READ INPUT FILE FOR SPECIES INDICATOR, PARTICLE DIAMETER, AND SIZE
* DISTRBUTION OF EACH SPECIES
*
* SPEC(I) = SPECIES INDICATOR (DIFFERENT DENSITY) FOR COMPONENT I
* DIAM(I) = PARTICLE DIAMETER OF COMPONENT I (CM)
* SIZD(I) = SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SPECIES FOR COMPONENT I
****************************************************************************
*
DO 11 I=1, NTC
READ (10,*) NSPEC(I), DIAM(I), SIZD(I)
11
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CONVERT WEIGHT FRACTION OF EACH SPECIES TO VOLUME FRACTION AND STORE THEM
* AS VLF
*
* VLF(I) = VOLUME FRACTION OF SPECIES I IN SOLIDS FEED
****************************************************************************
*
TVOL=0
DO 12 I=1, NK
VLF(I)=WTF(I)/DENK(I)
TVOL=TVOL+VLF(I)
12
CONTINUE
*
DO 13 I=1, NK
VLF(I)=VLF(I)/TVOL
13
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* ASSIGN A DENSITY VALUE AND CONVERT ITS SIZE DISTRIBUTION TO VOLUME FRACTION
* FOR EACH SOLID COMPONENT IN SUSPENSION
*
* NFC = NUMBER OF FIRST COMPONENT OF SPECIES
* NLC = NUMBER OF LAST COMPONENT OF SPCIES
* DENC(J) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF COMPONENT J
* VLFC(J) = VOLUME FRACTION OF COMPONENT J IN SUSPENSION
****************************************************************************
*
NLC=0
DO 14 I=1, NK
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NFC=NLC+1
NLC=NSD(I)+NLC
DO 15 J=NFC,NLC
DENC(J)=DENK(I)
VLFC(J)=SIZD(J)*VLF(I)*SCV
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

15
14
*
****************************************************************************
* SPECIFY INITIAL CONDITIONS ACCORDING TO INITIAL LAYER CONDITIONS.
* ELEMENTS NBL AND NTL ARE INCLUDED IN THE INITIAL LAYER
*
* CONC(I,J) = SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
DO 20 I=1,NE
IF ((I.GE.NBL).AND.(I.LE.NTL)) THEN
DO 21 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=VLFC(J)
21
CONTINUE
ELSE
DO 22 K=1,NTC
CONC(I,K)=0
22
CONTINUE
ENDIF
20
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE TOTAL AMOUNT OF SOLIDS AND WATER INITIALLY BY SUMMING UP CONCENTRATION
* OF ALL COMPONENTS FROM TOP ELEMENT TO BOTTOM ELEMENT. THIS NUMBER SHOULD BE
* COMPARED WITH FINAL AMOUNT OF SOLIDS AND WATER TO ENSURE MASS AND WATER BALANCE.
*
* TSI = TOTAL AMOUNT OF SOLIDS INITIALLY
* TWI = TOTAL AMOUNT OF WATER INITIALLY
****************************************************************************
*
TSI=0
DO 23 I=1,NE
DO 24 J=1,NTC
TSI=TSI+CONC(I,J)
24
CONTINUE
23
CONTINUE
TWI=NE-TSI
*
****************************************************************************
* FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION IS TERMINATED WHEN TIME STEP REACHES A
* SPECIFIED TIME LIMIT
*
* TIME = TIME PROGRESSION (SEC)
****************************************************************************
*
TIME=0
200
TIME=TIME+DELT
IF (TIME.GT.TMLT) THEN
GOTO 300
ENDIF
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE PULP DENSITY FOR EACH ELEMENT I.
* CALCULATE SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF EACH ELEMENT I
*
* CONE(I) = SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I
* DNCONC(I) = SUMMATION OF DENC*CONC OF ELEMENT I
* DENP(I) = PULP DENSITY OF ELEMENT I
****************************************************************************
*
DO 30 I=1,NE
CONE(I)=0
DNCONC(I)=0
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31

DO 31 J=1,NTC
CONE(I)=CONE(I)+CONC(I,J)
DNCONC(I)=DNCONC(I)+DENC(J)*CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
DENP(I)=DENF*(1-CONE(I))+DNCONC(I)
CONTINUE

30
*
****************************************************************************
* THE MAXIMUM TOTAL SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ANY ELEMENT CANNOT EXCEED 60
* PERCENT BY VOLUME. WHEN 60 PERCENT OR MORE IS REACHED, A PACKED BED CONDITION
* IS ASSUMED. THE PACKED BED CONDITION STARTS FROM ELEMENT 1 AND PROGRESS UPWARD
* SINCE PARTICLES SETTLE INTO LOWER-NUMBERED ELEMENTS. ELEMENTS WITH PACKED BED
* CONDITION ARE EXCLUDED FROM THE FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS. THE CONCENTRATION
* OF EACH COMPONENT REMAINS STEADY THEREAFTER FOR PACKED BED ELEMENTS. FOLLOWING
* COMPUTATION DETERMINES NUMBER OF THE FIRST UNPACKED ELEMENT AND THE LAST.
*
* NFUE = NUMBER OF FIRST UNPACKED ELEMENT (=1 INITIALLY)
* NLUE = NUMBER OF LAST UNPACKED ELEMENT (=NE INITIALLY)
****************************************************************************
*
NFUE=1
DO 80 I=2,NE
IF ((CONE(I-1).GE.0.6).AND.(CONE(I).LT.0.6)) THEN
NFUE=I
ELSE
NFUE=NFUE
ENDIF
80
CONTINUE
NLUE=NE
DO 81 I=NE-1,1,-1
IF ((CONE(I+1).GE.0.6).AND.(CONE(I).LT.0.6)) THEN
NLUE=I
ELSE
NLUE=NLUE
ENDIF
CONTINUE

81
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE SOLID-FLUID RELATIVE VELOCITY ACCORDING TO A HINDERED SETTLING
* EQUATION
* CALCULATE FLUID VELOCITY
*
* U(I,J) = SOLID-FLUID RELATIVE VELOCITY AT ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
* UF(I) = FLUID VELOCITY AT ELEMENT I
****************************************************************************
*
DO 40 I=NFUE,NLUE
TEMP1=(1+0.75*(CONE(I)**0.33333333))/((1-1.45*CONE(I))**1.83)
TEMP2=(1-CONE(I))/(1+2.25*(CONE(I)**3.7))
TEMP3=((1-1.47*CONE(I)+2.67*(CONE(I)**2))**2)
F1=TEMP1*TEMP2*TEMP3
TEMP4=(1+2.25*(CONE(I)**3.7))/(1+0.75*(CONE(I)**0.33333333))
TEMP5=((1-1.45*CONE(I))**1.83)/(1-CONE(I))
TEMP6=1/(1-1.47*CONE(I)+2.67*(CONE(I)**2))
F2=TEMP4*TEMP5*TEMP6
UF(I)=0
DO 41 J=1,NTC
TEMP7=20.52*FV*F1/DIAM(J)/DENP(I)
SIGN=DENC(J)-DENP(I)
TEMP8=(DIAM(J)**3)*(ABS(SIGN))*DENP(I)*G
TEMP9=1/(0.75*(FV**2))
TEMP10=TEMP8*TEMP9
TEMP11=(((1+0.0921*(TEMP10**0.5)*f2)**0.5)-1)**2
U(I,J)=TEMP7*TEMP11
IF (SIGN.LT.0) THEN
U(I,J)=-U(I,J)
ELSE
U(I,J)=U(I,J)
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41

ENDIF
UF(I)=UF(I)-U(I,J)*CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
UF(I)=UF(I)-UW
CONTINUE

40
*
****************************************************************************
* CONVERT RELATIVE SOLID-FLUID VELOCITY TO SOLID VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WALL
* FOR EACH COMPONENT
*
* V(I,J) = SOLID VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WALL FOR ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
DO 50 I=NFUE,NLUE
DO 51 J=1,NTC
V(I,J)=U(I,J)+UF(I)
51
CONTINUE
50
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* MAXIMUM VELOCITY WHICH CAN OCCUR IN THE SYSTEM IS DETERMINED.
* FOR SYSTEM WITH NO DIFFUSION, THIS CALCULATION IS NOT PERFORMED SINCE
* STABILITY ANALYSIS IS NOT NEEDED.
*
* VMAX = MAXIMUM SETTLING VELOCITY (CM/SEC)
****************************************************************************
*
VMAX=0
DO 52 I=NFUE,NLUE
DO 53 J=1,NTC
IF (ABS(V(I,J)).GT.VMAX) THEN
VMAX=ABS(V(I,J))
ELSE
VMAX=VMAX
ENDIF
53
CONTINUE
52
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CHECKS FOR STABILITY ACCORDING TO THE MAXIMUM SETTLING VELOCITY, DELZ, AND
* DELT
* TWO CONDITIONS HAVE TO BE MET:
*
DELZ<2*DIF/VMAX
*
DELT<DELZ^2/2*DIF
* THE PROGRAM PRINTS ERROR STATEMENTS AND STOPS WHEN TWO CONDITIONS ARE NOT
* SATISFIED
* ZLMT = DELTA Z LIMIT
* TLMT = DELTA T LIMIT
*****************************************************************************
*
DO 70 I=NFUE,NLUE
DO 71 J=1,NTC
ZLMT=2*DIF/VMAX
TLMT=(DELZ**2)/(2*DIF)
IF (ZLMT.LT.DELZ) THEN
PRINT*, 'DELTA Z LIMIT =',ZLMT
PRINT*, 'ERROR! DELTA Z IS TOO BIG'
GOTO 100
ELSEIF (TLMT.LT.DELT) THEN
PRINT*,'DELTA T LIMIT =',TLMT
PRINT*, 'ERROR! DELTA T IS TOO BIG'
GOTO 100
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
71
CONTINUE
70
CONTINUE
*
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****************************************************************************
* USING FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION SCHEME, CONCENTRATION OF EACH SOLIDS COMPONENT
* AT EACH ELEMENT IS CALCULATED AND STORED IN A STOTAGE ARRAY, STOR(I,J).
* THREE DIFFERENT EQUATIONS ARE APPLIED TO BOTTOM, TOP, AND ALL OTHER ELEMENTS,
* RESPECTIVELY
*****************************************************************************
*
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 60 I=NFUE,NLUE
DO 61 J=1, NTC
IF (I.EQ.NFUE) THEN
TEMP1=DDD*(-CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*V(I+1,J)*CONC(I+1,J)
TEMP3=0
ELSEIF (I.EQ.NFUE+1) THEN
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*V(I,J)*CONC(I,J)
ELSEIF (I.EQ.NLUE) THEN
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-CONC(I,J))
TEMP2=0
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
ELSE
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
ENDIF
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
61
CONTINUE
60
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* TEMPORARY ARRAY IS REDEFINED AS SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF EACH COMPONENT
* AT EACH ELEMENT
****************************************************************************
*
DO 140 I=NFUE,NLUE
DO 141 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
141
CONTINUE
140
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* REPEAT HINDERED SETTLING VELOCITY AND FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS FOR
* THE NEXT TIME STEP
****************************************************************************
*
GOTO 200
*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE WATER SLPIT ACCRODING TO CUT HEIGHT. THE CUT HEIGHT ELEMENT IS
* INCLUDED IN THE UNDERFLOW PRODUCT.
*
* FINAL AMOUNT OF SOLIDS AND WATER ARE CALULATED BY SUMMING UP ALL COMPONENTS
* FROM TOP TO BOTTOM ELEMENTS TO ENSURE MASS AND WATER BALANCE.
*
* WOF = WATER IN OVERFLOW
* WUF = WATER IN UNDERFLOW
* WCON = WATER CONCENTRATION
* WSPT = WATER SPLIT TO UNDERFLOW
* FAS = FINAL AMOUNT OF SOLIDS
* FAW = FINAL AMOUNT OF WATER
*****************************************************************************
*
300
FAS=0
FAW=0
DO 310 I=1,NE
CONE(I)=0
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311
310
*

90
*

92
*

DO 311 J=1,NTC
CONE(I)=CONE(I)+CONC(I,J)
FAS=FAS+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
FAW=FAW+1-CONE(I)
CONTINUE
WOF=0
WUF=0
DO 90 I=1,NCHT
WCON=1-CONE(I)
WUF=WUF+WCON
CONTINUE
DO 92 J=NCHT+1,NE
WCON=1-CONE(J)
WOF=WOF+WCON
CONTINUE

WSPT=WUF/(WOF+WUF)
*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE SIZE AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF UNDERFLOW AND OVERFLOW PRODUCTS
* CALCULATE SOLIDS SPLIT
*
* SUF = SOLIDS IN UNDERFLOW PRODUCT (SUM OF ALL CONC(I,J) BELOW CUT HEIGHT)
* SOF = SOLIDS IN OVERFLOW PRODUCT (SUM OF ALL CONC(I,J) ABOVE CUT HEIGHT)
* CUF(J) = SUM OF COMPONENT J IN UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
* COF(J) = SUM OF COMPONENT J IN OVERFLOW PRODUCT
* DCUF(J) = VOLUME % OF COMPONENT J IN UNDERFLOW
* DCOF(J) = VOLUME % OF COMPONENT J IN OVERFLOW
* SSPT = SOLIDS SPLIT TO UNDERFLOW
*****************************************************************************
*
SUF=0
SOF=0
DO 110 J=1,NTC
CUF(J)=0
COF(J)=0
DO 111 I=1,NCHT
CUF(J)=CONC(I,J)+CUF(J)
111
CONTINUE
DO 112 K=NCHT+1,NE
COF(J)=CONC(K,J)+COF(J)
112
CONTINUE
SUF=SUF+CUF(J)
SOF=SOF+COF(J)
110
CONTINUE
*
DO 113 J=1,NTC
DCUF(J)=100*CUF(J)/SUF
DCOF(J)=100*COF(J)/SOF
113
CONTINUE
*
SSPT=SUF/(SUF+SOF)
*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE FRACTIONAL RECOVERY TO UNDERFLOW FOR EACH COMPONENT
*****************************************************************************
*
DO 160 J=1,NTC
REC(J)=CUF(J)/(COF(J)+CUF(J))
160
CONTINUE
*****************************************************************************
* REWRITE INPUT DATA IN AN OUTPUT FILE 'OUTPT.DAT'AS A CHECK
*****************************************************************************
*
OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='OUTPT.DAT',STATUS='NEW')
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26

27

28

29
120

43
42

WRITE (11,*) 'INPUT DATA'
WRITE (11,*) 'species ','elements ','top ','bottom'
WRITE (11,26) NK, NE, NBL, NTL
FORMAT (I2,9X,I4,6X,I4,3X,I4)
WRITE (11,*) 'conc ','fluid-density ',' visc ','diff ',' G'
WRITE (11,27) SCV, DENF, FV, DIF, G
FORMAT (F6.4,2X,F5.2,10X,F5.3,2X,F5.2,2X,F8.0)
WRITE (11,*) 'delta-T ','delta-Z ','
time ','cut-ht-element'
-,' inlet v'
WRITE (11,28) DELT, DELZ, TMLT, NCHT, UW
FORMAT (F9.7,2X,F9.7,2X,F11.6,2X,I4,4X,F10.7)
WRITE (11,*) 'density ','#-of-size ','wt-fraction'
DO 120 I=1, NK
WRITE (11,29) DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
FORMAT (F5.2,5X,I3,10X,F7.5)
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) 'SPECIES #',' DIAMETER',' WT FRACTION'
DO 42 I=1, NTC
WRITE (11,43) NSPEC(I), DIAM(I), SIZD(I)
FORMAT (I2,10X,F7.5,3X,F7.5)
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'

*
*****************************************************************************
* WRITE OUTPUT DATA INCLUDING WATER SPLIT, DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS FOR
* OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW PRODUCTS, SOLIDS SPLIT, AND FRACTIONAL RECOVERY
* TO UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
*****************************************************************************
*
WRITE (11,36) TSI
36
FORMAT ('INITIAL SOLIDS = ',F11.5)
WRITE (11,37) FAS
37
FORMAT ('FINAL SOLIDS = ',F11.5)
WRITE (11,*) 'PREVIOUS TWO VALUES SHOULD MATCH FOR MASS BALANCE'
WRITE (11,76) TWI
76
FORMAT ('INITIAL WATER = ',F11.5)
WRITE (11,77) FAW
77
FORMAT ('FINAL WATER = ',F11.5)
WRITE (11,*) 'PREVIOUS TWO VALUES SHOULD MATCH FOR WATER BALANCE'
WRITE (11,38) WSPT
38
FORMAT ('WATER SPLIT = ',F7.5)
WRITE (11,39) SSPT
39
FORMAT ('SOLIDS SPLIT = ',F7.5)
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'UNDERFLOW PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','VOL %'
DO 130 I=1,NTC
WRITE (11,16) I, DENC(I), DIAM(I), DCUF(I)
16
FORMAT (I7,8X,F5.2,6X,F8.5,3X,F6.2)
130
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'OVERFLOW PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','VOL %'
DO 132 J=1,NTC
WRITE (11,16) J, DENC(J), DIAM(J), DCOF(J)
132
CONTINUE
*
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','RECOVERY'
DO 134 J=1,NTC
WRITE (11,17) J, DENC(J), DIAM(J), REC(J)
17
FORMAT (I7,8X,F5.2,6X,F8.5,3X,F7.4)
134
CONTINUE
*****************************************************************************
* END OF THE PROGRAM
*****************************************************************************
100
STOP
END
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APPENDIX B
LISTING OF PROGRAM CHSM.FOR
***************************************************************************
* THIS PPROGRAM CONTINUOUSLY ADDS SOLIDS OF SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION THROUGH FEED ELEMENT
* IN A COLUMN AND CALULATES PARTICLE SETTLING VELOCITIES ACCORDING TO A GENERAL
* HENDERED-SETTLING EQUATION DERIVED FROM CONCHA AND ALMENDRA'S HINDERED-SETTLING
* EQUATION. PRODUCT ELEMENTS OF AND UF ARE ADDED AT EACH END OF MODEL DOMAIN. BY USING
* FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION SCHEME, WHICH DIVIDES THE HEIGHT OF COLUMN INTO A FINITE
* NUMBER OF ELEMENTS, SOLID CONCENTRATIONS OF EACH COMPONENT, CONSISTING OF DIFFERENT
* DENSITY AND SIZE, ARE PREDICTED AT EACH TIME STEP FOR EACH ELEMENT. FROM SOLIDS
* COLLECTED IN PRODUCT ELEMENTS, SOLIDS SPLIT, OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW COMPONENT
* DISTRIBUTIONS, FRACTIONAL RECOVERIES ARE CALCULATED AND SENT TO AN OUTPUT FILE.
* DIFFUSION EFFECT IS INCLUDED. THIS REQUIRES A STABILITY CHECK.
****************************************************************************
*
**********INPUT PARAMETERS**************************************************
* LINE TYPE 1
* NK, NE, NBL, NTL
* NK = NUMEBR OF SPCIES
* NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
* FSR =FEED SOLIDS RATE (GRAM/MIN)
* HDIAM = HINDERED-SETTLING COLUMN DIAMETER
* LINE TYPE 2
* FSR, DENF, FV, DIF, G
* FSR =SOLIDS FEED RATE (GRAM/MIN
* FV = FLUID VISCOSITY (POISE)
* DIF = DIFFSION COEFFICIENT (CM2/SEC)
* G = GRAVITY ACCELERATION (CM/SEC2)
* LINE TYPE 3
* DELT, DELZ, TMLT, UW
* DELT = DELTA T (TIME STEP IN SEC)
* DELTZ = DELTA Z (ELEMENT LENGTH IN CM)
* TMLT = TIME LIMIT OF FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS (SEC)
* UW = UPWARD VELOCITY OF FEED WATER FROM INLET (CM/SEC)
* LINE TYPE 4
* DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
* DENK(I) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF THE SPECIES I
* NSD(I) = NUMBER OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPECIES I
* WTF(I) = WEIGHT FRACTION OF THE SPCIES I IN SOLIDS
* REPEAT LINE TYPE 4 UNTIL ALL SPCIES ARE SPECIFIED (NK TIMES)
* LINE TYPE 5+NK
* SPEC(J), DIAM(J), SIZD(J)
* NSPEC(J) = SPECIES INDICATOR FOR COMPONENT J
* DIAM(J) = DIAMETER OF PARTICLE FOR COMPONENT J (CM)
* SIZD(J) = SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENT J FOR EACH SPECIES
* REPEAT LINE TYPE 5+NK UNTIL ALL COMPONENTS ARE SPECIFIED
****************************************************************************
*
*
PROGRAM USBSL.FOR
****************************************************************************
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DENK(100000),NSD(100000),WTF(100000),NSPEC(100000)
- ,DIAM(100000),SIZD(100000),VLF(100000),DENC(100000),VLFC(100000)
- ,CONC(100000,500),CONE(100000),DNCONC(100000),DENP(100000)
- ,U(100000,500),UF(100000),V(100000,500),CUF(100000),COF(100000)
- ,DCUF(100000),DCOF(100000),STOR(100000,500),REC(100000)
- ,CWTU(100000),CWTO(100000)
*
****************************************************************************
* READ INPUT DATA FROM A FILE 'INPT.DAT'
*
* NK = NUMEBR OF SPECIES
* NE = NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
* FSR = FEED SOLIDS RATE (GRAM/MIN)
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* HDIAM = HINDERED-SETTLING COLUMN DIAMETER (CM)
* DENF = RELATIVE DENSITY OF FLUID
* FV = FLUID VISCOSITY (POISE)
* DIF = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (CM2/SEC)
* G = GRAVITY ACCELARATION (CM/SEC2)
* DELZ = DELTA Z (ELEMENT LENGTH IN CM)
* DELT = DELTA T (TIME STEP IN SEC)
* TMLT = TIME LIMIT OF FINITE DIFFENCE CALCULATIONS (CM)
* UW = UPWARD FLOW VELOCITY OF TEETER WATER (CM/SEC)
* DENK(I) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF SPECIES I
* NSD(I) = NUMBER OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES I
* WTF(I) = WEIGHT FRACTION OF SPECIES I IN SOLIDS
* NTC = NUMBER OF TOTAL COMPONENTS
****************************************************************************
*
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='INPT.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
READ (10,*) NK, NE, NFE, HDIAM
READ (10,*) FSR, DENF, FV, DIF, G
READ (10,*) DELT, DELZ, TMLT, UW
NTC=0
DO 10 I=1, NK
READ (10,*) DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
NTC=NTC+NSD(I)
10
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* READ INPUT FILE FOR SPECIES INDICATOR, PARTICLE DIAMETER, AND SIZE
* DISTRBUTION OF EACH SPECIES
*
* SPEC(I) = SPECIES INDICATOR (DIFFERENT DENSITY) FOR COMPONENT I
* DIAM(I) = PARTICLE DIAMETER OF COMPONENT I (CM)
* SIZD(I) = SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SPECIES FOR COMPONENT I
****************************************************************************
*
DO 11 I=1, NTC
READ (10,*) NSPEC(I), DIAM(I), SIZD(I)
11
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CONVERT WEIGHT FRACTION OF EACH SPECIES IN SOLIDS TO VOLUME FRACTION AND STORE
* THEM AS VLF
*
* VLF(I) = VOLUME FRACTION OF SPECIES I
****************************************************************************
*
TVOL=0
DO 12 I=1, NK
VLF(I)=WTF(I)/DENK(I)
TVOL=TVOL+VLF(I)
12
CONTINUE
*
DO 13 I=1, NK
VLF(I)=VLF(I)/TVOL
13
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* DETERMINES SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF FEED ELEMENT BASED ON FEED RATE OF
* SOLIDS, DELTA Z, AND DELTA T
*
* SCV = ADDITIONAL SOLIDS CONCENTRATION BY VOLUME FROM FEED AT EACH TIME STEP
****************************************************************************
*
SCV=0
DO 18 I=1, NK
TEMP=FSR*DELT*VLF(I)/(47.1*DENK(I)*DELZ*HDIAM*HDIAM)
SCV=SCV+TEMP
18
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
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* ASSIGN A DENSITY VALUE AND CONVERT A SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF FEED MATERIAL
* TO VOLUME FRACTION FOR EACH SOLID COMPONENT
*
* NFC = NUMBER OF FIRST COMPONENT OF SPECIES
* NLC = NUMBER OF LAST COMPONENT OF SPCIES
* DENC(J) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF COMPONENT J
* VLFC(J) = VOLUME FRACTION OF COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
NLC=0
DO 14 I=1, NK
NFC=NLC+1
NLC=NSD(I)+NLC
DO 15 J=NFC,NLC
DENC(J)=DENK(I)
VLFC(J)=SIZD(J)*VLF(I)*SCV
15
CONTINUE
14
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* SPECIFY INITIAL CONDITIONS IN WHICH ALL CONC(I,J)=0
*
* CONC(I,J) = SOLID CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
DO 20 I=1,NE
DO 22 K=1,NTC
CONC(I,K)=0
22
CONTINUE
20
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* DEFINE TOP AND BOTTOM ELEMENT LAYER AS FEED ELEMENTS INITIALLY
* FOR SIMULATION OF HINDERED-SETLTING COLUMN, SET NBL=NTL TO REPRESENT INFINITELY
* NARROW ENTRY POINT. NBL AND NTL WILL CHANGE AS THE TIME PROGRESSES.
*
* NBL = NUMBER OF BOTTOM LAYER
* NTL = NUMBER OF TOP LAYER
***************************************************************************
*
NBL=NFE
NTL=NFE
*
*****************************************************************************
* FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION IS TERMINATED WHEN TIME STEP REACHES A
* SPECIFIED TIME LIMIT
*
* TIME = TIME PROGRESSION
****************************************************************************
*
TIME=0
200
TIME=TIME+DELT
IF (TIME.LE.TMLT) THEN
CONTINUE
ELSE
GOTO 300
ENDIF
*
***************************************************************************
* THE CALCULATED CONCENTRATION OF FEED MATERIAL IS ADDED TO THE FEED ELEMENT
* AT EACH TIME STEP
****************************************************************************
*
DO 32 J=1,NTC
CONC(NFE,J)=CONC(NFE,J)+VLFC(J)
32
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE PULP DENSITY FOR EACH ELEMENT.
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* CALCULATE SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF EACH ELEMENT
*
* CONE(I) = SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I
* DNCONC(I) = SUMMATION OF DENC*CONC OF ELEMENT I
* DENP(I) = PULP DENSITY OF ELEMENT I
****************************************************************************
*

31

DO 30 I=NBL,NTL
CONE(I)=0
DNCONC(I)=0
DO 31 J=1,NTC
CONE(I)=CONE(I)+CONC(I,J)
DNCONC(I)=DNCONC(I)+DENC(J)*CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
DENP(I)=DENF*(1-CONE(I))+DNCONC(I)
CONTINUE

30
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE SOLID-FLUID RELATIVE VELOCITY ACCORDING TO A GENERAL HINDERED SETTLING
* EQUATION THEN CALCULATE FLUID VELOCITY
*
* U(I,J) = SOLID-FLUID RELATIVE VELOCITY AT ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J (CM/SEC)
* UF(I) = FLUID VELOCITY AT ELEMENT I (CM/SEC)
****************************************************************************
*
DO 40 I=NBL,NTL
TEMP1=(1+0.75*(CONE(I)**0.33333333))/((1-1.45*CONE(I))**1.83)
TEMP2=(1-CONE(I))/(1+2.25*(CONE(I)**3.7))
TEMP3=((1-1.47*CONE(I)+2.67*(CONE(I)**2))**2)
F1=TEMP1*TEMP2*TEMP3
TEMP4=(1+2.25*(CONE(I)**3.7))/(1+0.75*(CONE(I)**0.33333333))
TEMP5=((1-1.45*CONE(I))**1.83)/(1-CONE(I))
TEMP6=1/(1-1.47*CONE(I)+2.67*(CONE(I)**2))
F2=TEMP4*TEMP5*TEMP6
UF(I)=0
DO 41 J=1,NTC
TEMP7=20.52*FV*F1/DIAM(J)/DENP(I)
SIGN=DENC(J)-DENP(I)
TEMP8=(DIAM(J)**3)*(ABS(SIGN))*DENP(I)*G
TEMP9=1/(0.75*(FV**2))
TEMP10=TEMP8*TEMP9
TEMP11=(((1+0.0921*(TEMP10**0.5)*f2)**0.5)-1)**2
U(I,J)=TEMP7*TEMP11
IF (SIGN.LT.0) THEN
U(I,J)=-U(I,J)
ELSE
U(I,J)=U(I,J)
ENDIF
UF(I)=UF(I)-U(I,J)*CONC(I,J)
41
CONTINUE
UF(I)=UF(I)-UW
40
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CONVERT RELATIVE SOLID-FLUID VELOCITY TO SOLID VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WALL
* FOR EACH COMPONENT
*
* V(I,J) = SOLID VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WALL FOR ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
DO 50 I=NBL,NTL
DO 51 J=1,NTC
V(I,J)=U(I,J)+UF(I)
51
CONTINUE
50
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* MAXIMUM VELOCITY WHICH CAN OCCUR IN THE SYSTEM IS DETERMINED.
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* FOR SYSTEM WITH NO DIFFUSION, THIS CALCULATION IS NOT PERFORMED SINCE
* STABILITY ANALYSIS IS NOT NEEDED.
*
* VMAX = MAXIMUM SETTLING VELOCITY (CM/SEC)
****************************************************************************
*
VMAX=0
DO 52 I=NBL,NTL
DO 53 J=1,NTC
IF (ABS(V(I,J)).GT.VMAX) THEN
VMAX=ABS(V(I,J))
ELSE
VMAX=VMAX
ENDIF
53
CONTINUE
52
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CHECKS FOR STABILITY ACCORDING TO A MAXIMUM SETTLING VELOCITY, DELZ, AND
* DELT
* TWO CONDITIONS HAVE TO BE MET:
*
DELZ<2*DIF/VMAX
*
DELT<DELZ^2/2*DIF
* THE PROGRAM PRINTS ERROR STATEMENTS AND STOPS WHEN TWO CONDITIONS ARE NOT
* SATISFIED
* ZLMT = DELTA Z LIMIT
* TLMT = DELTA T LIMIT
*****************************************************************************
*
DO 70 I=NBL,NTL
DO 71 J=1,NTC
ZLMT=2*DIF/VMAX
TLMT=(DELZ**2)/(2*DIF)
IF (ZLMT.LT.DELZ) THEN
PRINT*, 'DELTA Z LIMIT =',ZLMT
PRINT*, 'ERROR! DELTA Z IS TOO BIG'
GOTO 100
ELSEIF (TLMT.LT.DELT) THEN
PRINT*,'DELTA T LIMIT =',TLMT
PRINT*, 'ERROR! DELTA T IS TOO BIG'
GOTO 100
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
71
CONTINUE
70
CONTINUE
*
*********************************************************************
* USING FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME, CONCENTRATION OF EACH SOLID COMPONENT AT
* EACH ELEMENT IS CALCULATED AND STORED IN A TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY, STOR(I,J).
* THREE DIFFERENT EQUATIONS ARE APPLIED TO CALULATE BOTTOM, TOP, AND ALL
* OTHER ELEMENTS, RESPECTIVELY
****************************************************************************
* TEMPORARY ARRAY STOR(I,J) IS REDEFINED AS SOLIDS CONCENTRATION CONC(I,J)
* AT EACH ELEMENT
***************************************************************************
* DEPENDING ON CONDITION OF FEED LAYER, DIFFERENT EQUATIONS MUST BE USED.
* THERE ARE SEVEN DIFFERENT LAYERING CONDIITON: LAYER WITH SINGLE ELEMENT, LAYER
* WITH MULTIPLE ELEMENTS, SINLGE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT, MULTIPLE
* ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT, SINLGE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM
* ELEMENT, MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT, AND NO LAYER
* BELOW STATEMENTS CHOOSE APPROPRIATE EQUATIONS ACCORDING TO LOCATION OF LAYER
******************************************************************************
*
IF ((NBL.GT.1).AND.(NTL.LT.NE)) THEN
IF (NBL.EQ.NTL) THEN
GOTO 500
ELSE
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GOTO 501
ENDIF
*
ELSEIF (NBL.GT.1) THEN
IF (NBL.EQ.NTL) THEN
GOTO 502
ELSE
GOTO 503
ENDIF
*
ELSEIF (NTL.LT.NE) THEN
IF (NBL.EQ.NTL) THEN
GOTO 504
ELSE
GOTO 505
ENDIF
*
ELSE
GOTO 506
ENDIF
*
***************************************************************************
*****************************************************************************
*
* SINGLE ELEMENT LAYER NOT INCLUDING TOP AND BOTTOM ELEMENTS
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP AND BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENTS)
*
*****************************************************************************
*
500
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 600 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NBL,J)
TEMP2=TZ*V(NBL,J)*CONC(NBL,J)/4
IF (V(NBL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NTL+1,J)
ELSE
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP2+CONC(NTL+1,J)
ENDIF
STOR(NBL,J)=CONC(NBL,J)-2*TEMP1-ABS(TEMP2)
600
CONTINUE
*
DO 601 I=NBL-1,NTL+1
DO 602 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
602
CONTINUE
601
CONTINUE
*
NBL=NBL-1
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200
*
*********************************************************************
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER NOT INCLUDING TOP AND BOTTOM ELEMENTS
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP AND BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENTS)
*********************************************************************
*
501
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 603 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NBL,J)
TEMP2=TZ*V(NBL,J)*CONC(NBL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NBL,J)+CONC(NBL+1,J))
TEMP5=TZ*(V(NBL+1,J)+V(NBL,J))*(CONC(NBL+1,J)+CONC(NBL,J))/4
IF (V(NBL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5-TEMP2+CONC(NBL,J)
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603
*

604
*

ELSE
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5+CONC(NBL,J)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
DO 604 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NTL,J)
TEMP3=TZ*V(NTL,J)*CONC(NTL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NTL,J)+CONC(NTL-1,J))
TEMP6=TZ*(V(NTL-1,J)+V(NTL,J))*(CONC(NTL-1,J)+CONC(NTL,J))/4
IF (V(NTL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+CONC(NTL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+TEMP3+CONC(NTL,J)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
DO 605 I=NBL+1,NTL-1
DO 606 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4

*
606
605
*

608
607
*

STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 607 I=NBL-1,NTL+1
DO 608 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NBL=NBL-1
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200

*
***********************************************************************
* SINGLE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENT)
***********************************************************************
*
502
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
*
DO 637 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3
637
CONTINUE
*
DO 638 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(NE,J))
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
TEMP3=0
ENDIF
STOR(NE,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(NE,J)
638
CONTINUE
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*

639
*

641
640
*

DO 639 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=0
ENDIF
STOR(NE-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NE-1,J)
CONTINUE
DO 640 I=NE-1,NE
DO 641 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NBL=NBL-1
GOTO 200

*
****************************************************************************
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENT)
****************************************************************************
*
503
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 612 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NBL,J)
TEMP2=TZ*V(NBL,J)*CONC(NBL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NBL,J)+CONC(NBL+1,J))
TEMP5=TZ*(V(NBL+1,J)+V(NBL,J))*(CONC(NBL+1,J)+CONC(NBL,J))/4
IF (V(NBL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5-TEMP2+CONC(NBL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5+CONC(NBL,J)
ENDIF
612
CONTINUE
*
DO 635 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3
635
CONTINUE
*
DO 636 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))
TEMP3=TZ*(V(NE,J)+V(NE-1,J))*(CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))/4
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(NE,J)
636
CONTINUE
*
DO 613 I=NBL+1,NE-1
DO 614 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
614
CONTINUE
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613
*

617
616
*

CONTINUE
DO 616 I=NBL-1,NE
DO 617 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NBL=NBL-1
GOTO 200

*
****************************************************************************
* SINGLE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP LAYER ELEMENT)
****************************************************************************
*
504
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
*
DO 632 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(1,J)
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=0
ENDIF
STOR(0,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2
632
CONTINUE
*
DO 633 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(1,J))
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
TEMP3=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
TEMP3=0
ENDIF
STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(1,J)
633
CONTINUE
*
DO 634 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(1,J)
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(2,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3+CONC(2,J)
634
CONTINUE
*
DO 619 I=1,2
DO 620 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
620
CONTINUE
619
CONTINUE
*
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200
*
*****************************************************************************
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP LAYER ELEMENT)
*****************************************************************************
*
505
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 621 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NTL,J)
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621
*

630
*

631
*

623
622
*

626
625
*

TEMP3=TZ*V(NTL,J)*CONC(NTL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NTL,J)+CONC(NTL-1,J))
TEMP6=TZ*(V(NTL-1,J)+V(NTL,J))*(CONC(NTL-1,J)+CONC(NTL,J))/4
IF (V(NTL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+CONC(NTL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+TEMP3+CONC(NTL,J)
ENDIF
CONTINUE
DO 630 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(1,J)
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=0
ENDIF
STOR(0,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2
CONTINUE
DO 631 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(1,J)+CONC(2,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(2,J)+V(1,J))*(CONC(2,J)+CONC(1,J))/4
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP3=0
ENDIF
STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(1,J)
CONTINUE
DO 622 I=2,NTL-1
DO 623 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 625 I=1,NTL+1
DO 626 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200

*
*****************************************************************************
* NO LAYER (STANDARD CALCULATION WITH NO LAYERING CONDITION)
* BOTTOM (=1) AND TOP (=NE) LAYER REMAIN CONSTANT
*****************************************************************************
*
506
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
*
DO 62 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(1,J)
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=0
ENDIF
STOR(0,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2
62
CONTINUE
*
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63
*

64
*

65
*

61
60
*
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140
*

DO 63 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(1,J)+CONC(2,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(2,J)+V(1,J))*(CONC(2,J)+CONC(1,J))/4
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP3=0
ENDIF
STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(1,J)
CONTINUE
DO 64 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3
CONTINUE
DO 65 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))
TEMP3=TZ*(V(NE,J)+V(NE-1,J))*(CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))/4
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(NE,J)
CONTINUE
DO 60 I=2,NE-1
DO 61 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 140 I=1,NE
DO 141 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

GOTO 200
*
*****************************************************************************
*****************************************************************************
* FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION IS COMPLETED
* OUTPT DATA IS PREPARED
*****************************************************************************
****************************************************************************
* OPEN OUTPUT DATA FILE 'OUTPT.DAT' FOR DATA READY
*****************************************************************************
*
300
OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='OUTPT.DAT',STATUS='NEW')
*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE SIZE AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF UNDERFLOW AND OVERFLOW PRODUCTS
* FROM ELEMENT O (UNDERFLOW PRODUCT) AND ELEMENT NE+1 (OVERFLOW PRODUCT)
*
* SUF = SOLIDS IN UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
* SOF = SOLIDS IN OVERFLOW PRODUCT
* DCUF(J) = VOL % OF COMPONENT J IN UNDERFLOW
* DCOF(J) = vOL % OF COMPONENT J IN OVERFLOW
* SSPT = SOLIDS SPLIT TO UNDERFLOW
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*****************************************************************************
*
SUF=0
SOF=0
DO 110 J=1,NTC
SUF=SUF+STOR(0,J)
SOF=SOF+STOR(NE+1,J)
110
CONTINUE
*
DO 113 J=1,NTC
DCUF(J)=100*STOR(0,J)/SUF
DCOF(J)=100*STOR(NE+1,J)/SOF
113
CONTINUE
*
SSPT=SUF/(SUF+SOF)
*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE FRACTIONAL RECOVERY TO UNDERFLOW FOR EACH DENSITY AND SIZE
* COMPONENT
*****************************************************************************
*
DO 160 J=1,NTC
REC(J)=STOR(0,J)/(STOR(O,J)+STOR(NE+1,J))
160
CONTINUE
*
*****************************************************************************
* REWRITE INPUT DATA IN AN OUTPUT FILE 'OUTPT.DAT'AS A CHECK
*****************************************************************************
*
WRITE (11,*) 'INPUT DATA'
WRITE (11,*) 'species ','elements ','fd elemt', ' h-diam'
WRITE (11,26) NK, NE, NFE, HDIAM
26
FORMAT (I2,9X,I4,6X,I4,5X,F6.3)
WRITE (11,*) 'feed rate','fluid-density ',' visc ','diff ',
-' G'
WRITE (11,27) FSR, DENF, FV, DIF, G
27
FORMAT (F8.2,2X,F5.2,10X,F5.3,2X,F5.2,2X,F8.0)
WRITE (11,*) 'delta-T ','delta-Z ','
time ',' inlet v'
WRITE (11,28) DELT, DELZ, TMLT, UW
28
FORMAT (F9.7,2X,F9.7,2X,F11.6,4X,F10.7)
WRITE (11,*) 'density ','#-of-size ','wt-fraction'
DO 120 I=1, NK
WRITE (11,29) DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
29
FORMAT (F5.2,5X,I3,10X,F7.5)
120
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) 'SPECIES #',' DIAMETER',' WT FRACTION'
DO 42 I=1, NTC
WRITE (11,43) NSPEC(I), DIAM(I), SIZD(I)
43
FORMAT (I2,10X,F7.5,3X,F7.5)
42
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
*
*****************************************************************************
* WRITE OUTPUT DATA INCLUDING WATER SPLIT, DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS FOR
* OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW PRODUCTS, SOLIDS SPLIT, AND FRACTIONAL RECOVERY
* TO UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
*****************************************************************************
*
WRITE (11,39) SSPT
39
FORMAT ('SOLIDS SPLIT = ',F7.5)
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'UNDERFLOW PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','VOL %'
DO 130 I=1,NTC
WRITE (11,16) I, DENC(I), DIAM(I), DCUF(I)
16
FORMAT (I7,8X,F5.2,6X,F8.5,3X,F6.2)
130
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'OVERFLOW PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION'
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132
*

WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
DO 132 J=1,NTC
WRITE (11,16) J, DENC(J), DIAM(J), DCOF(J)
CONTINUE

','VOL %'

WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','RECOVERY'
DO 134 J=1,NTC
WRITE (11,17) J, DENC(J), DIAM(J), REC(J)
FORMAT (I7,8X,F5.2,6X,F8.5,3X,F6.4)
CONTINUE

17
134
*
*****************************************************************************
* END OF THE PROGRAM
*****************************************************************************
*
100
STOP
END
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APPENDIX C
LISTING OF PROGRAM DHSM.FOR
***************************************************************************
* THIS PPROGRAM CONTINUOUSLY ADDS SOLIDS OF A SPECIFIED CONCENTRATION THROUGH FEED
* ELEMENT IN A COLUMN AND CALULATES PARTICLE SETTLING VELOCITIES ACCORDING TO A GENERAL
* HENDERED-SETTLING EQUATION DERIVED FROM CONCHA AND ALMENDRA'S HINDERED-SETTLING
* EQUATION. PRODUCT ELEMENTS UF AND OF ARE ADDED AT EACH END OF MODEL DOMAIN. BY USING
* FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION SCHEME, WHICH DIVIDES THE HEIGHT OF COLUMN INTO A FINITE
* NUMBER OF ELEMENTS, SOLIDS CONCENTRATIONS OF EACH COMPONENT, CONSISTING OF DIFFERENT
* DENSITY AND SIZE, ARE PREDICTED AT EACH TIME STEP FOR EACH ELEMENT. A CONSISTENT BED
* HEIGHT IS MAINTAINED BY COMPARING OVERALL SOLIDS CONCENTRATION IN THE COLUMN WITH
* SOLIDS CONCENTRATION CALCULATED FROM A SPECIFIED BED HEGHT CORRESPONDING TO SET POINT.
* FROM TIME-ACCULMULATED SOLIDS COLLECTED IN PRODUCT ELEMENTS, SOLIDS SPLIT, OVERFLOW
* AND UNDERFLOW DISTRIBUTIONS, AND FRACTIONAL RECOVERIES ARE CALCULATED AND SENT TO AN
* OUTPUT FILE. DIFFUSION EFFECT IS INCLUDED. THIS REQUIRES A STABILITY CHECK.
****************************************************************************
*
**********INPUT PARAMETERS**************************************************
* LINE TYPE 1
* NK, NE, NFE, HDIAM, SPBEDHT
* NK = NUMEBR OF SPECIES
* NE = NUMBER OF TOTAL ELEMENTS
* NFE = NUMBER OF THE FEED ELEMENT
* HDIAM = HYDROSIZER DIAMETER (CM)
* SPBEDHT = BED HEIGHT AT SET POINT EQUIVALENT TO PRESSURE OF WATER HEIGHT (CM)
* LINE TYPE 2
* FSR, DENF, FV, DIF, G
* FSR = SOLIDS FEED RATE (GRAM/MIN)
* FV = FLUID VISCOSITY (POISE)
* DIF = DIFFSION COEFFICIENT (CM2/SEC)
* G = GRAVITY ACCELERATION (CM/SEC2)
* LINE TYPE 3
* DELT, DELZ, TMLT, UW
* DELT = DELTA T (TIME DIFFERENCE IN SEC)
* DELTZ = DELTA Z (ELEMENT LENGTH IN CM)
* TMLT = TIME LIMIT OF FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATIONS (SEC)
* UW = UPWARD FLOW VELOCITY OF TEETER WATER (CM/SEC)
* LINE TYPE 4
* DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
* DENK(I) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF THE SPECIES I
* NSD(I) = NUMBER OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPCIES I
* WTF(I) = WEIGHT FRACTION OF THE SPCIES I IN SOLIDS
* REPEAT LINE TYPE 4 UNTIL ALL SPCIES ARE SPECIFIED (NK TIMES)
* LINE TYPE 5+NK
* SPEC(J), DIAM(J), SIZD(J)
* NSPEC(J) = SPECIES INDICATOR FOR COMPONENT J
* DIAM(J) = DIAMETER OF PARTICLE FOR COMPONENT J (CM)
* SIZD(J) = FRACTION OF COMPONENT J OF EACH SPECIES
* REPEAT LINE TYPE 5+NK UNTIL ALL COMPONENTS ARE SPECIFIED
****************************************************************************
*
*
PROGRAM DHSM.FOR
****************************************************************************
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION DENK(10000),NSD(10000),WTF(10000),NSPEC(10000)
- ,DIAM(10000),SIZD(10000),VLF(10000),DENC(10000),VLFC(10000)
- ,CONC(10000,500),CONE(10000),DNCONC(10000),DENP(10000)
- ,U(10000,500),UF(10000),V(10000,500),CUF(10000),COF(10000)
- ,DCUF(10000),DCOF(10000),STOR(10000,500),REC(10000),TIMEOF(10000)
- ,TIMEUF(10000),TCONCK(10000),BEDHTK(10000)
*
****************************************************************************
* READ INPUT DATA FROM A FILE 'INPT.DAT'
* NK = NUMEBR OF SPECIES
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* NE = TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
* NFE = NUMBER OF THE FEED ELEMENT
* SPBEDHT = SET POINT BED HEIGHT PRESSURE EQUIVALENT TO HEIGHT OF WATER (CM)
* FSR = FEED SOLIDS RATE (GRAM/MIN)
* HDIAM = HYDROSIZER DIAMETER (CM)
* DENF = RELATIVE DENSITY OF FLUID
* FV = FLUID VISCOSITY (POISE)
* DIF = DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (CM2/SEC)
* G = GRAVITY ACCELARATION (CM/SEC2)
* DELZ = DELTA Z (ELEMENT LENGTH IN CM)
* DELT = DELTA T (TIME STEP IN SEC)
* TMLT = TIME LIMIT OF FINITE DIFFENCE CALCULATIONS (CM)
* UW = UPWARD FLOW VELOCITY OF TEETER WATER (CM/SEC)
* DENK(I) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF SPECIES I
* NSD(I) = NUMBER OF SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES I
* WTF(I) = WEIGHT FRACTION OF SPECIES I IN SOLIDS
* NTC = NUMBER OF TOTAL COMPONENTS
****************************************************************************
*
OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='INPT.DAT',STATUS='OLD')
READ (10,*) NK, NE, NFE, HDIAM, SPBEDHT
READ (10,*) FSR, DENF, FV, DIF, G
READ (10,*) DELT, DELZ, TMLT, UW
NTC=0
DO 10 I=1, NK
READ (10,*) DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
NTC=NTC+NSD(I)
10
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* READ INPUT FILE FOR SPECIES INDICATOR, PARTICLE DIAMETER, AND SIZE
* DISTRBUTION OF EACH SPECIES
*
* SPEC(I) = SPECIES INDICATOR (DIFFERENT DENSITY) FOR COMPONENT I
* DIAM(I) = PARTICLE DIAMETER OF COMPONENT I (CM)
* SIZD(I) = SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EACH SPECIES FOR COMPONENT I
****************************************************************************
*
DO 11 I=1, NTC
READ (10,*) NSPEC(I), DIAM(I), SIZD(I)
11
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CONVERT WEIGHT FRACTION OF EACH SPECIES TO VOLUME FRACTION AND STORE THEM
* AS VLF
*
* VLF(I) = VOLUME FRACTION OF SPECIES I IN SOLIDS
****************************************************************************
*
TVOL=0
DO 12 I=1, NK
VLF(I)=WTF(I)/DENK(I)
TVOL=TVOL+VLF(I)
12
CONTINUE
*
DO 13 I=1, NK
VLF(I)=VLF(I)/TVOL
13
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* DETERMINES ADDITIONAL SOLIDS CONCENTRATION FROM FEED AT FEED ELEMENT BASED
* ON FEED RATE OF SOLIDS AND DELTA Z AND DELTA T AT EACH TIME STEP
*
* SCV = ADDITIONAL SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF FEED BY VOLUME
****************************************************************************
*
SCV=0
DO 18 I=1, NK
TEMP=FSR*DELT*WTF(I)/(47.1*DENK(I)*DELZ*HDIAM*HDIAM)
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SCV=SCV+TEMP
18
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* ASSIGN A DENSITY VALUE AND CONVERT A SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF FEED MATERIAL
* TO OVERALL VOLUME FRACTION IN SUSPENSION FOR EACH SOLID COMPONENT
*
* NFC = NUMBER OF FIRST COMPONENT OF SPECIES
* NLC = NUMBER OF LAST COMPONENT OF SPCIES
* DENC(J) = RELATIVE DENSITY OF COMPONENT J
* VLFC(J) = VOLUME FRACTION OF COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
NLC=0
DO 14 I=1, NK
NFC=NLC+1
NLC=NSD(I)+NLC
DO 15 J=NFC,NLC
DENC(J)=DENK(I)
VLFC(J)=SIZD(J)*VLF(I)*SCV
15
CONTINUE
14
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* SPECIFY INITIAL CONDITIONS IN WHICH ALL CONC(I,J)=0
*
* CONC(I,J) = SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
DO 20 I=1,NE
DO 22 K=1,NTC
CONC(I,K)=0
22
CONTINUE
20
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* SPECIFY INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR IMAGINARY ELEMENTS 0 AND NE+1 IN WHICH
* ALL STOR(0,J)=0 AND STOR(NE+1,J)=0
*
* STOR(I,J) = TEMPORARY STORAGE OF SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I AND
* COMPONENT J
****************************************************************************
*
DO 23 J=1,NTC
STOR(0,J)=0
STOR(NE+1,J)=0
23
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* DEFINE NUMBERS OF TOP AND BOTTOM INTERFACE ELEMENTS CORRESPONDING TO FEED
* ELEMENT INITIALLY. NBL AND NTL WILL CHANGE AS THE TIME PROGRESSES.
*
* NBL = NUMBER OF BOTTOM INTERFACE ELEMENT
* NTL = NUMBER OF TOP INTERFACE ELEMENT
***************************************************************************
*
NBL=NFE
NTL=NFE
*
*****************************************************************************
* NUMBER OF STEPS FOR PRODUCT ACCUMULATION NDELTAT IS INITIALLY DEFINED AS 0.
* NDELTA IS ADDED UP TO NTIME (SET AT 10000) ONCE THE TIME LIMIT IS REACHED.
*
* STORAGE ARRAYS FOR OVERFLOW AND UNDERLFOW PRODUCTS OF TIME ACCUMULATION
* TIMEOF AND TIMEUF ARE ALSO INTIALLY DEFINED AS 0.
****************************************************************************
*
NTIME=10000
NDELTAT=0
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DO 312 J=1, NTC
TIMEOF(J)=0
TIMEUF(J)=0
CONTINUE

312
*
****************************************************************************
* NOPENUF IS AN INDICATOR THAT TRACKS IF UNDERFLOW HAS MADE AN INITIAL DISCHARGE
* WHEN NOPENUF = 1, INITIAL DISCHARGE HAS NOT BEEN MADE. WHEN 2, IT HAS BEEN MADE.
* NOPENUF IS INITIALL SET AT 1.
****************************************************************************
*
NOPENUF=1
*
*****************************************************************************
* TIME PROGRESSION IS TRACKED BY ADDING DELTA T IN EACH COMPUTATIONAL LOOP
*
* TIME = TIME PROGRESSION
****************************************************************************
*
TIME=0
200
TIME=TIME+DELT
*
****************************************************************************
* AS LONG AS TIME LIMIT IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO TIME PROGRESS,
* HINDERED-SETTLING CALCUATIONS ARE REPEATED FROM UP TOP (LINE "200")
* IF TIME LIMIT IS REACHED, IT CONTINUES TO NEXT STEP
****************************************************************************
*
IF (TIME.GT.TMLT) THEN
GOTO 300
ENDIF
*
***************************************************************************
* THE BED HEIGHT IN TERMS OF PRESSURE EQUIVALENT TO WATER HEIGHT IN THE
* COLUMN IS CALCULATED. ALL SOLIDS IN THE COLUMN IS ADDED UP. THE OVERALL
* VOLUME CONCENTRATION IS CONVERTED TO PRESSURE (G/CM2) OF SOLIDS AND WATER
* USING SOLIDS AND WATER DENSITY AND COLUMN HEIGHT, AND WHICH IS IN TURN,
* CONVERTED TO PRESSURE CREATED BY EQUIVALENT HEIGHT OF WATER (CM).
*
* BEDHT = BED HEIGHT IN THE COLUMN EQUIVALENT TO PRESSURE OF WATER HEIGHT (CM)
* TONCK(K) = TOTAL VOLUME CONCENTRATION OF EACH COMPONENT K IN THE COLUMN
* TCONC = TOTAL SOLIDS VOLUME CONCENTRATION IN THE COLUMN
* WATERCONC = OVERALL VOLUME CONCENTRATION OF WATER IN THE COLUMN
* BEDHTK(K) = BED HEIGHT PRESSURE CONTRIBUTED BY COMPONENT K
* TBEDHTS = BED HEIGHT PRESSURE CONTRIBUTED BY TOTAL SOLIDS (CM)
* TBEDHTW = BED HEIGHT PRESSURE CONTRIBUTED BY WATER (CM)
* COLHT = COLUMN HEIGHT (NUMBER OF DELTA Z X TOTAL NUMER OF ELEMENTS)
***************************************************************************
*
203
TCONC=0
*
NLC=0
TBEDHTS=0
DO 201 K=1,NK
NFC=NLC+1
NLC=NSD(K)+NLC
TCONCK(K)=0
DO 202 I=1,NE
DO 208 J=NFC,NLC
TCONCK(K)=TCONCK(K)+CONC(I,J)
208
CONTINUE
202
CONTINUE
201
CONTINUE

204
*

DO 204 K=1, NK
TCONCK(K)=TCONCK(K)/NE
CONTINUE
DO 205 K=1, NK
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205
*

TCONC=TCONC+TCONCK(K)
CONTINUE
COLHT=DELZ*NE
WATERCONC=1-TCONC
TBEDHTW=WATERCONC*COLHT

*

206
*

207
*

DO 206 K=1,NK
BEDHTK(K)=TCONCK(K)*COLHT*DENK(K)
CONTINUE
DO 207 K=1,NK
TBEDHTS=TBEDHTS+BEDHTK(K)
CONTINUE

BEDHT=TBEDHTS+TBEDHTW
*
***************************************************************************
* THE CALCULATED CONCENTRATION OF FEED MATERIAL IS ADDED TO THE FEED ELEMENT
* AT EACH TIME STEP
****************************************************************************
*
DO 32 J=1,NTC
CONC(NFE,J)=CONC(NFE,J)+VLFC(J)
32
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE PULP DENSITY FOR EACH ELEMENT.
* CALCULATE SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF EACH ELEMENT
*
* CONE(I) = SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF ELEMENT I
* DNCONC(I) = SUMMATION OF DENC*CONC OF ELEMENT I
* DENP(I) = PULP DENSITY OF ELEMENT I
****************************************************************************
*

31

DO 30 I=NBL,NTL
CONE(I)=0
DNCONC(I)=0
DO 31 J=1,NTC
CONE(I)=CONE(I)+CONC(I,J)
DNCONC(I)=DNCONC(I)+DENC(J)*CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
DENP(I)=DENF*(1-CONE(I))+DNCONC(I)
CONTINUE

30
*
****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE SOLID-FLUID RELATIVE VELOCITY ACCORDING TO A HINDERED SETTLING
* EQUATION THEN CALCULATE FLUID VELOCITY
*
* U(I,J) = SOLID-FLUID RELATIVE VELOCITY AT ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J
* UF(I) = FLUID VELOCITY AT ELEMENT I
****************************************************************************
*
DO 40 I=NBL,NTL
TEMP1=(1+0.75*(CONE(I)**0.33333333))/((1-1.45*CONE(I))**1.83)
TEMP2=(1-CONE(I))/(1+2.25*(CONE(I)**3.7))
TEMP3=((1-1.47*CONE(I)+2.67*(CONE(I)**2))**2)
F1=TEMP1*TEMP2*TEMP3
TEMP4=(1+2.25*(CONE(I)**3.7))/(1+0.75*(CONE(I)**0.33333333))
TEMP5=((1-1.45*CONE(I))**1.83)/(1-CONE(I))
TEMP6=1/(1-1.47*CONE(I)+2.67*(CONE(I)**2))
F2=TEMP4*TEMP5*TEMP6
UF(I)=0
DO 41 J=1,NTC
TEMP7=20.52*FV*F1/DIAM(J)/DENP(I)
SIGN=DENC(J)-DENP(I)
TEMP8=(DIAM(J)**3)*(ABS(SIGN))*DENP(I)*G
TEMP9=1/(0.75*(FV**2))
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41

TEMP10=TEMP8*TEMP9
TEMP11=(((1+0.0921*(TEMP10**0.5)*f2)**0.5)-1)**2
U(I,J)=TEMP7*TEMP11
IF (SIGN.LT.0) THEN
U(I,J)=-U(I,J)
ELSE
U(I,J)=U(I,J)
ENDIF
UF(I)=UF(I)-U(I,J)*CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
UF(I)=UF(I)-UW
CONTINUE

40
*
****************************************************************************
* CONVERT RELATIVE SOLID-FLUID VELOCITY TO SOLID VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WALL
* FOR EACH COMPONENT
*
* V(I,J) = SOLID VELOCITY WITH RESPECT TO WALL FOR ELEMENT I AND COMPONENT J (CM/SEC)
****************************************************************************
*
DO 50 I=NBL,NTL
DO 51 J=1,NTC
V(I,J)=U(I,J)+UF(I)
51
CONTINUE
50
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* MAXIMUM VELOCITY WHICH CAN OCCUR IN THE SYSTEM IS DETERMINED.
* FOR SYSTEM WITH NO DIFFUSION, THIS CALCULATION IS NOT PERFORMED SINCE
* STABILITY ANALYSIS IS NOT NEEDED.
*
* VMAX = MAXIMUM SETTLING VELOCITY (CM/SEC)
****************************************************************************
*
VMAX=0
DO 52 I=NBL,NTL
DO 53 J=1,NTC
IF (ABS(V(I,J)).GT.VMAX) THEN
VMAX=ABS(V(I,J))
ELSE
VMAX=VMAX
ENDIF
53
CONTINUE
52
CONTINUE
*
****************************************************************************
* CHECKS FOR STABILITY ACCORDING TO A MAXIMUM SETTLING VELOCITY, DELZ, AND
* DELT
* TWO CONDITIONS HAVE TO BE MET:
*
DELZ<2*DIF/VMAX
*
DELT<(DELZ^2)/(2*DIF)
* THE PROGRAM PRINTS ERROR STATEMENTS AND STOPS WHEN TWO CONDITIONS ARE NOT
* SATISFIED
*
* ZLMT = DELTA Z LIMIT
* TLMT = DELTA T LIMIT
*****************************************************************************
*
DO 70 I=NBL,NTL
DO 71 J=1,NTC
ZLMT=2*DIF/VMAX
TLMT=(DELZ**2)/(2*DIF)
IF (ZLMT.LT.DELZ) THEN
PRINT*, 'DELTA Z LIMIT =',ZLMT
PRINT*, 'ERROR! DELTA Z IS TOO BIG'
GOTO 100
ELSEIF (TLMT.LT.DELT) THEN
PRINT*,'DELTA T LIMIT =',TLMT
PRINT*, 'ERROR! DELTA T IS TOO BIG'
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GOTO 100
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

71
70
*
*********************************************************************
* USING FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME, CONCENTRATION OF EACH SOLIDS COMPONENT AT
* EACH ELEMENT IS CALCULATED AND STORED IN A TEMPORARY STOTAGE ARRAY, STOR.
* DIFFERENT EQUATIONS ARE APPLIED TO CALULATE BOTTOM, TOP, AND ALL
* OTHER ELEMENTS, RESPECTIVELY
*
* INTERFACE ELEMENTS ARE TREATRED SPECIALLY
****************************************************************************
* TEMPORARY ARRAY STOR(I,J) IS REDEFINED AS SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF EACH COMPONENT
* AT EACH ELEMENT CONC(I,J)
***************************************************************************
* DEPENDING ON CONDITION OF INTERFACE FROM FEED LAYER, DIFFERENT MODEL EQUATIONS
* MUST BE USED. THERE ARE SEVEN DIFFERENT LAYERING CONDIITON: LAYER WITH SINGLE
* ELEMENT, LAYER WITH MULTIPLE ELEMENTS, SINLGE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT,
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT, SINLGE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM
* ELEMENT, MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT, AND NO LAYER
* BELOW STATEMENTS CHOOSE APPROPRIATE EQUATIONS ACCORDING TO LOCATION OF LAYER
******************************************************************************
*
IF ((NBL.GT.1).AND.(NTL.LT.NE)) THEN
IF (NBL.EQ.NTL) THEN
GOTO 500
ELSE
GOTO 501
ENDIF
*
ELSEIF (NBL.GT.1) THEN
IF (NBL.EQ.NTL) THEN
GOTO 502
ELSE
GOTO 503
ENDIF
*
ELSEIF (NTL.LT.NE) THEN
IF (NBL.EQ.NTL) THEN
GOTO 504
ELSE
GOTO 505
ENDIF
*
ELSE
GOTO 506
ENDIF
*
***************************************************************************
*****************************************************************************
*
* SINGLE ELEMENT LAYER NOT INCLUDING TOP AND BOTTOM ELEMENTS
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP AND BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENTS)
*
*****************************************************************************
*
500
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 600 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NBL,J)
TEMP2=TZ*V(NBL,J)*CONC(NBL,J)/4
IF (V(NBL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NTL+1,J)
ELSE
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NBL-1,J)
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600
*

602
601
*

STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP2+CONC(NTL+1,J)
ENDIF
STOR(NBL,J)=CONC(NBL,J)-2*TEMP1-ABS(TEMP2)
CONTINUE
DO 601 I=NBL-1,NTL+1
DO 602 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NBL=NBL-1
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200

*
*********************************************************************
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER NOT INCLUDING TOP AND BOTTOM ELEMENTS
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP AND BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENTS)
*********************************************************************
*
501
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 603 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NBL,J)
TEMP2=TZ*V(NBL,J)*CONC(NBL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NBL,J)+CONC(NBL+1,J))
TEMP5=TZ*(V(NBL+1,J)+V(NBL,J))*(CONC(NBL+1,J)+CONC(NBL,J))/4
IF (V(NBL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5-TEMP2+CONC(NBL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5+CONC(NBL,J)
ENDIF
603
CONTINUE
*
DO 604 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NTL,J)
TEMP3=TZ*V(NTL,J)*CONC(NTL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NTL,J)+CONC(NTL-1,J))
TEMP6=TZ*(V(NTL-1,J)+V(NTL,J))*(CONC(NTL-1,J)+CONC(NTL,J))/4
IF (V(NTL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+CONC(NTL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+TEMP3+CONC(NTL,J)
ENDIF
604
CONTINUE
*
DO 605 I=NBL+1,NTL-1
DO 606 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
*
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
606
CONTINUE
605
CONTINUE
*
DO 607 I=NBL-1,NTL+1
DO 608 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
608
CONTINUE
607
CONTINUE
*
NBL=NBL-1
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200

160

*
***********************************************************************
* SINGLE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENT)
***********************************************************************
*
502
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
*
DO 637 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3
637
CONTINUE
*
DO 638 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(NE,J))
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
TEMP3=0
ENDIF
STOR(NE,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(NE,J)
638
CONTINUE
*
DO 639 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=0
ENDIF
STOR(NE-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NE-1,J)
639
CONTINUE
*
DO 640 I=NE-1,NE
DO 641 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
641
CONTINUE
640
CONTINUE
*
NBL=NBL-1
GOTO 200
*
****************************************************************************
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW BOTTOM LAYER ELEMENT)
****************************************************************************
*
503
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 612 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NBL,J)
TEMP2=TZ*V(NBL,J)*CONC(NBL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NBL,J)+CONC(NBL+1,J))
TEMP5=TZ*(V(NBL+1,J)+V(NBL,J))*(CONC(NBL+1,J)+CONC(NBL,J))/4
IF (V(NBL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5-TEMP2+CONC(NBL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NBL-1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NBL-1,J)
STOR(NBL,J)=TEMP4+TEMP5+CONC(NBL,J)
ENDIF
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612
*

635
*

636
*

614
613
*

617
616
*

CONTINUE
DO 635 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3
CONTINUE
DO 636 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))
TEMP3=TZ*(V(NE,J)+V(NE-1,J))*(CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))/4
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(NE,J)
CONTINUE
DO 613 I=NBL+1,NE-1
DO 614 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 616 I=NBL-1,NE
DO 617 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NBL=NBL-1
GOTO 200

*
****************************************************************************
* SINGLE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP LAYER ELEMENT)
****************************************************************************
*
504
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 633 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-CONC(1,J))
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(1,J)
633
CONTINUE
*
DO 634 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(1,J)
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(2,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3+CONC(2,J)
634
CONTINUE
*
DO 619 I=1,2
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620
619
*

DO 620 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200

*
*****************************************************************************
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT
* (DETERMINES NEW TOP LAYER ELEMENT)
*****************************************************************************
*
505
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
DO 621 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NTL,J)
TEMP3=TZ*V(NTL,J)*CONC(NTL,J)/4
TEMP4=DDD*(-2*CONC(NTL,J)+CONC(NTL-1,J))
TEMP6=TZ*(V(NTL-1,J)+V(NTL,J))*(CONC(NTL-1,J)+CONC(NTL,J))/4
IF (V(NTL,J).GE.0) THEN
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+CONC(NTL,J)
ELSE
STOR(NTL+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3+CONC(NTL+1,J)
STOR(NTL,J)=TEMP4-TEMP6+TEMP3+CONC(NTL,J)
ENDIF
621
CONTINUE
DO 631 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-CONC(1,J)+CONC(2,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(2,J)+V(1,J))*(CONC(2,J)+CONC(1,J))/4

631
*

623
622
*

626
625
*

STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(1,J)
CONTINUE
DO 622 I=2,NTL-1
DO 623 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 625 I=1,NTL+1
DO 626 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
NTL=NTL+1
GOTO 200

*
*****************************************************************************
* NO LAYER (STANDARD CALCULATION WITH NO LAYERING CONDITION)
* BOTTOM (=1) AND TOP (=NE) LAYER REMAIN CONSTANT
*****************************************************************************
*
506
DDD=DIF*DELT/(DELZ**2)
TZ=DELT/DELZ
*
DO 64 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(NE,J)
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=0
ELSE
TEMP3=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
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64
*

65
*

STOR(NE+1,J)=TEMP1-TEMP3
CONTINUE
DO 65 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))
TEMP3=TZ*(V(NE,J)+V(NE-1,J))*(CONC(NE,J)+CONC(NE-1,J))/4
IF (V(NE,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=0
ELSE
TEMP2=TZ*V(NE,J)*CONC(NE,J)/4
ENDIF
STOR(NE,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(NE,J)
CONTINUE
DO 60 I=2,NE-1
DO 61 J=1, NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(I-1,J)-2*CONC(I,J)+CONC(I+1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(I+1,J)+V(I,J))*(CONC(I+1,J)+CONC(I,J))/4
TEMP3=TZ*(V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))*(CONC(I,J)+CONC(I-1,J))/4
STOR(I,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

61
60
*
*********************************************************************
* USING FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME, CONCENTRATION OF EACH SOLIDS COMPONENT AT
* EACH ELEMENT IS CALCULATED AND STORED IN A TEMPORARY STOTAGE ARRAY, STOR.
* DIFFERENT EQUATIONS ARE APPLIED TO CALULATE BOTTOM, TOP, AND ALL
* OTHER ELEMENTS, RESPECTIVELY
*
* INTERFACE ELEMENTS ARE TREATRED SPECIALLY
****************************************************************************
* TEMPORARY ARRAY STOR(I,J) IS REDEFINED AS SOLIDS CONCENTRATION OF EACH COMPONENT
* AT EACH ELEMENT CONC(I,J)
***************************************************************************
* DEPENDING ON CONDITION OF INTERFACE FROM FEED LAYER, DIFFERENT MODEL EQUATIONS
* MUST BE USED. THERE ARE SEVEN DIFFERENT LAYERING CONDIITON: LAYER WITH SINGLE
* ELEMENT, LAYER WITH MULTIPLE ELEMENTS, SINLGE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT,
* MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING TOP ELEMENT, SINLGE ELEMENT LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM
* ELEMENT, MULTIPLE ELEMENTS LAYER INCLUDING BOTTOM ELEMENT, AND NO LAYER
* BELOW STATEMENTS CHOOSE APPROPRIATE EQUATIONS ACCORDING TO LOCATION OF LAYER
******************************************************************************
*
IF (BEDHT.GE.SPBEDHT) THEN
CONTINUE
ELSE
GOTO 66
ENDIF
*
********************************************************************************
* WHEN INITIAL UNDERFLOW DUSCHARGE IS MADE, THE CORRESPONDING TIME IS STORED AS'TOPEN'
* THE DISCHARGE INDICATOR IS CHANGED TO 2 AND THIS PROCEDURE IS NEVER ACCESSED AGAIN
********************************************************************************
*
IF (NOPENUF.EQ.1) THEN
TOPEN=TIME
NOPENUF=2
ENDIF
*
********************************************************************************
* THE VOLUME BALANCE FOR ELEMENT UF AND ELEMENT 1 IS MADE FOR OPEN UNDERFLOW
********************************************************************************
*
DO 62 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*CONC(1,J)
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP2=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP2=0
ENDIF
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62
*

63

STOR(0,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2
CONTINUE
DO 63 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(-2*CONC(1,J)+CONC(2,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(2,J)+V(1,J))*(CONC(2,J)+CONC(1,J))/4
IF (V(1,J).GE.0) THEN
TEMP3=TZ*V(1,J)*CONC(1,J)/4
ELSE
TEMP3=0
ENDIF
STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2-TEMP3+CONC(1,J)
CONTINUE
GOTO 67

*
********************************************************************************
* IF THE BED DEPTH (CM)IS LESS THAN THE SET POINT BED HEIGHT (CM),
* THEN THE UNDERFLOW WILL CLOSE
********************************************************************************
*
66
DO 68 J=1,NTC
STOR(0,J)=0
68
CONTINUE
*
DO 69 J=1,NTC
TEMP1=DDD*(CONC(2,J)-CONC(1,J))
TEMP2=TZ*(V(2,J)+V(1,J))*(CONC(2,J)+CONC(1,J))/4
STOR(1,J)=TEMP1+TEMP2+CONC(1,J)
69
CONTINUE
*
67
DO 140 I=1,NE
DO 141 J=1,NTC
CONC(I,J)=STOR(I,J)
141
CONTINUE
140
CONTINUE
*
GOTO 200
*****************************************************************************
*****************************************************************************
* ONCE THE TIME LIMIT IS REACHED, PRODUCTS ARE ACCULMULATED FOR ADDITIONAL
* TIME SPAN OF NTIME X DELTA T
*
* TIMEOF = TIME ACCUMULATED OVERFLOW PRODUCT
* TIMEUF = TIME ACCUMULATED UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
* NDELTAT = NUMBER OF DELTA T FOR PRODUCT ACCUMULATION(INCREASED BY INCREMENT OF 1
* UP TO A TOTAL OF NTIME)
*****************************************************************************
*
300
NDELTAT=NDELTAT+1
DO 311 J=1, NTC
TIMEOF(J)=TIMEOF(J)+STOR(NE+1,J)
TIMEUF(J)=TIMEUF(J)+STOR(0,J)
311
CONTINUE
*
IF (NDELTAT.LE.NTIME) THEN
GOTO 203
ELSE
CONTINUE
ENDIF
*
*****************************************************************************
* FINITE DIFFERENCE CALCULATION IS COMPLETED
* OUTPT DATA IS PREPARED
*****************************************************************************
****************************************************************************
* OPEN OUTPUT DATA FILE 'OUTPT.DAT' FOR DATA READY
*****************************************************************************
*
OPEN (UNIT=11,FILE='OUTPT.DAT',STATUS='NEW')
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*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE SIZE AND DENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF UNDERFLOW AND OVERFLOW PRODUCTS
* FROM ELEMENT O (UNDERFLOW PRODUCT) AND ELEMENT NE+1 (OVERFLOW PRODUCT)
*
* SUF = SOLIDS IN UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
* SOF = SOLIDS IN OVERFLOW PRODUCT
* DCUF(J) = DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENT J IN UNDERFLOW
* DCOF(J) = DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENT J IN OVERFLOW
* SSPT = SOLIDS SPLIT TO UNDERFLOW
*****************************************************************************
*
SUF=0
SOF=0
DO 110 J=1,NTC
SUF=SUF+TIMEUF(J)
SOF=SOF+TIMEOF(J)
110
CONTINUE
*
DO 113 J=1,NTC
DCUF(J)=100*TIMEUF(J)/SUF
DCOF(J)=100*TIMEOF(J)/SOF
113
CONTINUE
*
SSPT=SUF/(SUF+SOF)
*
*****************************************************************************
* CALCULATE FRACTIONAL RECOVERY TO UNDERFLOW FOR EACH DENSITY AND SIZE
* COMPONENT
*****************************************************************************
*
DO 160 J=1,NTC
REC(J)=TIMEUF(J)/(TIMEUF(J)+TIMEOF(J))
160
CONTINUE
*
*****************************************************************************
* REWRITE INPUT DATA IN AN OUTPUT FILE 'OUTPT.DAT'AS A CHECK
*****************************************************************************
*
WRITE (11,*) 'INPUT DATA'
WRITE (11,*) 'species ','elements ','fd elemt', ' h-diam',
-' set point'
WRITE (11,26) NK, NE, NFE, HDIAM, SPBEDHT
26
FORMAT (I2,9X,I4,6X,I4,5X,F6.3,4X,F8.4)
WRITE (11,*) 'feed rate','fluid-density ',' visc ','diff ',
-' G'
WRITE (11,27) FSR, DENF, FV, DIF, G
27
FORMAT (F8.2,2X,F7.5,5X,F9.7,2X,F5.2,2X,F8.0)
WRITE (11,*) 'delta-T ','delta-Z ','
time ',' inlet v'
WRITE (11,28) DELT, DELZ, TMLT, UW
28
FORMAT (F9.7,2X,F9.7,2X,F11.6,4X,F10.7)
WRITE (11,*) 'density ','#-of-size ','wt-fraction'
DO 120 I=1, NK
WRITE (11,29) DENK(I), NSD(I), WTF(I)
29
FORMAT (F5.2,5X,I3,10X,F7.5)
120
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) 'SPECIES #',' DIAMETER',' WT FRACTION'
DO 42 I=1, NTC
WRITE (11,43) NSPEC(I), DIAM(I), SIZD(I)
43
FORMAT (I2,10X,F7.5,3X,F7.5)
42
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
*
*****************************************************************************
* WRITE OUTPUT DATA INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS FOR
* OVERFLOW AND UNDERFLOW PRODUCTS, SOLIDS SPLIT, AND FRACTIONAL RECOVERY
* TO UNDERFLOW PRODUCT
*****************************************************************************
*
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39

16
130

132
*

WRITE (11,39) SSPT
FORMAT ('SOLIDS SPLIT = ',F7.5)
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'UNDERFLOW PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','VOL %'
DO 130 I=1,NTC
WRITE (11,16) I, DENC(I), DIAM(I), DCUF(I)
FORMAT (I7,8X,F5.2,6X,F8.5,3X,F6.2)
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'OVERFLOW PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','VOL %'
DO 132 J=1,NTC
WRITE (11,16) J, DENC(J), DIAM(J), DCOF(J)
CONTINUE
WRITE (11,*) '***************************************************'
WRITE (11,*) 'COMPONENT #
','DENSITY
','SIZE
','RECOVERY'
DO 134 J=1,NTC
WRITE (11,17) J, DENC(J), DIAM(J), REC(J)
FORMAT (I7,8X,F5.2,6X,F8.5,3X,F6.4)
CONTINUE

17
134
*
********************************************************************************
* WRITE INITAL UNDERFLOW DISCHARGE TIME (OR BED BUILD UP TIME)
********************************************************************************
*
WRITE (11,*)'***************************************************'
WRITE (11,135) TOPEN
135
FORMAT ('BED BUILD UP TIME = ',F7.2)
*
******************************************************************
* END OF THE PROGRAM
*****************************************************************************
*
100
STOP
END
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APPENDIX D
USE OF THE HINDERED-SETTLING COLUMN FOR PROCESSING SLAG

Use of the hindered-settling column for scavenging un-recovered carbon or char
from a slag waste after processing on a concentrating shaking table was investigated.
Previously, a shaking table was used to upgrade a slag waste by removing lower density
char to produce a relatively char-free slag concentrate (Klima and Choudhry, 1997).
Because of the nature of the shaking table, some of the un-liberated or near-density slag
particles were misplaced to the char product. In order to upgrade the char product, these
particles would need to be removed. As such, the hindered-settling column was used to
upgrade this fraction.

D1 Material Characterization
Initially, the char was in the form of slurry. The solids concentration was
determined to be 35% by weight. The size distribution of the char feed to the hinderedsettling column was determined by taking three random samples of approximately 200 g
each of the dried char. The samples were wet-screened at 38 µm on a 400 U.S. mesh
screen. The +400 mesh material was dried and then dry-screened in a Ro-Tap sieve
shaker at 1119, 595, 297, 210, 149, 74, and 38 µm (16, 30, 50, 70, 100, 200, and 400 U.S.
mesh, respectively). Each size fraction greater than 200 mesh was further subjected to
float-sink analysis to determine the char content. The screened and weighed samples
were separated at 2.0 R.D. in an organic heavy liquid mixture of dibromoethane (2.5
R.D.) and perchloroethylene (1.6 R.D.). Each float-sink product was washed twice with
acetone solution to remove any residual heavy liquid retained on the surface of the
particles. The size distribution and the float-sink test results of the feed char are given in
Table D1.
The distribution of % float in the total solids indicates that over 59.42% of the
total char consists of material under the relative density of 2.0, which suggests that the
char product still contains a large amount of high-density material. Hence, the goal of the
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hindered-settling column testing was to maximize the removal of this material, while
maximizing the recovery of the low-density char.
Table D1 The size distribution and floatability at a relative density of 2.0 for the shaking
table char product.
Size,
Weight,
% Float
% Float in
U.S. Mesh
%
at R.D.=2.0
Total Solids
+16
0.20
n/a
n/a
16x30
4.65
98.76
4.59
30x50
31.50
93.00
29.30
50x70
23.40
77.88
18.22
70x100
13.00
48.05
6.25
100x200
9.60
11.07
1.06
200x400
6.45
n/a
n/a
-400
11.2
n/a
n/a
Total
100.00
n/a
59.42
D2 Experimental Procedure
A total of 11 tests, each having a unique operating condition, was performed. The
tests were carried out in a circuit consisting of two sumps in series and a laboratory
hindered-settling column. A 25-liter stainless-steel sump, the first in series, was
equipped with a variable-speed progressive-cavity pump (Roper, Model 76302 GHL)
powered by a 5 HP motor, 0.25 HP mixer (Lightnin Mixing Co. Inc., Rochester, NY),
pulsed dc magnetic flow meter (Foxboro, Model Number: 800 H-WCR, flowtube size:
1/2”), pressure gauge/diaphragm seal (Ametek, Display: liquid filled, Range: 0-2800
KPa) and standard schedule 80 steel piping and fittings. A 15-liter stainless steel sump,
the second in series, was also equipped with a variable-speed progressive-cavity pump
(Moyno 500, Model 35601) and a 0.07 HP Lightnin mixer. The set up of this circuit was
similar to the previous circuit except that it did not contain a flow meter.
The hindered-settling column was fabricated out of three sections of 8.255 cm
inner diameter Lexan tubing. The design of the hindered-settling column was based on
that of a Linatex Hydrosizer. The column height could be varied by changing the length
of the middle section. A column height of 142.24 cm was used for these tests. A launder
was attached to the top section of the column, and a pressure sensor (Omega PX726-
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300WCGI) was attached on the bottom portion of the column. The entire column sat on
a stainless-steel dewatering cone. A ½ inch pneumatically actuated valve (Red Valve,
Series 5200) was located under the dewatering cone and was operated by high-pressure
air (80-90 psi) from DeVilbiss single-stage air compressor. The pressure sensor and
valve were connected to a PID controller (Yokogawa UT37E, optional PID control).
Figure D1 shows a schematic of the hindered-settling column test circuit.
The hindered-settling column design and operating conditions are summarized in
Table D2. The numeric value of each test indicates the test group, which was prepared in
a single sump, and the corresponding letter indicates the sequential order of the test
performed in a group. Prior to each test, the required weight of the feed solids and water
were calculated, which were based on a solids concentration of 20% by weight. The
measured water was added to the first sump and the pump was turned on to start the
circulation of the water through the bypass line. The solids were slowly added, and the
slurry was allowed to circulate for several minutes to ensure adequate mixing prior to
passing the slurry to the second sump.
Table D2 Operating conditions of the hindered-settling column tests.
Solids Conc. Solids Feed Teeter Water
Set Point,
Operation
Test #
of Feed, wt% Rate, g/min
Rate, L/min
%
Time, min
1a
20
776
0.95
35
10
1b
20
776
0.95
35
20
1c
20
776
0.95
35
30
2a
20
3004
2.20
35
20
2b
20
3004
2.20
35
30
2c
20
3004
2.20
35
40
3a
20
3004
3.03
35
30
3b
20
3004
3.03
35
45
3c
20
3004
3.03
35
60
4a
100*
198
1.13
30
45
4b
100*
198
1.13
30
70
*The column was fed with dry solids.
This elaborate set-up of two sumps was necessary, because the operation of the
hindered-settling column required a large amount of solids, and one sump was not large
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Volumetric Feeder

(Feeder for Dry Solids)

(Feed Line for Wet Solids)
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Figure D1 Schematic of the hindered-settling column test circuit.
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enough to hold the necessary amount of the solids over a long period of operation. The
use of a two-sump system allowed continuous feeding of materials to the hinderedsettling column from one sump without interruption, while additional materials were
prepared as necessary in the other sump, ensuring the adequate mixing of materials at all
stages. Exceptions were made for tests 4a and 4b, in which the feed solids were fed from
a screw-type volumetric feeder (Technetics Industries, Inc. Techweight Model 5)
mounted over the top of the column. The dried solids were fed directly into the column
feed inlet. The volumetric feeder was calibrated over a range of 0 to 400 g/min, since its
control setting varies from material to material.
Once adequate mixing was achieved in the first sump, the flow of the slurry was
diverted to the second sump, and the slurry was allowed to circulate for several minutes
prior to passing through the hindered-settling column. The desired flow rate was set by
changing the pump speed. The approximate values of teeter water rate and solids feed
rate were estimated based on a suggestion from Linatex, Inc. The controller, which was
linked to a pressure sensor, was set so that at a given pressure inside the column, the
pneumatically actuated valve would release particles to the underflow opening until
equilibrium was reached. The setting of the controller was calibrated at 0% for 137.16
cm of water pressure and at 100% for 274.32 cm of water pressure. A 0% setting at
137.16 cm of water corresponded to the column height, while a 100% setting allows for
doubling of the base pressure when solids are added.
The hindered-settling column was allowed to operate for at least 5 minutes after
the column began to discharge before samples were taken to ensure adequate build up of
the sedimentation bed within the column. For each test, the entire overflow and
underflow streams were sampled simultaneously in 5 gal buckets to obtain samples of
approximately 2 gal. The samples were dried and weighed to determine the solids split at
each test condition. From the dried samples, 50 g of solids were randomly sampled and
wet-screened on a 400 mesh screen. The +400 mesh solids were dried, while the –400
mesh solids were discarded. The dried +400 mesh solids were dry-screened in a Ro-Tap
sieve shaker at 16, 30, 50, 70, 100, 200, and 400 mesh, and the size distribution of each
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product stream was determined. Additional samples of approximately 2 g were taken
from each product stream, and an ash analysis was performed on each sample.

D3 Test Results
The results of the hindered-settling column tests, which include solids splits to the
overflow, ash contents, and the recoveries of the combustible material to the overflow,
are given in Table D3. The combustible content was approximated from the ash content
by
Combustible Content, % = 100 – Ash Content, %
From this material, the lighter fraction was considered to be the product and as such, the
combustible material reports to the overflow stream. Hence, combustible recovery is
based on the fraction reporting to the overflow stream, and is given as
Re cov ery =

CC OF SS OF
CC OF SS OF + CC UF (1 − SS OF )

where CCOF = combustible content in the overflow stream; CCUF = combustible content
in the underflow stream; and SSOF = solids split to the overflow fraction.
Table D3 The results of the hindered-settling column tests when processing slag.
Test #
1a
1b
1c
2a
2b
2c
3a
3b
3c
4a
4b

Solids Split
to OF, %
8.62
10.83
25.16
36.42
45.44
48.12
31.28
21.81
40.07
54.11
40.06

Ash %
OF
42.33
30.95
32.57
37.87
33.56
39.96
33.21
33.92
26.61
34.08
37.73

UF
43.54
36.23
33.66
56.35
32.16
37.71
43.72
35.53
33.08
39.98
53.52

Recovery of
Combustibles, %
8.79
11.62
25.47
44.91
44.92
46.99
35.07
22.23
42.31
56.43
43.92
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It was observed during the initial testing (Tests 1a – 1c) that the feed material
contained only a small amount of particles suitable for building a fluidized bed and that
most feed solids quickly settled downward. The lack of a proper bed was readily
apparent, which led to very poor char recoveries as seen in Table D3. During 40 minutes
of continuous operation (limited at this time because all feed solids were used), a steady
state was never reached. From Table D4, the separation improved (less bypass of fines to
the underflow in selectivity) as the time progressed. This was probably caused by the
presence of agglomerated particles in the feed, which were produced by drying the feed
slurry, and these particles broke up in later time.
It was thought that increasing the teeter water rate, solids feed rate, and operation
time would help to suspend more particles in the column and in turn, build a more
consistent sedimentation bed. This approach was tried in Test Groups 2 and 3 with
additional mixing time to ensure dispersing of agglomerated fines. All three variables
were increased as seen in Table D2. This resulted in increases in combustible recoveries.
Separation efficiencies of Test Group 2 generally improved over the results from Test
Group 1 as seen by size selectivity in Tables D4 and D5. The bypass of fines due to the
agglomeration still could not be avoided completely, because the tests required numerous
supplements of feed slurry prepared from dried char, while the hindered-settling column
was still in operation. This required an uninterrupted feed supply and therefore,
inadequate mixing time of the feed slurry.
Despite the changes in operating conditions, a steady state and a proper fluidized
bed were still not achieved. Overall, the combustible recoveries were still poor. For Test
Group 4, the feed solids were dried and distributed over a greater period of time using a
volumetric solids feeder, which allowed a greater range of feed rates along with more
precise control than was possible with the slurry feed circuit (Figure D1). However, it
still was not possible to reach a steady state, and the combustible recoveries remained
relatively unchanged compared to Test Groups 2 and 3.
From Table D3, the recoveries of combustibles were only marginally greater than
the solids splits, while the grades of the products (OF combustible %) were at best 73%.
Even though some separation was achieved for all tests, overall combustible recoveries
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were low. It appeared that the particles of required sizes and densities, adequate for
building a sedimentation bed, were largely absent in the feed solids, having been
removed by the shaking table concentrator process. This could be seen by the presence
of low-density char particles interlocked with much heavier silicate particles in the
hindered-settling column product samples. All these factors contributed to the difficulty
of upgrading the char product from the shaking table concentrator, resulting in relatively
poor separations.
Table D4 Product size distributions and size selectivity for Test Group 1
Test #

1a

1b

1c

Wt., %
OF
UF

Si, %

Wt., %
OF
UF

Si, %

Wt., %
OF
UF

Si, %

+16

0.00

0.40

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.60

0.00

16x20

0.00

1.60

0.00

0.00

4.20

0.00

0.20

0.60

10.06

20x30

0.40

9.60

0.39

0.71

19.40

0.45

0.40

7.60

1.74

30x40

2.40

22.60

0.99

1.43

39.20

0.44

2.59

25.20

3.35

40x50

12.40

27.20

4.12

10.00

26.00

4.46

16.57

36.60

13.21

50x70

33.60

20.80

13.22

32.14

6.60

37.17

37.13

21.80

36.41

70x100

24.40

8.00

22.34

24.29

1.00

74.68

22.55

4.40

63.28

100x140

7.20

2.80

19.52

7.14

0.40

68.44

5.59

1.00

65.26

140x200

3.60

2.40

12.40

2.86

0.40

46.45

2.99

0.60

62.65

200x270

3.20

1.40

17.74

2.86

0.20

63.44

2.79

0.20

82.45

270x400

3.60

1.00

25.35

4.29

0.20

72.24

3.59

0.40

75.12

-400

9.20

2.20

28.29

14.29

1.40

55.34

5.59

1.00

65.26

Size,
U.S. Mesh
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Table D5 Product size distributions and size selectivity for Test Group 2
Test #
Size,
U.S. Mesh
+16

2a
Wt., %
OF
UF
0.00
12.00

2b

0.00

Wt., %
OF
UF
0.00
1.60

Si, %

2c

0.00

Wt., %
OF
UF
0.00
1.00

Si, %

Si, %
0.00

16x20

0.20

21.40

0.53

0.20

6.00

2.70

0.20

4.00

4.43

20x30

0.40

28.20

0.81

1.80

30.40

4.70

1.60

21.20

6.54

30x40

3.00

19.40

8.14

10.20

37.20

18.59

8.40

29.60

20.84

40x50

13.00

10.00

42.68

21.80

15.60

53.79

18.80

19.00

47.86

50x70

28.40

5.20

75.78

27.20

4.60

83.12

25.60

10.80

68.74

70x100

19.80

2.20

83.75

14.60

1.40

89.68

15.00

5.00

73.56

100x140

5.80

0.60

84.70

3.80

0.60

84.06

4.60

2.80

60.38

140x200

3.00

0.40

81.12

2.00

0.60

73.52

3.20

2.00

59.74

200x270

2.00

0.20

85.14

1.40

0.40

74.46

2.80

0.80

76.45

270x400

2.40

0.00

100.00

1.80

0.20

88.23

2.80

0.60

81.23

-400

22.00

0.40

96.92

15.20

1.40

90.04

17.00

3.20

83.13

Table D6 Product size distributions and size selectivity for Test Group 3
Test #

3a

3b

3c

Wt., %
OF
UF

Si, %

Wt., %
OF
UF

Si, %

Wt., %
OF
UF

Si, %

+16

0.20

3.60

2.47

0.22

3.80

4.51

0.90

0.45

64.70

16x20

0.80

11.40

3.10

0.65

9.40

5.42

2.99

1.36

67.07

20x30

3.80

29.60

5.52

3.02

28.20

8.18

4.79

5.91

42.92

30x40

12.00

29.40

15.67

11.42

30.80

23.60

10.48

16.36

37.26

40x50

19.60

15.40

36.68

19.18

15.40

50.92

18.86

21.82

44.50

50x70

25.00

7.40

60.60

26.08

6.80

76.16

25.75

21.82

52.26

70x100

14.40

2.60

71.60

14.87

2.80

81.56

15.57

11.36

55.96

100x140

5.00

0.60

79.14

5.17

1.00

81.16

4.49

5.00

45.45

140x200

3.60

0.00

100.00

3.66

0.20

93.85

2.40

4.55

32.83

200x270

2.80

0.00

100.00

3.02

0.20

92.63

2.10

2.73

41.62

270x400

2.40

0.00

100.00

2.80

0.20

92.11

2.40

1.82

54.99

-400

10.40

0.00

100.00

9.91

1.20

87.31

9.28

6.82

55.80

Size,
U.S. Mesh
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